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%e Supreme 

adio ̀ Reproducer 

MUSIC MASTER RECEIVER IS the lrll answer to the fact that i`tusic 
Master Reproduu., by which today 
all "loud speakers" are judged, was 
found to be SO tar in advance of the 
radio receivers with which it was used 
that its highest re- creative powers had 
never been fully utilized. 

Music Master engineers laid down the 
principle that radio receiving sers and 
radio amplifying reproducers must he 

nude equally effective before New Era 
Radio programs could he brought into 
thc home in satisfying volume and 
with true tone fidelity. 

TYPE 60 
Five Tube,. Two stages of radio fre- 
quency, detector and two stages audio 
frequency. Selective, good volume and 

l distance. Brown ma- Price $U hogany art finish cabinet 

tIÓ1 

Ideal 
ofan . 1'rn .tlorlc/J 

(ivaranlnd 
G'n(ondiriona//y 

IC'...J,. Prot., 
Sl.rLfr rl.clol 

r../.ed .J e.....r..i by MUSIC MASTER CORPORATION 
N.1.n and U.v,b.r.r d nvól:r.Je RadM Appararw 

u 

e5á'CusiceJò'Caster 

today 
Ar ANY time within recent years 

Music Master could have offered 
radio receiving sets equal to any at 
that time on the market. But these 
years have been devoted to intensive 
effort to achieve in radio reception the 
same outstanding superiority achieved 
in amplified radio reproduction by 
Music Master Reproducer. 

Music Master Radio Receiver em- 
bodies the demonstrated features of 
standardized radio reception in com- 
bination with Music Master Repro- 
ducer, thus doubly maintaining its 
supremacy as thc .Nusil u! /n.clrumen! 
of Radio -and there IS no substitute. 
The name Music Master now em- 
braces the whole radio field. 

TYPE 100 
Five Tube:. New Music Master circuit, in- 
volving special adaptation to radio frequency. 
Very selective. good volume and dis- 
tance. Solid mahogany cabinet in 
brown mahogany art satin price $100 finish. 

PHILADELPHIA, 128-130 N. TENTH ST. CHICAGO NEW YORK PITTSBURGH MONTaF.AI. 

Coombe. !wen, Au.4.n. (J...rro 
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RIALLY SPEAKING 
By HENRY M. NEELY 

SOME weeks ago, the newspapers in various 
cities printed an article by E. F. W. Alex - 

anderson, chief consulting engineer of the Radio 
Corporation of America, which dealt with the 
interesting experiments being conducted in the 
"polarization" of radio waves. The article was 
too technical for the average broadcast listener, 
but a few of our readers who are in the class of 
what might be called advanced students have 
written to ask whether this new system is going 
to change the present method of broadcast recep- 
tion and render their sets obsolete. 

This is an indication of how very "jumpy" 
this radio business is. The moment a new theory 
is advanced, hundred of nontechnical listeners -in 
get the idea that the theory is going to be changed 
into actuality, and that they will have to junk 
their present receiving outfit and invest in an 
entirely new layout. 

Dr. Alexanderson indicated very clearly in 
his article that the experiments were very far 
from threatening to make any immediate changes 
to radio transmission or to reception. He was 
merely outlining the interesting aspect of the 
experiments and pointing out what they may ac- 
complish when they are better understood and 
the methods better perfected. 

This article was of special interest to me 
because the idea was brought to me some time 
ago by David Grimes. Over a year ago, in a 
speech which I made at the banquet of the Third 
District transmitting amateurs, I gave a slight 
hint of this idea when I said that Mr. Grimes had 
asked our laboratory to co-operate in experiments 
which, if successful, might make it possible for 
two stations to broadcast simultaneously on the 
sane wave length just across the street from 
each other and yet not interfere with each other. 
I remember very distinctly the smiles of Mere - 
duality which met this statement from the ad- 

vanced experimenters who composed the audience 
at that banquet. Nor could I blame them for 
smiling. So far as I know, nothing had been 
published about any such possibilities, although 
Mr. Grimes had been working on his own experi- 
ments for a long time before he even mentioned 
it to me. 

Briefly stated and without any technicality, 
it can be roughly explained by the two words 
"vertical" and "horizontal." 

Mr. Grimes' theory is that all radio trans- 
mission today is vertical and that static is also 
vertical. If you happen to be using a loop re- 
ceiver, you can prove this to yourself on any 
night when the static is fairly bad. Simply pick 
up your loop and turn it horizontally and you 
will find that almost all of the static will disap- 
pear. Naturally your signal will also disappear. 
That is because both the static and the signal are 
coming to you vertically, whereas your loop is 
now arranged to receive horizontally. Now sup- 
pose that it were possible for the broadcasting 
station to transmit horizontally. You would then 
be eliminating the static but receiving the broad- 
casting station at its maximum. 

Carried even farther than this. you can 
easily picture from that example the possibility 
that some day our radio programs may read 
something like this: 

9:40 P. M.- Station WFI, 395 meters, verti. 
cal. 

9:40 P. M.- Station WLIT, 3115 meters. hori- 
zontal. 

This will mean that two stations which are 
directly across the street from each other will 
be broadcasting simultaneously on exactly the 
same wave length and yet, by means of our re- 
ceivers. we can adjust our sets to receive one and 
not the other. Please (cowo. ew l'.[ :51 
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The greatest improvement ever made 
in "B" Batteries 

Atssuit I t',t.s new in construction -perfected 
through years of research, the new Eveready 
I.ayerhilt "H" Battery is as superior to the old 
type "B" Battery as a tube srt is to a crystal. 

I lcretoforr, all dry "B" Batteries have been 
made up of cylindrical cells -no one knrrr how 
to make them any other way. The new Ever- 
eady I.aycrhilt is made of fat layers of current - 
producing elements compressed one against 
another, so that every cubic inch inside the bat- 
tery case is completely tilled with electricity- 
producing material. Layer- building heightens 
efficiency by increasing the area of zinc plate 
and the quantity of active chemicals to which 
the plate is exposed. 

After the most rigid laboratory tests. more 
than 30,000 of these new Eveready I.ayerhilt 
"B" Batteries were manufactured and tested by 
use under actual home -receiving conditions. 
These tests proved that this new battery is 
far superior to the famous Eveready Heavy - 
duty Battery No. 770. which up to now we 
have ranked as the longest lived "B" Battery 
obtainable. 

On 4 -tube sets, 16 mil drain. it lasts 35% longer. 
On 5 -tube sets, 20 mil drain, it lasts 38;fí longer. 
On 6-tube sets. 24 mil drain. it lasts 416,4 longer. 
On 8 -tube sets. 30 mil drain. it lasts 52!; longer. 

The new I.ayerhilt principle is such an enor- 

mous stride forward in radio hatters. econortn 

that we will bring out new sizes and numbers 

in this I.ayerhilt form as fast as new machinery 
is installed. For the present. only the extra. 
large 4S -volt site will he available. 

Buy this new Eveready I.aycrhilt No. 484 
for heavy drain service. It far exceeds the 
performance for which F yerrady Radio flat- 
teries always have been famous and is. we be- 

lieve, by tar the most economical source of "B 
current obtainable. 

,tf6Arj6.lar.J 1.,J y1..,r nnterJ by 

NATIO \AI. CARBON CONIPA \Y. Ixc. 
New York San Francisco 

Ca...I.n Xalwral Cattalo Co.. Linutnl, T.AUOto, tlo..rio 

Ev1:READY HOUR EVERY TUESDAY AT M P. I. 
l:.,r... n,.....4 )... 
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Radio Batteries 
-they last longer 
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SETS fthe NEW SEASON 
WITH the coming of September, the thoughts of everybody 

interested in radio turn naturally to the radio shows. Apparently these shows in the early fall are going to mark 
the beginning of the radio season for millions of 
our people. During September and October 
there will be exhibitions held in many of 
the larger cities of the country. and these 
displays will give the radio fan and 
the citizen who is not a fan but 
who is becoming interested an 
opportunity to see and to have 
explained the sets and acces- 
sories and apparatus which 
will be featured during the 
winter. 

There is no "revolu 
tion" in radio to be ex- 
pected during the shows 
this year nor. as a matter 
of fact, during any other 
year. This season, as it 
will be in future seasons 
and as it has been for 
many years in the auto - 
mobile industry, we will 
see very great improve- 
ments in almost all 
branches of the art all 
showing so increased effi- 
ciency. a higher quality of 
design and workmanship, 
and a decided trend to- 
ward the stabilization of 
radin as an integral part 
of American home life. 

Probably the observ- 
ant spectator will be im 
pressed this season most 
of all with the very de- 
cided influence that wom- 
an is now having in the 
design of radio sets and 
accessories. '1'he old day 
of the tangle of wires and 
the bunch of junk mas- 
querading under the garb 
of a radio set are gone 
and gone forever. Two 
years ago this unsightly 
mass of material, prob- 
ably on a kitchen table, 

radio entered the living room and left the kitchen and the attic 
and the suhcellar behind it. Today the radio set must occupy 

the place of honor in the home, and this means that it must 
of necessity be at least as good to look upon as the 

piano or the phonograph or the dining room or 
living room furniture. Nothing les.. than 

this will satisfy Milady. Woman, too 
has been responsible for a very much 

greater simplicity in the operation 
of the radio set. The old days o 
a dozen or more controls ar 

done: we now have the un 
doubted trend toward th 
one - control receiver, al 

though really efficient sets 
with only one knob to oper- 
ate are still scarce and 
can hardly be said to have 
arrived as yet. Still, all 
modern sets have the abil- 
ity to be accurately and 
permanently logged, so 
that even with three dials 
there is no difficulty what- 
ever in finding the desired 
station and bringing it in. 

If anything shows 
woman's influence more 
strongly than the beauti- 
ful cabinets in which 
radio sets are now pre- 
sented, it is the rapidly 
growing trend this year 
toward the production of 
apparatus to eliminate 
the battery from radio re- 
ception. Most men do not 
mind the attention which 
a battery requires, hut to 
a woman the sight of a 
storage battery in her liv- 
ing room is about as wel- 
come as the sight of a 
muddy pup. Much as she 
realizes the marvelous 
work which a good bat- 
tery does, her housewifely 
instinct_. rebel at the 
thought of acids in the 
neighborhood of her cher- 
ished rugs and furniture. 

a of home Therefore it has llaen her edict that the 
batteries must go and manufacturers have 
spent many thousands of dollars and many 
sleepless nights designing apparatus which 
will enable Mrs. Fan to run her radio set 

directly from the socket of her house lighting system. Last year 
there were a number of B battery substitutes placed upon the 
market and several of these worked very well. This year we 

f 

e 

e 

did well enough as a remarkable toy and 
an evidence of husband's or son's clever- 
ness in putting the set together and actual- 
ly making it emit sounds that bore some 
resemblance to speech and musk. Then. 
with the betterment of broadcasting and of broadcast programs 
and with the very rapid increase in the quality of receiving set 
reproduction, the woman of the house began to be interested, and 

Radio is now so much 
that it mist even be included in the wilder- 
ness home, as shown in the photograph 

above. The set is an Operadio 

the part 
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The Apex Baby Grand Console (shown 
above) and the Apex Utility Table (shown 
below) are splendid examples of the pres- 
ent trend in cabinet design. The Apex 
Console Entertainer is shown below the 

utility table 

have socket power for both A and B bat- 
teries and several manufacturers are even 
putting out devices to furnish A, B and C 
current. So far as the B battery eliminator 
is concerned, the day of experiment is 
about over and the B hattery substitute is 
here. The A battery gives a little more 
trouble, but there are several successful de- 
vices in operation and those that are being 
put out by manufacturers with an honor- 
able record of past achievement may very 
well be depended upon to give satisfaction. 

Perhaps the shows will give evidence 
of advance in cabinet design quite as much 
as in anything else. Many of this season's 
sets, particularly the larger and higher - 
priced models, have the mechanical fea- 
tures either entirely hidden or completely 
disguised. Some are built in exquisite con- 
soles or various period designs, and others, 
to all outward appearances, may be beauti- 
ful writing desks, highboys or library 
tables. It is possible to get excellent furni- 
ture design even in the medium- priced sets 
and this tendency is the greatest proof we 
have that the woman is beginning to buy 
the radio set just as she is buying every- 
thing else which becomes a fixture in her 
home. The majority of the cabinets are 
so beautifully designed and the finish and 
workmanship are so superb as to fit in with 
the most pretentious surroundings and 
leave the owner nothing to he desired. 
Many of the cabinets are finished in two 
tones and others are inlaid or hand carved 
and a few are finished in lacquer. 

Another outstanding feature of the sea- 
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son -and one which also reflects the 
woman's influence -is the trend in loud- 
speaker design. The horn type has never 
been popular with women and manufac- 
turers have evidently been thoroughly con- 
vinced of this fact. This season's loud- 
speakers seem to be deserting the horn 
type very largely and are being produced 
in console models, cabinets, cones and ex- 
quisitely finished period designs. 

To the man who likes to hook up his 
own set and who finds delight in the ex- 
perimental phase of radio, this season will 
be a constant temptation to spend money. 
Apparatus has now reached a stage of per- 
fection which is quite in keeping with the 
advancement of cabinet design. There are 
new types of coils, condensers, transform- 
ers, jacks and switches and everything else 
which go to simplify and improve the 
home -made receiver. 

Last year's superheterodyne can be 
wonderfully improved this year by the sub- 
stitution of straight -line frequency con- 
densers or of one of the clever new dials 
which are so geared as to move the present 
type of condenser at a rate which turns it 

The Kellogg Wave Master, shown at the lower right, incorporates several new features 
in tuning control -the broadcast wave band being divided into zones. The new Jewett 
receiver is shown at the lower left with the Micro -dial, which makes the finest kind 

of tuning a perfectly simple matter 
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Unique and attractive is the new Music 
Master drum type reproducer. The pedes- 

tal is of carved mahogany 

into a straight -line frequency instrument. 
Straight -line frequency gives an even dis- 
tribution of stations over the entire scale 
and eliminates the crowding of broadcast- 
ers, particularly those at the lower end of 
the wave length scale. With the use of these 
new instruments, tuning becomes a real 
pleasure and it will be possible to log a 
number of stations never heard clearly 
before. 

The design of audio -frequency trans- 
formers has also been vastly improved, and 
the audio side of the set can now be taken 
care of either by means of regular trans- 
formers or by resistance coupling or by the 
increasingly popular impedance- coupled 
system. 

You who are interested in radio must 
not miss your local show this year. If you 

- -- - -o- 
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have friends who are becoming somewhat 
curious about this new art and who are 
showing signs of catching your Lever, do 
not let there miss the radio show, because if you once get them inside the door of the 
exhibition building, it is a safe bet that 
they will not come out without making up 
their minds to buy a receiver and join the 
ranks of radio fans. 

Although radio is 
quite young, as said 
before. we can expect 
it to follow the same 
general lines of devel- 
opment a, the motor- 
car. 

After passing 
through the "one - 
lunger" stage, the car 
of today is a thing of 
beauty. The same ap- 
plies to the better 
radio sets of today. 

We feel reasonably 
sure that the car of 
tomorrow will have a 
motor with the same 
number cylinders pre- 

? 

Music Master con- 
sole receiver a n d 
drum t y p e repro- 

ducer 

The Music Muster type 140 
is of pleasing appearance. 

Finished in duo -tone with 
a panel of unusual design 

The sloping panel and built - 
in loud speaker lend beauty 
and charm to this Music 
Master combination receiver 
and table. Two tuning con- 
trols operate this six -tube 

set 

vailing at this time. In 
all things there is a 
limit at which we must 
stop if there is to be 
efficiency. T h e "in- 
sides" of the car has a 
tendency to stay con - 
stant with additional 
improvements. 

What can we say 
about the radin receivers? Manu- 
facturers will always strive for ap- 
pearance. But what will happen 
under the "hood" of the set? Car 
manufacturers will advertise that "severity 
miles an hour can he attained." Can we 
interpret this in radio language. "300 
miles DX or bust "? 

In other words, "where are we going" 
in this matter of speed and distance possi- 
bilities now that we are on the suhject? 
You and I can go out and buy a car that 
will do over 100 miles an hour. Who 
would want to ride in it, you say? Quite 
true. You do not take your wife and 

In the Super -Zenith are combined beauty and simplici.y --only two controls are necessary to tune this ten -tube 
receiver 
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cuildren out in one of those cars. Never- 
theless, there is a certain small demand 
for them. 

Isn't there a striking parallel here be- 
tween car and set? Who but the expert 
wants the terrific speed or the tremendous 
distance? The average man is not trained 
to enjoy it. 

Radio in the home should delight the 
esthetic ear in the same sense that the 
well - balanced car delights the body. This 
should not be construed to mean that I be- 
lieve in purely local reception. Not at all. 

Better roads are urged for comfort. 
Higher power is urged for better reception. 
These two improvements arc exterior to 
the car and set. Balloon tires, improved 
springs, etc., on the other hand, give more 
satisfaction on the rough places. Rough 

Several new models 
have been added to 
the popular Crusley 
line. In the upper left 
is the Super -Trirdyn 
De Luxe combination, 
consisting of n De 
Luxe Musictone, a 
Super -Trirdyn Special 
and a very neatly de- 
signed table. T h e 

Crosley No. 52 Special, 
a three -tube regener- 
ative receiver, is 
shown in the upper 
right. T h e Super - 
Trirdyn Special, in a 
newly designed cabi- 
net of the latest style, 
is pictured below. The 
Musictone, an attrac- 
tive new type repro- 
ducer is shown above 
the Trirdyn. In the 
lower left is a receiver 
which justifies Cros- 
ley's sobriquet "Ford 
of Radio." This is the 
new Crosley Pup, a 
very fine single -tube 
regeneratire receiver, 
which may be bought 

for less than $1V 
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places and ether disturb- 
ances will always be with 
us, but who would be so 
foolish as not to expect de- 
vices on the order of bal- 
loon tires for the future 
radio sets? We must ex- 
pect greater DX possi- 
bilities with comfort due 
to the set itself and nol de- 
pend upon bolstered trans- 
mitters altogether. Again. 
the inevitable "limit" 
enters, and past this we 
cannot go. The future will 
tell .vhat this is. 

Although the general 
tendency, due to a popular 
demand. has been to reduce 
the number of controls 
on the receiver, we must 
not expert to perfect sets 
which will tune by merely 
whistling at them. A cer- 

tain degree of manual labor and slight skill 
are requisite to any worth -while machine. 
But the trend will undoubtedly be toward 
the fool -proof outfit. 

You and I may have the same car and 
the same receiver. You may get better 
results with yours than I do with mine. 
You may drive faster than I with the same 
degree of safety, and you may have greater 
satisfaction with your set than I do. That 
is the human element which we sometimes 
forget. When we do forget we hate to 
realize that perhaps we do not have that 
certain innate ability possessed by another 
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Ths Dayroyul, housed in a 
beautiful mahogany ver- 
tical-type desk cabinet 
with old gold ornaments, 
has the unique feature of 
of being a practical desk, 
with writing shelf, built - 
in ash tray and ink well. 
Space is provided for bat- 

teries and charger 

RADIO IN THE HOME 

gan last fall. This year it is evidently to 
set in in an ever -swelling tide of popularity 
and our vision of a year ago, that there 
would he twenty million receiving sets in 
this country before the market could he 
considered bordering on saturation, is com- 
ing true. 

There are several distinct advantages 
of the manufactured set. 

Over a year ago, this magazine stated 
editorially that. although our laboratory 
had built hundreds of sets. we still could 
not match the performance or the satisfac- 
tion of a standard manufactured receiver 
of the better make. That statement still 
stands despite the protests from many en- 
thusiastic set builders among our readers. 

It stands to reason that this should be 
true. One skilled radio man, who has spe- 
cialized in a certain type of superhetero- 
dyne, said not long ago: "I have built 
and rebuilt this circuit fifty times and each 
time I find some place where I can make 
it just a little better." 

That tells the story. The man who 
makes his own set never rebuilds it fifty 
times. Consequently he never has it in 
such shape that it is performing to full 
efficiency. 

The set manufacturer of the better 
class has a staff of men who are employed 
for the sole purpose of building and rebuild- 
ing that particular set just to find out these 
little places where it can be made better. 
And each improvement is incorporated in 
the factory product. 

9 

Another riese of the 
Dayroyal, showing the 
sel and loud -speaker. 
The panel of the rr- 
cetvAty set N illumi- 
nated with a small 

light 

who has the same machinery or 
apparatus. Often we liked to 
blame the manufacturer. What 
do you think? 

The very fine line of manu- 
factured sets offered for con- 
sideration this season indicates 
definitely that the trend of the 
public is changing swiftly to- 
ward radio. This new trend to- 
ward the ready -made model in 
preference to the home -made be- 

Many of this season's sets are 
concealed in writing desks, 
highboys and library tables. 
The Dayfan receivers, shown 
on. this page, are typical ex- 
amples of the new models. All 
Dayfan sets are logged at the 
factory and furnished with an 
"Air Telephone Directory," 
showing the dial setting of the 
various stations. In addition, 
they are graudated for wart 
lengths for newspaper refer- 

ence 

A simpler model of the Dayfan console 
type is the Daygrand. The drop -front 
cabinet ia of two -tone mahogany_ A m011 
desk pigeonhole 4.3 provided at one suit. 
The set is the same as the Dayfan S. 

shown in the center of the page 

The Air -Way console model, shown 
below, it beautifully finished in two - 
tone mahogany. The loud -speaker ie 
built in und Rimer.. provided for butter- 

ies and charger 
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The h rnless type loudspeaker w in keeping with fAe 
p ?rend of reeelver design. The new Jaynell 

speaker u shown above 

.11t the power weressnry to operate the receiver l. ob- 
tained direct from the elrtrw light socket with the new 
PhIleo Power twit. type A -K. This unit replaces the 

A and R batteries and battery charger 

A Dove 
The lady radio fan mould be toot os 
pleased with a act of B1041s10n Trite 
Blue tubes, packed in a satin and plush 
hoed case, as she would toil% a new 
stnnp of pearl. These tubes are 
excellent delertors and amph- 

Arra und nunndcrvphunk 

R1ght- 
The P.at loop is double 
bank wound on as attractive 

.nnAnpany fram 

A faithful reproducer of offrac 
err design la the Amplio.. loud. 

speaker 

Above 
The Hetro.Itplrai loop was 
developed especially for use 
w4th superheterodyne receIt. 

Cr. 

Hight- 
Th. Ketoses 100 -volt 
storage D battery, 
shown on right. in 
built In a substawtlal 
leather . rot Bred case, 
with currying handle 

I.eft- 
T %e Twin Kull. llnndy 
Charger it noiseless In oper- 
ation and may be used for 
e halving either A or B but - 

eeriea 
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The /'Mleo 8oe-k.t !'our,. type If. takes the Oar, of B 
batteries. If delivers sufficient current for moat types 

of receivers, Including eight -tube superheterodyues 

A bera- 
The console 
model of t h e 
Jewett htwpr 
speaker le beau. 
WWII, finished In 
intoid rnuhvvony 

Right- - 
The J e w e t t 
i,nco unit per. 
mua the phono- 
graph tu be used 
as a radio repro- 

ducer 

Right, below - 
The Valley Battery/ Charger 
can be used to charge either 
Y, 6 or ]t volt A batteries, or 
(rom one to four t4 -volt 

storage B batteries 

Left - 
The uric Kveready "B" 
battery utilise a new 
pnnnple of b. ttrry cun- 
aMicflon by swbatifu- 
tution of flat cells for 
cylindrical cells, thereby 
pleinp J0' more active 
eleetrinty . produrIng 
material than In the 
Heavy Duty !lottery 
No. 770 of identical es'. 

ternai dlmehNona 

A bore- - 
A specially designed tube in used 
for lull -ware rretlftration in the 
Kpom R eliminator. Delivers thirty 
nsIl'I- amprrra and operates without 

hula 
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ea) Grimes Inverse-Duplex System 
FIG :3. 

THE NEW GRIMES INVERSE DUPLEX 

ONCE, more to readers of Radio in the 
/dome we xre outlining still further 

improvements in the Inverse Duplex Sys- 
tem. This we have done from time to time over the past two 
years so that the various numbers of Radio in the Home look 
almost like our laboratory notebook. To the readers who have 
followed the development throughout its entire course, this par- 
ticular article will stand out apart and alone from all the rest. 
To the new reader who is becoming acquainted with the Inverse 
Duplex System for the first time, this article will appear com- 
plete and compact as describing the new Inverse Duplex System. 

In all stages of development work in any branch of industry, 
there are always improvements, improvements and then more 
improvements. Necessarily. or rather apparently, in all stages 
of human progress, we seem unable to hit perfection in our first 
attempts. There is usually a stage of progress through which 
we pass where various experiences teach us wherein we have 
failed. The Inverse Duplex System of the past has not been an 
exception to this general line of development, and it is to the 
readers of this magazine that many thanks are due for the rapid 
discovery and correction of defects in the early Inverse Duplex 
circuits described in previous issues. 

All of this work together has resulted in what we now call 
the New Grimes Inverse Duplex System, and it is the object of 
this article to cover as fully as possible the salient features of 
this new system. It is realized that one article alone will prob- 
ably not be sufficient for those desiring greater detail. So sub- 

By DAVID GRIMES 
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sequent articles which may appear will be 
devoted more to detailed discussions rather 
than outlining the entire workable circuit. 

Inverse duplexing in the past has always been emphasized as a 
system of amplification--not any particular circuit. This was 
done in order to emphasize the fact that inverse duplexing could 
be applied to any circuit -the neutrodyne, the superheterodyne. 
etc. This, of course, is true, and in the laboratory we have ac- 
complished all of these feats. In doing it, however, we have 
learned that, at least so far as the amateur experimenter is con- 
cerned, great difficulty may be encountered in these various 
combinations. So out of all the maze of various circuits we have 
decided, in the new Inverse Duplex System. to choose the best 
possible radio and audio circuits for the combined arrangement. 
By best we mean those that will give good efficiency with greatest 
ease of assembly. For this purpose we have chosen tuned radio 
frequency with a stabilizing device for the radio circuits and low 
ratio audio transformers for the audio circuits. 

Outside of this decision on our part, for you, relative to the 
circuits to be employed with the new Inverse Duplex, we have 
spent quite a bit of time on the subject of vacuum tubes. Here- 
tofore we have been a staunch supporter of storage battery oper- 
ation and storage battery tubes because of their greater volume 
on local stations and because of their uniform and unvarying 
quality. The 199's, as indicated in .,,,,,,,,,rye o 

FIG.2 
z. 

ASSEMBLY SHOWING CONNECTIONS 
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Flewelling Super 
l ` Het Converter 

ByE.T. 
FLEWELLING 

Ao.rt.t Editor of 
Radio 1 the /f nn,r 

IF any of my readers 
are contemplating the 

building of a super- 
heterodyne receiver, I 
hope that they will not 
be unfortunate enough 
to use the specifications 
of a receiver that I came 
upon the other day. The 
list of requirements for 
this receiver specified 
200 feet of copper bus - 
wire for wiring the set. 
One would think that 
one was reading the 
specifications for a 
power house! 

We are not going to 
describe a complete 
super -heterodyne in this 
article, but we are going 
to explain how to build 
a complete super- hetero- 
dyne oscillator and first 
detector which can be 
used in ;Z number of 
ways, and our layout and 
specifications are to he 
very radically different 
and vastly more simple 
than those of our friend 
who specified 200 feet of 
wire for connections. 

Perhaps this is a good 
place for me to ask you 
to refer to Fig. I of this 
article. This photograph 
shows our complete de- 
tector - oscillator con- 
verter and will give you 
an idea of the simplicity 
of the set. It contains 
closer to 2 feet of wire 
than to 200 feet, and is 
as easy to build as it 
looks. 

The converter is the 
result of our work dur- 
ing the Summer, to de- 
velop a detector outfit 
that can be placed before 
any five -tube neutrodyne 
or tuned radio frequency 
receiver and give them 
the operating advan- 
tages of the super-het- 
erodyne. We know that 
the two stages of radio 
frequency in our five - 
tube set are not equal to 
the three stages of long 
wave radio frequency 
amplification generally 
used in a super- hetero- 
dyne, so we must admit 
at the start that our 
super -converter and a 
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five -tube neutrodyne, for 
instance, wil: not equal a 
well- designed super-het- 
erodyne in general all 
around ability, but it 
will give us very decided 
advantages over our five - 
tube set alone. 

A general outline of 
advantages might show 
that the use of the con- 
verter will increase our 
selectivity tremendously, 
in general fully equaling 
that of the super- hetero- 
dyne; it will increase our 
ability to pick up distant 
stations and will operate 
a bit on a loop antenna. 
Again, we-find that we 
have a grand total of but 
two controls to handle as 
against rive to eight con- 
trols on our receiver as 
it is now. No marked 
increase in volume may 
be expected. although it 
will be slightly greater. 
Volume and distance 
ability will depend upon 
how good our present 
receiver is by itself. 

Our super -converter 
will use the same batter- 
ies that we are now 
using and requires no 
change whatsoever in 
our present set. It is 
perfectly stable, positive 
in results and greatly 
simplifies the operation 
of the five -tube set. It 
is to be recommended in 
accordance with this 
statement of its virtues. 

To operate the con- 
verter after it is con- 
nected to the receiver, it 
is necessary to set the 
three dials of the re- 
ceiver to about 95 and, 
after tuning in a station 
with the converter, to 
adjust rheostats, po- 
tentiometers and then 
the three dials again, to 
the point of best opera- 
tion. After this has 
been done the five -tube 
receiver is not adjusted 
again and all tuning is 
accomplished with the 
two dials of the con- 
verter alone. 

It is very strongly 
recommended that no 
change whatsoever be 
made in the layout of 
the converter and that 
the exact parts be used 
as specified. This is be- 
cause the converter con- 
tains ((ontl.rd o. Pir IS) 
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Now 
i ; The Jewett Receiver 

Again Jewett leads the way to new and better radio reception. 
First the Superspeaker -Now the Jewett Receiver. 
Different -Yes, fundamentally so in design_ -Even more startlingly so in 
performance. 
Distortion, squeals, whistles and other self -made noises - entirely eliminated 
by a new and exclusive method of audio amplification. Top efficiency insured 
at all points on the dial from i So to Goo meters. 
Music as it is actually played -the human voice in its natural tones. 

And with it all -the Jewett Receiver is beautiful -the richest, handsomest 
receiver you have ever seen. 

The Receiver that meets and exceeds your fondest hopes for radio reception 

JEWETT RADIO E PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
5662 TELEGRAPH ROAD 

Factories : Allegan, Michigan 
In Canada 

Jewett Radio.Phonographs. Ltd.. Walkerville. Ontario 

PONTIAC. MICHIGAN 
Pontiac. Michigan 

Expturt Sales Office: 
116 Broad Street. New York Cos. 
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Looking Down on the 

new Harkness 
Counterflex 

September, 1925 

The audio-transformers are mounted under 
the sub -panel and can be seen through the 

socket 

9he F n a 1 Three Tube Counterrlc)0 
AT ''HE conclusion of my article in the 

August issue I promised to devote this 
month's space to a complete description of 
a receiver using the four -tube circuit which 
was published in that issue. 

Comparing the merits of this four -tube 
circuit (in which the reflex principle is not 
employes) with those of the standard 
three -tube Counterflex, I explained that 
the new radio -frequency transformers 
which I had designed for the four -tube 
circuit made the latter more sensitive and 
selective than the three -tube hook -up. At 
that time i had not tried using these trans- 
formers in the three -tube Oounterflex. i 
now find. however. that these new trans- 
formers can be employed to great advan- 
tage in the three -tube circuit and vastly 
improve its selectivity without decreasing 
audibility. I have also made some other 
changes in the three -tube set which greatly 
improve its operation. 

I have decided, therefore, to postpone 
my promised description of the four -tube 
receiver and describe instead the circuit of 
my latest model of three -tube Counterflex 
receiver embodying the improvements 
mentioned above. I shall also show readers 
who own three -tube sets of earlier design 
how to construct their sets so that they 
may enjoy the advantages of the latest im- 
provements at least expense. 

The new radio -frequency transformers, 
to which I have referred, can be seen in 
the photograph of the complete receiver 
on this page. Their construction is more 
clearly shown in the drawing of Fig. 2. 
These transformers, or Counterformers, as 
they are called, are designed to possess a 
high value of inductive coupling and the 
lowest possible value of capacitive coupling. 

It will be noticed that the primary is 
wound on a separate form, slightly smaller 
in diameter than the secondary. and is 
placed inside the secondary at the filament 
end of the secondary winding. The filament 
end of the secondary is at a low potential 
and placing the primary at this end keeps 
the capacity between primary and sec- 
ondary low. If the primary were placed at 

By KENNETH HARKNESS 
Aunrlot Editor. "NOdln In the Horne' 

the grid or high potential end of the sec- 
ondary, the capacitive coupling would be 
very much increased, but the inductive cou- 
pling would not be increased to any great 
extent. 

it will also he noticed that the primary 
is wound in the opposite direction to the 
secondary, but that the connections to the 
primary are also reversed. The plate or 
high potential end of the primary is directly 
underneath the end of the secondary wind- 
ing at the point of lowest potential. By ar 
ranging the primary in this way the induc- 
tive coupling is just as high as when the 
two coils are wound in the same direction, 
and the primary connected in the usual 
manner (the low potential end of the 
primary directly under the low potential 
end of the secondary), hut the capacity be- 
tween primary and secondary is lower. 

To reduce capacitive coupling still 
further, the primary is wound with very 
fine wire so that the needed value of self - 
inductance is provided by a coil occupying 
a small area. A longer coil, having the 
same self inductance, but wound with 
heavier wire, would considerably increase 
the capacity coupling without increasing 
the inductive coupling or adding in any 
way to the efficiency of the transformer. 

These transformers, then, possess a 
very low value of capacitive coupling as 
compared with inductive coupling, and this 
has the very desirable effect of sharpening 
the tuning of the receiver in which they 
are employed without reducing audibility 
in any way. When connected in the three - 
tube Counterflex circuit the improvement 
in selectivity is very marked. 

By referring to the photograph and the 
drawing of Fig. 2, it will be noticed that 
the primary of Counterformer Tl is sus- 
pended from a slotted bracket. Upon 
loosening the binding post which holds the 
coil in position. the primary may be moved 
out and turned at an angle, thereby reduc- 
ing the coupling between the antenna and 

the tuned grid circuit. This feature is 
provided so that the selectivity of the re- 
ceiver may be adjusted to meet local con- 
ditions. 

These new Counterformers improve the 
operation of the Counterflex in another 
way. When a small capacity is connected 
across the secondary of Counterformer Ti 
the two tuning dials log exactly alike. For 
instance. stations which tune in at 20 and 
80 on the first dial similarly tune at 20 
and 80 on the second dial. In the standard 
make of Counterformer this little capacity 
is connected across the terminals of the 
variable condenser. The added capacity 
is needed because the capacity between the 
primary and secondary of Counterformer 
Ti (with an average antenna attached to 
the primary) is slightly lower than the 
capacity between the primary and sec- 
ondary of the interstage Counterformer 
T2. The secondary inductances of the two 
transformers being exactly alike, the higher 
capacity of '1'2 would ordinarily cause the 
second dial to tune a few degrees lower 
than the first. The added condenser across 
the secondary of Tl, however, equalizes 
the fixed capacities across the two sec- 
ondaries and the dials log exactly alike. 
The balance, of course, is slightly upset if 
the primary of T1 is turned at an angle to 
increase selectivity. The difference, how- 
ever, is slight. Those who like exactitute 
may rectify this difference by connecting 
a small vernier condenser across the sec- 
ondary of T1 in place of a fixed condenser. 

For the benefit of those who want to 
wind their own coils I give the following 
specifications of the new Counterformers: 

Counter former T1: Primary has ten 
turns of No. 30 D. S. C. wire wound on a 
form 27)/s inches in diameter and one inch 
long. The wire is wound at the extreme 
end of the coil as shown in the drawing. 
The secondary has sixty -three turns of No. 
23 single -cotton or single -silk covered wire 
wound on a form three inches in diameter 
and 27,í1 inches long. The winding is made 
in the opposite direction to the primary. 

Counterformer T2: The primary has 
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twenty five turns of No. 30 D. S. C. wire 
wound on a form 23¡ inches in diameter 
and 7/s of an inch long. The secondary is 
exactly the same as the secondary of T1. 

And now, if you will refer to the circuit 
diagram of Fig. 1 you will note certain 
additions and improvements besides the 
new Counterformers. The most important 
is the variable high resistance connected 
across the secondary of the reflex audio - 
frequency transformer. This resistance 
acts as a volume or tone control and com- 
pletely eliminates howling caused by over- 
loading of the reflex tube. When a very 
strong local signal is tuned in, a reflex 
tube is liable to be overloaded and cause 
howling. The use of a "C" battery, as also 

Antenna 

ó 
Counter - 
former 

T1 

Counterdon 
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addition of a fixed capacity across the pri- 
mary. and a high resistance across the sec- 
ondary. of the second audio -frequency 
transformer: the use of a "C" battery to 
raise the negative potential of the grids of 
both amplifying tubes: the omission of the 
"phones" jack in the output circuit of the 
reflex tube and the.omission of a separate 
rheostat to control the detector tube fila- 
ment. 

The fixed capacity across the primary 
of the second audio-frequency transformer 
is made necessary by the new Counter - 
formers. The value of this capacity is 
usually .001 mf although, in some cases, it 
is better to use a .002 mf condenser. The 
quarter megohm grid leak across the sec- 

included in the circuit of Fig. 1, helps to 
a% oid overloading but, when the signal is 
very strong, the "C" battery is not suffi- 
cient. This overloading. however, can be 
effectually checked by adjusting the high 
resistance across the reflex audio- trans- 
former. As a volume control this resist- 
ance is, in any case, a useful adjunct to the 
set. The resistance used in the new three - 
tube Counterflex receiver has exactly the 
same appearance as a wire -wound filament 
rheostat. The wire, however, is not con- 
tinuous and is merely used to make contact 
to a high resistance strip. The resistance 
can be varied from about 5000 to 250,000 
ohms. 

Another improvement is the use of a 
Counterdon with a very much larger ca- 
pacity than formerly. The new Counterdon 
has seven plates. The other changes in 
the circuit and parts make the use of this 
large Counterdon necessary. Moreover, 
the control of self -oscillation is simplified, 
the large counteracting capacity taking 
care of any small discrepancies in the 
values of the other parts in the circuit 
which would unbalance the system and 
make the control of self- oscillation difficult 
with a small Counterdon. 

Other changes in the circuit include the 

ondary of this transformer is inserted to 
improve the quality of reproduction. 
Formerly a fixed capacity was used. The 
high resistance leak, however, prevents 
any squealing or whistling in the audio - 
frequency amplifier just as effectually as 
the fixed condenser, and improves rather 
than impairs the quality of reproduction. 

The "C" battery also greatly improves 
the quality of the system, eliminating all 
distortion. Three volts is usually the cor- 
rect value for the "C" battery, although 41/2 
volts can sometimes be used. The "phones" 
jack, which was included in the original 
three -tube Counterflex circuit, is now 
omitted as the volume can be controlled by 
the variable resistance across the reflex 
audio -transformer, leaving the phones or 
loud speaker in the output of the second 
audio stage. The detector filament rheostat 
is also omitted as this is no longer needed. 

In one of the illustrations the antenna 
coil of Counterformer T1 is turned at an 
angle to show how the coupling between 
the antenna and tuned grid circuit may be 
adjusted. If desired, the primary coil may 
be turned at right angles to the secondary. 
in which case the coupling is practically 
tern. This new, improved three -tube 
Counterflex is. 1 believe, one of the most 
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efficient three -tube sets in existence. The 
tremendous amplification (for three tubes) 
of the original Counterflex circuits is 
known and appreciated by all who have 
used the circuit. It is true, however, that 
it lacked selectivity and sometimes howled 
when local stations were tuned in. flott 
these imperfections have been removed. 
The selectivity of the new receiver is ex 
collent, the howling is eliminated, yet the 
amplification is just as high as before. 
Moreover, the quality is much better and 
the tuning is simplified. I think I can 
afford to call these the "final improve- 
ments" in this three -tube circuit. 

Many readers of this magazine have, I 
know, built the three -tube Counterflex 
which I described in the March issue. It 
is not necessary for these readers to scrap 
their sets to take advantage of the im- 
provements herein described. It is com- 
paratively easy to make the necessary 
changes and the expense is small. To re- 
construct the set the following parts are 
required: 

1 Pair of counterformers, new type 
(without variable condensers). 

1 Variable high resistance (5000 to 
250,000 ohms). 

1 Vernier condenser, midget type. 
1 Counterdon condenser with seven 

plates. 
1 Fixed condenser, .001 mf. 
1 Grid leak (.25 meg.) and mounting. 
2 Binding posts. 
T have already given the specifications 

of the new counterformers. The variable 

ri 
52 

FIGURE- 2 

high resistance need not have the exact 
value specified. The minimum value, how- 
ever, should not be more than 5000 ohms 
and the maximum should not be less than 
100,000 ohms or more than one megohm. 

Any type of vernier condenser may be 
used, so long as it has small dimensions. 

The new Counterdon, with seven plates, 
can be purchased or, if you have the facili- 
ties and skill, you may add the four extra 
plates to the Counter- ,,,,,;,,n,,.,, ,, ,..r. ,., 
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Fa 50.60 qde 105.1 25 volt 
alternating rvrrrnt 

For 25.40 cycle 105.1 23 vol 
t alternating nnrrnt 

$47.30 

$32.50 

Philco Socket Power "B"-eliminates your `B" batteries 
Thousands of radio owners have been ask - 

mg- "Why can't we use our house current for 
radio power? Why can't we operate our radios 
as easily as we operate our electric lights ?" Now 
they can! 

Philco Socket Power "A" and Philco Socket 
Power "B" are the answer. Used together they 
make radio operation so simple that a snap of one 
switch does everything -turns on both "A" and 
"B" power and turns on your set. No more 
dry cells to buy. No more thought about 
battery charging. 

To avoid getting a stale battery, 
demand Philco Drynamic also for 

your automobile. 

Philco Socket Power "B" eliminates both 
dry cells and storage "B" batteries. It rectifies, 
filters and smooths out t hr house current There's 
no hum -no distortion -no falling off in recep- 
tion. Cost of operation less than 1/4 cent per day. 

No filaments in it to burn out -no high - 

voltage transformers -no ground wires running 
to radiators or water -pipes -large enough to 
"work" next month as well as this month, and 
fits into the same space as 90 volts of large dry 
"S" battery. Assembled in attractive Adam 
brown, metal case. Can be used on any set. 
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4house urren Easy as 
turning on an 
electric light 

(....- 
juur /i 1pr T 
lou/l 

o l+ t1ergn y 
--Turns on loth 

A d B power 
-Turn on your 

SQL 

Philco Socket Power t"AB" 
For Radiola Super- Heterodyne and 

other sets having 3 -volt dry -cell tubes 
Phdco Socket Power "AB" u combination of the 

"A' and B Power Unn built Into one case -and also 
centraled by one rinteh. Coat. only MU' sent per dray in 
avernge ,ervicr No hum Reception at It best at all 
time Eliminate. dry sells and all thought of .t..as.- 
Marry re. barpng Automatic of n w,atnwf A touch 
of your *nee, tom it nn ne off 
For '.o NS. y. le 103 I!t volt :.Ilrrnnt,nt. usent 31.% 011 

Mot tt 10.yele 103.1,1S volt altnn.., its .'our, nt 31.1130 

Philco Socket Power "A" 

Price 
$42.50 

For S06O ryele IOS.I2%volt 
alternating current 

-eliminates all thought of battery charging 
Philco Socket Power "A" is a complete "A" 

power unit for storage battery tube sets. Plugs 
permanently into a light or wall socket. Elimi 
nates dry- battery replacements -eliminates all 
thought about storage battery charging. 

Snap the switch "ON" and you get a steady 
flow of power while your set is in operation. 
Snap it "OFF" and your power is shut off - 
your radio is silent -and current begins gently 
feeding back into the Socket Power from your 
lighting system. 

Philco Socket Power "A" occupies less space 
than last season's storage battery and chargcr- 
looks Metter -costs little if any more -and is 
e isirl to use beeausr everything is automatic. 

Further. it provides I'm using Socket Power 
"B" in the simplest and most convenient man- 
ner imaginable. Simply insert "B" plug into 
the receptacle built in the "A ". The one "A" 
switch then controls everything - B" power as 
well as "A ". You even leave the radio switch 
"ON" at all times. Nothing to think about 
but the one "A" switch. 

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA 

Phdro Dealers evervwhere also have a 
complete line o( Phdru Urynam,c Recharge- 
able Storage Bannies for radio 

Phd.o Standard B ' Bat ter y -a romplrtr 
Adan brown. mahogany finish repla.emrnt 
lox wt volis of dry cells. $19 a3 

Phtico ' A" Batteries in acid tight glass .ns for dry cell tubes. 38: a volt tubes. $16 
Phdko "A" Batten.. in panelled rubber 

Asses-314 S3 up 
Plldtu R.dio Saur r, . r Dtarwnd- 

DRY but CNARGKD Their life desn't trt until the drain 'mots In the ele t fnlytr 
Y.N aC ,,,.0 WIC( tl, (4.41114(c n( Ike halt( t. 
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Final 3 -Tube Counterflex 
(I'oNbea Front Petite 1.) 

don you already possess. The quarter 
uwgnhm grid leak and mounting are 
optional. '1'hra is intended to take 
the place of the .00025 inf. condenser 
across the second anion- frequency 
transformer secondary. While the 
grid leak slightly improves the qual- 
ity, the condenser may be left in 
place if desired. 

With these parts on hand the in- 
structions given below should then 
be followed: 

Remove the old Counterformer 
coils and substitute, in their places, the 
new toils. The latter are longer than 
the old type and extension brackets 
are required to mount them if the 
same mounting holes in the end plate 
of the condensers are used. These 
brackets can be purchased or. if you 
have the facilities, you can make them 
out of strip brass. When rewiring 
the counterforniers follow the circuit 
of Fig. 1, paying particular attention 
to the terminals PI and P2. The 
method of connecting these terminals 
is clearly shown in Fig. 2. 

Remove the ampliAer filament rheo- 
stat (to the left of the Counterdon) 
and substitute, in its place. the vari- 

able high resistance. Connect this 
resistance across the secondary of 
the reflex audio- transformer. 

Remove the old ty'o Counterdon 
and substitute the new, wiring as be- 
fore. 

Drill x hole in the front panel, di- 
rectly under the first dial, and mount 
therein the midget vernier con- 
denser. Connect this vernier across 
the main tuning condenser of 
Counterformer Ti. 

Drill two holes in the suhpanel, on 
the top left -hand side (looking down 
into the set) for the two "C" battery 
binding posta With a screwdriver 
punch plus and minus signs in the 
rubber opposite these posts. Then 
rewire the filament circuit to conform 
with the diagram of Fig. 1, using the 
remaining "detector' rheostat to con- 
trol all three tubes. Connect the fila- 
ment leads of both audio -transformers 
to the negative "C" battery binding 
post instead of to the filament as be- 
fore. Connect the positive "C" bat- 
tery binding post to the negative "A" 
battery post. 

Connect the fixed .001 condenser 
across the primary of the second 
audio -transformer and, if desired, 
substitute the quarter megohm grid 
leak for the fixed condenser across 
the secondary of this transformer. 

If you think the changes are too 
difficult for you, or if you experience 
any trouble. it might be a gtsal okra to 
take your set to a competent set 
builder, show him these instructions. 
and ask him to make the changes for 
you 

After the changes have been made, 
check the operation by turning the 
Counterdon to its minimum position 
and testing for "oscillation" at all 
frequencies. If any difficulty is en- 
countered in producing strong oscil- 
lations at all wave lengths you may 
either have a poor amplifying tube in 
the reflex stage or it may be neces- 
sary for you to use a .002 fixed con- 
denser instead of a .001 across the 
primary of the second audio- trans- 
former. 

In operating the receiver, by the 
way, do not try to stop howling 
caused by self -oscillation with the 
high variable resistance. Self- oscil- 
lation must be controlled only with 
the Counterdon. The howling con- 
trolled by the high resistance is the 
howling caused by overloading of the 
reflex tube when a very strong local 
signal is tuned in. 

I shall be glad to hear from readers 
who reoonatruct their sets or who 
build new receivers embodying these 
latest improvements. 

tkr O RAG E 

BATTERY 

Charge it 
while you slee 

The Tonaar t.. G E 
et developed In the array 

R h L.boratunrs ut 
teenee.l Eleetetc 

The new Tungur .iirgt 
radio -A- and '9" b.tt.r,e.. 
and auto better tea 

Two mp.rr erre East of 
the Rockies, . fia.V 

60 rrrw - ero velte 

last thing at night -concert over time to lock up. Radio battery low) 
Just clip on the l ungar. anti plug it in. Or if you connect up the I ungar permanently. just throne a switch. Charge the battery while you sleep. 
The Tungar is simple makes no disturbing noise. And the low cost of (ungar recharging cub battery upkeep to next to nothing It means top 
notch performance-clear, full -volumed reception -all the time! 

unøar 
REG U.S. PAL UFF 

BATTERY CHARGER 
Tunyar -a repurrred trndemnrk -to found only 
on the gen.'s, Look for st on U. name pint 

Mere/.n/i.. Diwi.n 
Caseral iI.etrte Company. Rr,daerw,rr, Conn 

G N FIRAL ELECTRIC 

The Flewellingr 
Super -Het Converter 

11- alb rd nose roar Its 
a tube that is oscillating continuously 
and the design is such that this is 
carefully taken care of. Also. if the 
design Is followed it will enable you 
to build a simple outfit that you can 
be sure uf, and one that by plugging 
in other coils you may make from 
time to time will cover any ware 
length desired. You will lrr able to 
follow any further development in the 
converter very easily. It seems quite 
possible to reduce the two dials to 
only one, and if this is worked out 
as successfully as we have been doing 
it. then our reception will be even 
further simplified. One dial control 
is an ideal that seems to have been 
reached. I might even suggest that 
you use a cheaper panel in your first 
converter and change it for a more 
satisfactory one a little later on. 

If you are planning on building a 
complete superheterodyne receiver 
this winter. our converter can be 
strongly recommended as a detector 
and oscillator of the highest order 
and the description in this article 
may be followed with confidence. 

First, then, in our description of 
how to build the converter, is the list 
of parts required. 

1 Celeron tube, 3 inch diameter by 
1 inch long for choke coil. 

2 Celerun tubes, 3 inch diameter by 
31, inches long. 

2 Sockets for 201 -A tubes. 
2 Amprrites for filament control. 
1 Rathbun variable condenser, 

.0002b mf. capacity for oacillator. 
1 Rathbun variable condenser, 

.0005 mt. for tuning. 
1 7 inch by 12 inch paneL 
2 4-inch dials (vernier). 
3 .00025 fixed condensers. 
1 Suitable grid leak for tube used. 
A Headphone cord tips 
6 Phone -tip lacks to screw onto 

condenser terminals as shown in 
photographs. 

7 Binding poets. 
1 Baae panel. 
Soldering lugs. Nu. 24 DCC wire 

and No. 30 DSC wire sufficient 
for set. 

All of the parts are easy to secure. 
l'here are now several types of phone 
tip and jack combinations on the 
market. The jacks are screwed onto 
the condenser terminals (two holes 
are drilled in the end plate of the 
oscillator condenser in order to mount 
the four shown and they are located 
exactly one inch on centers from the 
present terminals. One jack on each 
terminal and two between them makes 
a total of four lacks in a line on the 
oscillator condenser). Phone tips are 
soldered to the terminals of the coils 
and plug into these jacks. This con- 
struction results in short direct con- 
nections with minimum wiring, inter- 
changeable coils, rigid construction 
and proper location of parta. These 
phone tips and jacks sr. adaptable rn 
any radio set that one may care to 
build, as when the coil is plugged into 
the jack the connection is utomati- 
cally- made with the condenser without 
any wiring. 

The circuit diagram of the eon- 

Ep1TH 

RAI) 10 
Tens nought through 

the dosais, arts distance. 
toeless In mot. stations- clear) and 
with volume -In length of Urn,. 
than any other set. irect cuaivarixasa in- 
vited. Zenith r.oal.tnig seta ...t more, but 
MacMillan four bis Norti, r[blar Ea tlur. 
Zenith Radio Corporation 

332 3. Michigan Avenue. Chicago 
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TRUE TONE QUALITY 

ISTORTIOAr 

THE DAVEN 
SUPER- AMPLIFIER 

_b_ I %t ii r; 
R PRODUCTION 

RESISTOR MANUAL 

The Handbook of Rr,.iatanre 
Coupled Amplifies . At heat 

Radio Draiera 25c. 
Direct by mail. postpaid 35e. 

USE THIS FREE COUPON 

111/111%1.1..141/4141111111. 1"a 
Ita.lww, ...n....., . N.-..\ 1 

N.... ....I .... .I« ..JI...«g ... 11....b.rr 1.w.r1. 
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M..n.... 11.«wi : i..u..l.w.1 
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Vt I,11 M1 N: was formerly the goal of radio engineers. Thr blare tif dis- 
cordant trumpets succeeded the tinkling of the harp. 'l'he goal hail peen 
reached. 

But true tone quality is the star we now are *hooting at. This explains 
the phenomenal growth of the demand for resistance coupled amp! i bra- 
t ion. The end of the era of distortion is in bight. 

Daven engineers have pioneered in resistance coupled amplilil at i11í1. 

Daven Resistors and Mountings, Ballasts. Amplifier kits and Sop r- 

Ampliliers are standard everywhere. 

The Daven Super -Amplifier is the aristocrat of amplifiers. Absolutely no 
distortion. A revelation to music lovers. It is sold by dealers e crywhere, 
complete, ready to connect with tuner and batteries, for $15.00. 

DAVEN HIGH -MU TUBES 
\i1 RF volume of true tone quality i1. the latest achievement of Dave, engineers. 

The new Daven Tuhe Type Mt 40 ;merise% the amplification of the Moen uper to Equal 
ur enured that obtainable with tran,fornlcrn, b volt, ' amjwrc -$tAO each. 

The Riven Power Tube Type Mt'-6 for 111r lam, or output aarr -$10 0 each. 

DAVEN PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ONLY BY GOOD DEALERS 

' zç; Site o1:46 -C!/ n 

Newark 

WV01040010f) 
9esislor 4'pecialisfs 

THE 1316 LITTi.F. THINGS OF RADIO 
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K E N N E T H 
H A R It N F S S, 
President Kenneth 
Harkness R a d i o 
Corporation. 

There's only one safe way 
to build the Counterflex 

THE successful operation of 
the Counterflex depends 

just as much upon the design of 
the parts used in its construc- 
tion as upon the hook -up itself. 
The parts must conform exactly 
to my specifications; otherwixe 
the receiver will be unbalanced 
and will not operate satisfac- 
torily The hest and xafest way 
is to build it with the complete 
kit of balanced parts which I 
have designed for the purpose. 
The set you build with this kit 
wilt be an exact duplicate of my 
own and will perform in the same 
unusual manner, affording you 
the receiving range. volume and 

selectivity of a costly receiver at 
moderate expense. 

"Genuine Harkness Counter- 
flex Kits are manufactured vole 
by the Kenneth Harkness Radio 
Corporation, under my personal 
supervision. No other manu- 
facturer is authorized to make 
parts for my siruuits, or to use 
my name in any manner in con- 
nection with the sale of radio 
products. You can recognize 
genuine Harkness kits by my 
signature and the words 'Manu- 
factured by Kenneth Harkness 
Radio Corporation. Newark. 
N. J.,' which appear on the 
labels of the only genuine Hark- 
ness products" 

cria.+e -c 1y Z .-.. . 

WITH this complete kit of 
balanced parts you can build 

the new 3 -tube Counterflex re- 
ceiver with all the latest im- 
provements. The new type 
Counterformers insure an un- 
usually high degree of selectiv- 
ity which can be varied to meet 
your local conditions. These 
remarkably efficient transform- 
ers also increase the volume and 
receiving range of the set. In 
addition, provision is made for 
the use of a C battery which 
eliminates howling and distor- 

C..apl.t a T. 
Ceuat.n.e Kit 
.nlA 1ype 

n 

1 

ntr/erm 
. ad ell Ial.1 
prnv.,w.at 

$36.00 In IA 
un.I.d V.4 

sas 00 on I easel. 

lion. Tuning is simplified, the 
two dials logging alike. 

A new instruction booklet. 
written by Mr. Harkness, is 
supplied with each Counterflex 
kit. This booklet clearly illus- 
trates and carefully explains 
each progressive step in the 
assembly and wiring of the re- 
ceiver. Ask a reputable dealer 
for the genuine Harkness Coun- 
terflex Kit. If he does not stock 
genuine Harkness kits. send 
your order directly to us with 
the name of nearest dealer. 

KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO (Y)RPORATioN 
Dept. B1. 727 -739 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J. 

Mail this coupon 
for FREE BOOK 

now 

September, 1925 

xr.ggxTH rtRKREaa RADIO CORP. 
Dopt. a-l. 71: -7ae Pr.aaak.re.a .. 

Newark. R. J. 
Please ... r Ira. rear r ewer booklet esstala 

tie Herkae 0uet.ree Oirait. 1 oa- 
rless iee U'ia sr temp.l te rer teat et nudist. 

Name 

verter is shown in Fig. 2, and will he 
seen to be very simple indeed, but it 
is very important to remem)wr that 
all coils arc wound in the anote direc- 
tion, end that they are %pared no less 
than one -quarter inch from each 
of her. 

The most important part of the con- 
verter is the coils, and they are best 
tleuriltel at this time. The antenna 
coupling coil Ll. Fig. 3, is of ten 
turns wound on the same tube as the 
tuning coil, spaced one -half inch 
from it. The tuning coil L2 has 
fifty -five turns and each end is con- 
nected to a phone tip which is sol- 
dered to a G-32 screw through the 
tubing. This tube or coil carries but 
two plugs or tips and they are spaced 
the same distance apart as the ter- 

dared into a phone tilt which it will 
just fit. and the end of the windings 
are carried through small holes in the 
tubing, to the soldering lugs which 
are on the inside of the tubing. Fig. 
6 shows a detail of this. 

In winding the oscillator coil, 
note that the two windings for the 
plate and grid coils are space! (lonely 
together and that the grid coupling 
coil frum the detector tube is spaced 

bit farther apart. Thin sparing is 
clearly shown in Fig. 1 and the con- 
nections of the terminals are clearly 
shown in Fig. 7. The coils are the 
grid and plate coils for the oscillator, 
each coil of sixteen turns and the 
coupling roil of ten turns. 

The third coil or tube in our layout 
is the detector tube choke coil. This 
choke coil consists of as many turns 

The five -tube set is already grounded so that none ix used on the converter. 
1.1 -In turns No. 24 DCC wire 
L2-55 " ' " 
L4-16 ,. , ,. 

(.5-16 ' 
Ls-IU " 1 41 

LJ -io to 100 turns No. to nit^ wire 
C1- .1005 mf. 
CY- .00025 mf. 
Cs- ' ' Ci- ' 
CS- ' 

minais of the variable condenser on 
which they are to be mounted.Now note 
that the antenna coil is connected to 

binding post mounted on the tubing, 
on the side opposite to the plugs, and 
its other end is connected to the near- 
est plug or tip. This plug should, 
then, always be plugged into the fila- 
ment or coupling coil side of the tub- 
ing condenser -that is. to the rotor 
side. The method of rnnnecting is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Having constructed the tuning and 
antenna coils with their mounting 
plugs, it will be comparatively simple 
to build the oscillator coils and the 
coupling coil. This coil is shown in 
Fig. 4, and it will be seen has four 
plugs and a binding post for the con- 
nections. The two extra plugs are 
ust one inch from each end or out- 

side plug. Soldering lugs are fast- 
ened under each 6 -32 screw, the 
threaded end of which is then sol- 

of No. 30 DSC wire ac can be con- 
veniently wound upon the one -inch 
by three -inch tube. This coil, which 
is 1.3 in our diagram, is not at all 
critical and if you have a 75 or 100 
turn honeycomb coil, it will fit in 
very nicely here, and any easy method 
may be used to fasten it to the base- 
board directly under the oscillator. 
coil, as shown in Fig. 1. 

After the coils are wound, the next 
step is the assembly of the converter, 
and it seems good to know that the 
word assembly better fits our case 
than the words "wire our set" would. 
The two variable condensers are 
mounted just seven inches apart and 
so that they clear the base panel by 
holes for the extra jacks. Having 
done this the terminal nuts, two on 
each condenser, are removed and a 
jack screwed on in their place. Care 
with its four plugs is mounted on the 
right with the stationary or stator 
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I 1.. 

I he graceful lines, beauti- 
ful design, and elegance of 
finish that make one stop 

and remark "How beautiful! How 
it would enhance the attractiveness 
of our home! " - is not a veneer of 
quality. It is a true index of real 
merit. 

Quality is built right into the new 
improved APEX Receiving Sets. 
Quality, the equal of which has 
never before been attained in the 
history of radio. 

APEX Radio Engineers have 
swept aside distance and harnessed 
volume. They have succeeded in 

extracting from the air the most 
delicate gradations of tones and in 

segregating them from other sounds. 
They have made tuning -in as simple. 
as easy, and as positive as placing 

your finger on any spot on 
the map. 

They have accomplished what 
every radio lover knew some genius 
would some day accomplish - the 
completion of a radio receiving set 
embodying every desirable feature. 
A set that not only meets the de- 
mands of today, but one of such ad- 
vanced principles that it will fully 
meet the requirements of tomorrow. 

If you are one of the thousands 
who really would like to possess a 
radio receiving set, but have post- 
poned purchasing because of an 
idea that sets now being produced 
will be obsolete in the near future, 
we suggest that you go to your 
APEX Dealer and inspect the 
display of APEX Quality Radio 
Apparatus. 

l]pon request, we will gladly mail you descriptive folder. 

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY 
CHICAGO 

alk.7 

APEX 

Also makers of the fumow. 
Rheostats, which use sold b. 

APEX Verni n Dials and 
every golad deo Ice in Radio. 

BABY GRAND 
CONSOLE 
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r,f£erlinii 

Radio 
Service 

Equipment 

If You Care for Good Radio 

Give Radio Your Care 

HOUT care, the most 
elaborate radio set will 

degenerate into the mediocre 
class. If, however, you take 
care of your tubes and bat- 
teries, giving them reasonable 
service at home, you can be 
assured of high -quality enter - 
tainment every time and all 
the time. Sterling Radio 
Equipment embraces all de- 
vices necessary to test tubes 
or batteries and give new life 
to their run -down conditions. 

STERLING 
TUBE REACTIVATOR 

Sterling 
Tube 
Reactivator 

This device wUI reactivate the Memento 
+1 I.% /01.4. C.iOIA, UV199 and L. 199 
vacuum tubes. so that you con use 
your tube lung after they haw. given 
the must .nwnt of ervice. Th. pro 
rem may he repeated time after time 
The Sterling Roncthtor ha new and 
un/gw In that it lac hides (lament 
.mlaNn meter whisk hews Iautwelly 
whether eh. tube weds reutivatl.a sad 
is exactly bow eecleat the tube Y 
ales t..atment- Tel". can be main. 
tsin.d t high ef/ietncy and matched 
In the ..t 1 hie reacuv.to will pay 
for itself In is very I. mnnth 

Price (50-80 cycle) 812.S0 

STERLING TUBE TESTER 
In kit than half minor you ran 
teat the elate t urreot of tube and 
had the d.fectiv tubs, sie tube, if 
any. in your et. A convenient Jars 
furnished with the tntn,msnt tell. t 

giants whether a tube U good. fair r peer. Tide teat. i Ise hletal 
In tog tran)annr. wiring end 
socket troubles. 

Price $8.50 

STERLING 
BATTERY CHARGER 

Sterling 
Tube 
Tester 

I hoe harg.r r characterlaed by 
their impurity, safety and correct 
charging rate 1h. Sterling. model No 
19 Restfie,. thecae. 6olt A be tted.. t S ampere rate and B batteries. 
up le 120 watt in rie at 1/5 

mpere rate. There is balutly no 
drain ea the A battery rebel, chardnr 
the B, and the mtr indlcate the 
r ha reins rat Inc A or B batterie 
Single control for sly volt A or 24. .a. 
72. 90 to 120 volt 0 batteries 
Price -M.dd If (SON cycle) ...7121.58 

(25 cycle) ...... 25.1111 

Also cl «d and open en.dLe fer "A" 
heal eery rhrsing ealy, ills 00 to $71 00 

STERLING POCKET METERS 

Sterling 
Battery 
Charger 

By using St.rl.ng Pocket M you 
quickly d.t.rwun whether your 

dry better$.. ,v "up' or getting tow. I.o when to tethers both A a d ti tor` hatter.... Tie.. toter. have 
e ectl<y the right realtanr so a not 
to overdtIn the battery under tat or 

ive 

m 

iowningleo high reading. 
Prices $1.00 to $4.00 

OTHER STERLING RADIO 
EQUIPMENT 

Panel 114t... 
Rheostat 
M It roc onds..r 

Audio Radio Frequency Trudseeer 
Yon wiff And Sterling Radio 
Dodo, mtorby. JI will b. 
la.srea year ud.rlt/ f a. him 

Sterling 
Pocket 
Meters 

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING CO. 
2831.53 Prospect Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 

plates up. It will be necessary to re- 
move the end plate of the mieillati.r 
condenser in order to drill the two 
184 inch. The .0005 mf. tuning con- 
denser with its two jacks is placed 
on the left of the panel with the 
stationary' or stator plates down and 
the .00025 nit. oscillator condenser 
should be taken that the jacks line 
up in a straight Itne, as shown in Fig. 
8. which shows the rear ut the con- 
verter with two coils removed. 

Fig. 9 is a view looking down upon 
the converter. again with two coils 
removed. An inspection of Figs. 8 

and 9 will show how the grid con- 
denser C2 with the grid Irak is 
mounted directly upon the socket and 
tuning condenser terminals, again 
without any wiring. This will deter- 
mine the location of the detector 
tube socket, and the oscillator tube 
socket is lined up just one -half inch 
from it. 

Again without wiring we mount 
our filament control amprrilrs direct- 
ly upon the terminals of the two 
sockets and the binding post strip, as 
shown in Fig. 9. It will lw noted that 
no filament switch has been shown. 
This in duc to the fact that none was 
used in the converter that we photo. 
graphed. Should a switch be desired, 
it should be placed at this time direct- 
ly between ihr t wo dials of the tun- 
ing condensera in the plus "A" battery 
lead. It will not then interfere with 
the design as shown. 

Fig. 9 also shows the arrangement 
of the binding posta for the batteries. 
The two center lasts are for the plus 
and minus "A" battery, while the two 
outside posts are for the plus "B" 
battcly. The minus "B" battery con- 
nection will be taken care of in the 

1 a/ 

Phone Tip' 
Figure 6 

present five -tube receiver and has no 
connection in the converter as it is 
always returned to the "A" battery. 

With the method of construction 
which we have used the wiring of the 
converter becomes an exceedingly 
simply matter, because most of our 
connections are already made for us. 
It is preferred that no bus -wire be 
used in the converter. I would recom- 
mend that you use well insulated 
topper wire that can be tied or bunched 
together in the manner shown in Figs. 
8 and 9. 

With the finished converter con- 
nected to the antenna and to the five- 
tube set the first attempt at tuning 
may be made. Make sure that the 
five -tube set is not oscillating and you 
can then readily locate any trouble 
that may arise in the converter. The 
tau tuning dials will run fairly lose 
i(nntlnurd on Pair 35) 

Sangamo Mica Condensers 

"8 tk 
run ramp 
rakiblt e tea 
National 

Radio LS. 
position. 
Coinage 

the week 
ai a apt. 

Nothing will change 
their accuracy `i iHATS wrong with my set's- ass // many a puzzkd bulkier. (orgettlqg 

that inaccurate hied condensers throw tl 
whok cucuit out of cleuwal batlike. 

Perhaps this u your trouhk With Sarp 
gamo Mid Condensers you can be sure of 

1KnJabk uwtacY nu matter how 
.severely they arr wed 

For here u a condenser that u guawrteed 
to be auurate within io ter crin n( marked 
capacity. and to wstain that accuracy under 
all conditions of service. It is solidly molded 
In smooth brown bakcLtc. impervious to 
u nnatwc. a id (umea is .alt 

boiling and freezing will not injure 
Sanyyemu Mika Cw denser Soldering ILL 

rtirct upon the caNnty heavy surges 
ut rent in special uses will not break it down. 

Its great mechanscal strength gives protcc 
lion against shipputg to ia.laig evai d 
Jtoppctl ui hard cemmt Approved by all 
natioally rn-ngnized radio laltontones. 

CCI!)ilt( 
Part, 

F,nede...J.r.deelr.h.v. 
5..sme M.r. <.on.M...... 
on t. .l m g.r11. ow 

.J1.m them t...r,cui In..r' 

Sangamo Electric Company 
.r..+ Sp.larfleu, IIUeÜ 
RADIO DIVISION. SO Chortle Sars.s, New Ywk 

CAI TC/KTIe-Lt-aaP.'e1AI e-l'Tlrl 
M t .ad. - aaaaan !Irrecu U.. el lJr.M. Ltd.. 101010. 
r.1 Lowe a.1../. Sow.. Cv.. hwJr.. W. W Jh am Lw 

Ow to W- A.L.L i w........ En tl. I.e. 

FRANKLIN 
ELECTRIC CO. 

Distributor u( 

DATFAN 
CROSLEY 
CUBE 
iHILCO 
EYERItEADY 
RRE11tER-TU LLT 

JEFFERSON 
KELLOGG 
SANG Ali O 

DAVEN 
HANDY CHARGERS 
FROST 

SO and 52 North 5oth St. 
Philadelphia, P. 

lox. &ITLI Tt[1Á1D' 

arrirnarlund 
sea Crams 

CONDENSER 
All r a p a c i t i e . plain apv e r n i. Single. 
Muhl. and triple Notelets 
Also -HAM/AA/ILL/ND. 1R." -the Prcion Midget. 

Write for t.iteraticrr 

HammarfunJ Manufacturing Co. 
424.433 W. 33d 51.. New York 
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9/cies From the ¿ah 
at Stat/ow 3XP 

Tube-Testing Panel 
All vacuum tubes are thoroughly tested at 3XP Laboratory. The meters 
and instruments on this panel are used to determine the oscillation factor, 
grid characteristic, filament emission, mutual conductance, gas content and 
the usual static curves. Thy panel i. of Micarta, a Westinghouse Electric 
product, and the meters used aro Weston instruments. The panel was 

engraved by the Calvert Specialty Company, of Philadelphia 

Washburn Interehangeable 
Coild 

Washburn Burn. Corp., Kokomo, Ind. 
Interchangeable coils for tuner radim 
frequency receivers eliminate much 
of the "crowding" at the shorter 
wave lengths. Kit No. 1 covers the 
wave band from 40 to 180 meters; 
kit Nn. 2, 100 tu 300 meters, and kit 
No. 3 covers the present broadcast 
band -224 to 550 meters. The coils 
are of the low -leas tylw, mounted is 
bakelite bases for use in standard 

tube sockets 

Preci..e Push-Pull 
Transformers 

Precise .W fg. Co., S54 MW 
St.. Rochester. N. Y. 

Push - pull audio -frequency 
amplification increases the 
volume and minimizes distor- 
tion. A pair of these trans- 
formers, used in conjunction 
with a Precise audio-trans- 
former, gave excellent results 
in both quality and volume 

Wag 

HOLDING old friends and at- 
tracting new, the loved songs 

of yesterday live forever. Memory 
melodies of the air must not lose 
their romantic charm by any sort of 
distortion. 

The full rich resonance of the 
singer's voice or the artist's instru- 
ment, is brought to the listener's ear 
by The Bristol Audiophone Loud 
Speaker. 

Critical people now demand 
true quality of tone in reproduction. 
Volume of sound is no longer a dis- 
tinguishing feature in radio recep- 
tion. The Bristol Audiophone Loud 
Speaker reproduces with natural 
quality the most powerful tones and 
yet has an unsurpassed sensitive- 
ness, due to its "Voice," which is not 
a mere phone unit but a highly 
developed electromagnetic device. 

The Bristol Line includes four 
models priced from $15.00 to $30.00. 
If not at your dealer's, write for 
Bulletin 3025 -Q. 

NOTL:.V./.1 3 w1 C (the C.6.n.f Modal( are ...pupped 
with the wow S.p., Ult.( ..A1.A cowl.... n<..lf, a...dw./ 
aLiAr.Z.w l 6,../ MttA r.wg ,.I..J...wa Mrl.tly the A.dA 

wll . tA few. .f... 

THE BRISTOL COMPANY 
Waterbury, Conn. 

BRISTOL AUDIOPHONE Loud Speaker 
'111.44..r ._.._. 

trrr" 
nf. :m 
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NODIAL 
September, 1925 

Revolutionizing 
Radio Operation 

"NO- DIAL" so simple in operation, so positive in per- 
formance, is just what you want! 

Dials are o'd- fashioned - rtharlett! Away with trouble. 
complicated tuning and puzzling operations! Scrap your 
log book! Forget your past disappointments. For radio is 

SIMPLICITY itself now! You. who have waited for the 
"grief -less." and "worry -less" radio receiver. can now oily 
NO -DIA1. safely. 

VISIBLE STATION RECORD 
Thr NO -DIAL brings in stations 
bar and near by merely rotating 
the cuver. Each station comes 
In at a certain point. Ac .tat 
sur received they are recorded 
right on the cover and therraftri 
they will always come in at the 
same point. Thus you have a 

I,rrrnartnrl and rixiblr station 
record which is positive and un- 
failing. 

ITS BEAUTIFUL 
The NO DIAL. irpresents u corn 
picte departure in radio net de- 
sign. It is housed in a compact, 
circular case finished in popular 
brown crystalline, a perfect 
match for most high -grade loud 
speakers. Nothing to aunt. 

A touch of the 
helms 'em in! 

scratch or mar. Easily cleaned 
with a damp cloth. Finally, it's 
trouble -proof and GURANTEEI 
Tube for tube, the NO -DIAL 
recognizes no superior, and on 
tent it has .rut- Iwrfurmrd many 
higher priced receivers. The NO- 
DIAL will do everything any 
other single control set will do, 
and more. as regards fine vulunir. 
long range and clarity of tone. 

LOUD AND CLEAR AS A BELL 
The tonal qualities of the NO -DIAI. will please every one, due to thr 
(act that they are directly caused by our latest combination in resist- 
ance coupled amplification. The tonal qualities are so sweet. so 

clear, MI mellow! harshness and interfering noises are absorbed and 
never reach the ear. Volume is regulated with a control lever. Far 
distant %tat' tome in almost as distinctly as local. Results are 
positive and instantaneous. 

Svc door dealt', TODAY fluff nnk for u 

fir an.uxlruI )'orr'll b. .sasacrd. 

The Ohio Stamping and Engineering Co. 
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A. 

Ilammarlund Dual Condenser 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 -438 W. 8Jd St., New York 

This instrument contains two variable condenser unita mounted on a single 
shaft. May be used in any radio-frequency circuit for tuning two circuits 

simultaneously- thus simplifying the tuning 

Aericord - - t "tlliam f eru!strus I'roducts, Philadelphia, Pa. 
An excellent substitute for an aerial. The Acricord plugs into the electric 

light socket and gives virtually the %ante results as an uutsidr antenna 

Dual Cogswell Condenser 
Alden ,N/g. Co., Springfield. .Huas. 

A new Na -Aid product. This dual con- 
denser simplifies the tuning of radio - 
frequency circuits by eliminating one 

control 

Yarley Rheostat 
Ya :ley M /g. Co., Chicago, Ill. 

The resistance coil is supported on 
hekelite pegs to permit a free circu- 
lation of air and thus keep the rheo- 
stat from heating. It has a one -nut 

mounting in a single panel hole 

Vernier Condenser 
X Laboratories, .Vet' York 

Close tuning and fine adjustment are 
a necessity. particularly on the short 
wavy lengths. A vernier control, 
geared 200 to 1, permits hair -line ad- 

justments 

The Yarley Potentiometer 
The small resistance coil of the Yax- 
ley potentiometer (and rheostats) 
contains a large number of turns, giv- 
ing fine adjustments. Furnished with 

either knob or graduated dial 
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$100 Weekly 
I Will Show You How! 

Yflu can do It In your 
spare time -even- 

ings. Lay the foundation 
for a perman.nt. prrruM 
bussnesaul lour on u. G,.. n 
all your time vA.n y..u. 
proven the Ole otivurtuunres 
it holds for yaw. Sell what 
the !Intone wanta- 

Make 

Sell Radio In 
Spare Time! 

Dernu,uute the Outka in 
your own home or In your 
Omura es home Sairseape,, 
ence not neceru y- we tear h 
you! (hark' Instruments xat.n priced right. wahsalethelps. 
natwnat and local adorn,. 

rev-Ozarks Inc. ruu. make your selling easy. 

12 Selling Lessons FREE! 
The Ozarks plan of eelhng radio n entuely diffe 
Ent. Most prctical- --guwr to explain. Sales ate 
made quicker and easier. Knnwledce of rades not rrt -.e fr. h tes n. ry 4 I wIwl rl..T 1 DYs 

',nth a, les ,ton pray. 11...55 t of .., r t. ae h. rot 

3,100 Men Are Doing It! 
The t,arta aesan,atem Way ..mori..f . I.e... In i...1- 
Noy tat mac emend Itinth{ .n a a nt.d. 111a ..ell, 
sa apnea tune se .a unusual Many tiro ores an amamg 
tar are. -aas. have b... with as rar them /.an. 
FREE Book Tells How- 

venta mantl - n nW .haul young 1r. and 1'11 - 
toss .y44 Ils, risotto Nan M. hr nresttw,rnh- 
wt rot. Plais .sates the mare of ).0 r., iy 1. A 

,OW* r y .a. MN.. p. attrat.a. attach -ammo N.. to 
r mow. J. M.tbewn Fri Pre.. 

CZABKA lllCoavoattED 
112 A.A. Ae.aD L ÇkisirA 
. G.ati.m.: 11-31-1L'n 

1 ar ..eetl ...mated In W ruse ewe (hartallaa".by I.ama.ayam! Mimi, traerv.. 

;t , 

RADIO 
Storage "B" Battery an Lusts lwdeFwlgly-Pays fer /.-a.ae..a 

a.4 
r.rrama.r...Mrd at Won 

at a ,.st ArM.emd W li.b. r Stanavi Ih . ._.:. á-aiYr. tti r;..r t =i.ú w 

ev.%w ."só.á .. %..-A- `1r.: 
SEND NO MONEY .1y,j^; ;; e ,.ti . l..`' . .r_.., 

u WORLD BATTERY OPANY 
1e 6e D,p. yo, trt 

It..rYJ.. ai` ..a...L.,a 
'.w7fw+ w...1...614 

World [ aRTT[gI[* 26010 I=414 M11 tair{ IMP laoi llfill%81t IZID 

DURHAM 

GLASS TUBE PlungI 
Tat. 

Grid Leaks 
,lung .ar or 

satisfaction. Three aires for 7S11; 

tubes; hard and suit. and for 
audio st... 

DJ.IRHAM & CO Inc. 
193 Markst St.. Philadelphia 

Price =185_42 

ad Ctg. 

Valley conta gers 
with 

Ten Points of Superiority 
VALLEY ELECTRIC CO. 

3117 S. Ki.E.hi.M.T, St. Lote, Me. 

Sunyarno Fixed Condenser 
Satipa,w Electric Co.. New York 

The Sangamo fixed condenser, being 
completely encased in hakelite, is not 

affected by dampness or temperature 
changes. It is good looking, well 

made and very accurate 

Unitrol Filament Control 
The Unitrol Co., 1011 Chestnut St.. 

Philadelphia. I'ii. 
The Unitrol 
Filament Control 
mounts directly 
on the filament 
terminal of the 
tube socket. The 
resistance range 
is from .2 to 35 
ohms and the 
carrying capacity 
three ampwres. 
The resistance i 
varied by means 
of the large ad. 

jutting screw 

Frost Filament 
Switch 

Herbert H. Frost, 
/Ste., Chicago. III. 

The Frost toggle 
switch is small and 
neat in appearance. 
Engraved fur "un" 
and "of" positions 

Editorially Speaking 
(Ceatlnued .rem l'age a, 

understand that this picture is en- tirely theory, but the experimental 
work which Mr. Grimes has been doing 
un it for a long while and which 
Professor Alexandcrson and his as- 
sociates have so evidently teen do- 
ing, 'mints very strongly to the prob- 
ability that something of that kind 
will some day be possible. 

Mr. Grimes has already transmitted 
huticurltally and vertically for a short 
distance from his laboratory on 
Staten Island. it may interst the 
rradrrs of this magazine to know 
that, as this is being written, we are 
installing two special transmitting 
sets at Station 3XP. These sets are 
designed to duplicate exactly the cou. 
dition which I have outline.: in the 
word picture. We are gu:ng to 
transmit simultaneously and on ex- 
actly the same wave length with the 
two transmitters, but one will send 
horizontally and the other will send 
vertically. Mr. Grimes and his as- 
sistants, on Staten Island. are going 
to use two receivers to find out 
whether the two signals are abso- 
lutely distinct and different from each 
other at a distant of seventy miles. 

The benefits of such a system. 
should it prove adaptable to broad- 
casting, may easily be imagined. 

Our greatest problems in radio to- 
day is the terrible congestion in the 
ether due to the fact that we have 
licensed entirely too many broadcast- 
ing stations. The Department of 
Commerce is utterly helpless to 
solve this riddle. and there are still 
broadcasters upon .broadcasters 
knocking at the door for admission. 
The answer is that no wave lengths 
air available. 

Suppose it were pl,ssible to trans. 

This special insulation 
made to order for radio 
-now built into a line of low -loss parts 

The RuJ,un Buell -on 
Horn takes up mall 

in the eab.nt 
and guvir e t . . . 

rounded rones 

The ncu Ni. 10 d- 
nrh Rad,., Cl.. 
om. ,1,551, Aullr 

to con /arm to Mr 
Kroger . W. b 1,.u. 
it i the ..sat b.... 
Ianl dial yet d.- 
. rood. 

THE first choice of thousands 
of successful set builders is 

Radion Panels -made of Ruction. 
the insulating material built to 
order by our engineers for radio 
exclusively. 

Now we announce new devel- 
opments in radio part. made of 
this perfect insulation that practi- 
cally reduces losses in reception 
to a minimum. 

These parts have the wonderful Radion 
finish. smooth and high polished. This finish 
eliminates those losses caused by moisture 
gathering on the surface of ordinary insulation, 
causing leakage paths. The high- resistant char- 
acteristics found only in Radion Panels also 
mark these new parts. 

You can now get Radion Sockets. Radion 
Dials. the new Radion Loud Speaker Horn, 
Radion Tubing. Radion Binding Post Strips, 
Insulators. etc. And. of course, Radian Panels 
(made in black and Mahoganite) come cut 
in standard sizes for whatever set you wish to 
build. 

Ask your dealer to show you these new 
Radion parts. Practically every radio store 
carries Radion Panels and will gladly get any 
of the new Radian parts if it hasn't them in 
stock 

Send for Booklet, 
"Building Your Olen Set" 

MANY 
act builders have written us that our 

booklet. "Building Your Own Set," is the 
most practical and helpful thcy have seen. It 
gives wiring diagrams. (toot and rear views, 
shows new set with slanting panel, sets with the 
Radian Ruilt.in Horn, list of parts and three 
tion for building popular circuits. Mailed for 
10c. Send the coupon today. 

AMERICAN HARD RI. BBER COMPANY 
Dept. N9, 11 Mercer Street. 

New York City 

RADION 
t7ilc JJlprtntt Insulation 

IMO 

t meriraii II nrul n liber I 

Dept. \a, 11 MIrrrr Street. N. k. 
Please send inn your booklet. "Build 1 

Inc Your Own !let." for whim I Inclut, ! 
10c In stamps. 

Nome 

Address 

The Small Space 
Na -Aid Cushion Socket 
New! The Na -Aid 401S Socket KIr you to tu.. in <lwre. sutak.r. Ds. 

bh dia po.t..tk for 
both aber. panel also .,psitt tiens, 
Wiring bidC n. VI. 
brmen. b..rb.a. 

Baudd or full in tia, b. ti, rie. buoki.t. 'what t 
Bo id.' Alden 
lifte. Co. D. t. Ji evrtars.td. K.. 

Contact That Count." 

N.w 
Sp.c. 

Na -Aid Small 
Cushion Socket 

F 
.v 

It' the 

PATENTED 

BINDING POSTS 
Twenty -fie. DíMrnt Engraved Tops 

s 
TMy Duet Laos Their M..d.i 

15e AT ALL DEALERS 15e 

Announcing the New 

BIRNBACH 
LOW -LOSS TUNER 

3-CIRCUIT 
Fer Distare, Volumed .d Selectivity 

Price of complete part for a 
s 

ngle 
tub. receiving See containing the 
BIRNBACH tun., $7.50 

ldwm.tion and Fr... Hook -up 
D...gearn ot all Sto,.. el 

W. T. Grant Co. S. S. Kresge Co. 
Thre' a Store ,n Vois, I try 

BIRNBACH RADIO CO. 
i70 fav.ntA Avn.. N.w Y..,k Cuy 
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Amazing new receiver 
NOW anyone can build it in an amazingly short time this 
new easy way. Experts assemble it at factory. You sim- 
ply wire. Note revolutionary new principle it contains. 

NO excuse now for not having a 
fine radio. At a surprisingly low 

cost. too. Fora remarkable plan is 
showing thousands a ncw way to build 
their own. It is so easy that anyone 
can do it in an hour's time. So fasci- 
nating that many continue to build 
these for others. No wire bending or 
soldering. Alcrcly attach a kw ready- 
cut. flexible cyelrtted leads. and the 
jnh is done. 

And in additiuu to the fun and pride 
of building your man. the finished re- 
ceiver actuall contains a phenomenal 
fcatnre not vet found in thy most 
expensive sets: that brings results 
otherwise impu.iiblc. 

This feature follows the discovery 
of a new inductance principle that 
overcomes nt :iny vital wcaknuscs of 
present day sets. It is based on an 
entirely new type coil -the Fria *Bal- 
loon Circloid. 

Circlnidc are the backbone of the 
Erla kit and are largely re- ponsilde 
for the .striking imp coignes this kit 
alone ulTer. Note these four advan- 
tages in particular! 

1. Greater ditrewee. Circloids have 
nn measurable external held to affect 
adjacent coils or wiring circuits This 
makes possible higher amplification in 
each stage, with increased scnstttvity 
and greAtcr range. 

2. Mare 1'o1..se. Higher r. f. am- 
pltllcatnni enables Circloids to being 
m distant stations scarcely audible in 

aratrrf-t:et 1u.he frarw9tl.ra rr arallabl 
to high .t..w. Je.der In Iw Milli . till 
ep.a. Write in rlec Immediately. 

r 

t. 

ordinary sets with volume enough on 
the loud speaker to sill an auditorium. 

3. Lcreesrdselectivity. Circloids 
have absolutely no pick -up qualities 
of their Own. Only signals flowing in 
the antenna circuit arc built up. 

4. Fier tone *.deity. The .self 
enclosed field positively prevents stray 
feedbacks betwcen culls. Hence no 
blurring or distortion. Tones are 
crystal clear. 

Circloids are sold singly and in sets 
of three: also in kits containing three 
Circloids and three .00035 condensers. 
Write for free i.Jonnetion on kit -olso book 
Scv how a kw minutes of tun will 
give you the newest and most nearly 
perk -stud set known to radio science. 
Fxarnine it at any Fria dealer's. or 
send the coupon for full information, 
illustrations and thaw a MN 10111aillyd 
in the remarkable new honk. "Better 
Radio Reception." describing the sen 
sattntial new Circloid principle. Enclose 
Ilk for mailing and postal:c titi book 
»... morel Rerrr.a. 

Mc. 1,1...I fine arch 
le 

:sa Cottage Grote Ave 
Chleleo. L R A 

p rend me fn.,. tnrnr,ns..n 
Iene. on kit U l'n.los. "R- ped 
IM pur P..tnRe for book. A(( .r rynrpel te pw 
"Netter Rullo Ile. epoon " ,loe Ja n..a. 
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.e IJre.. 

r'ttr 
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Y,..... eir la, w1 .n.1 
etk.r e.ranrw, e. rr I1 

Y a M Wena.Ins num 
bar a the h.sio -t tar 
Ararrban w.- 
cv4ge,e,t any other 

load 'prelim 

test it for 

An aoljuMnorm a1,h 
war of more Armt 
unit prnwil teem¡ i. 

:'llw 
., 

ad,^eNU 1.ar 
tratlr. f each net 

Alford (7r.1um t-.. 
l.r.hr.. .nst.nd pal. ....- nt M Amplwm. 

selectivity!" 
Dear the Amplest. r rn/.0 we. let pour an tell fou why this err. two of the actual .mgmaton nd °Meat makes of 

loud ar+akera leads in aslw throughout the world. 
Not only Is The Amphora supreme for clarity. real,. 
tir tone and /.sw aima.. ulutne. It ale. has ',err. 
I.. n.'. - the Auld> to sept. nlr.lnhw.r /, the different 
nleurnta in an orrheatra. it the rrwwa someo in 

Me?fbrld.YStandard 
m 

quartet. instead of r.mblmg them nnrether Inter - 

Loud Speaker 

PuoN 
.long Arnpl.m literature rill rplam ahr. monte 
for it and dealer a name 

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Ftre.mr (Wes: Sane V.280 Mad,... Are.. New York Croy 

Canwlw, D,nra.uivt.. 15tneu.et Canada. lad.. Turvnw 

mit horizontally just as well an 
vertically, and suppose that the huti- 
writal transmission would not in 
any way interfere with the vertical 
transmission regardless of wave 
lengths What a godsend it would be 
to the Department of Commerce to 
be able to assign stations duplicating 
every present wave length but speci- 
fying horizontal transmission instead 
of vertical. It would double the 
number of broadcasting stations 
which can be accommodated by the 
baled of wave lengths set aside for 
this purpose. 

Hut please remember what I said in 
the very beginning, this is all abso- 
lutely experimental and theoretical, 
and you need not hesitate to huy that 
receiver that you were looking at in 
the story last week. Get it now and 
enjoy the vertical broadcasting and 
when the horizontal transmission 
comes along you can probably use the 
same receiver with simply another 
aerial which will be switched in when 
you want horizontal reception. 

The New Grimes 
Inverse Duplex System 

it null one, Pram P.. I1) 

previous article, in this magazine. 
had been more or less of an experi- 
ment in the past However, "practice 
make, perfect" again, and the new 
199's are increasingly mui-r stably, 
mure uniform and longer lived. 

We have therefore decided, in this 
first article on the New Inverse 
Duplex System, to incorporate the 
use of the 199 type of tube, thus 
answering the long cry of Inverse 
Duplex fans fur a dry cell set. 

The honeycomb type of coil was 
auggrstrd last year because It was 
easy for the experimenter to pur- 
chase and easy for hint to build a 
radio transformer therefrom. It wits 
not, however, the last word in tuned 
radio-frequency transfonnrr design, 
and to obtain the desired selectivity 
this year, wit must not compromise 
on this feature of the circuit. There- 
fore, we are describing and explain- 
ing fully the design of an efficient. 
sharply tuned radio -frequency trans- 
former, which will require a little 
patience to build, but when once put 
together, will give results well worth 
the effort. 

This tiansfurrner we have "chris- 
tened" the "Twin Cylinder God," and 
a picture of it is herewith shown. 
rig. 1 shows the constructional de- 
tails of such a transformer and Fig. 
2 shows the connection details for its 
proper operation. It will be noted 
in Fig. 3, wherein is shown the Ache- 
natic diagram of the circuit, thin 
tLrre of these twin cylinder coils ari 
employed -one for tuning the grid 
of the first radio tube, another fur 
tuning the grid circuit of the second 
radio tube, and t '..e third for tuning 
the grid circuit of the detector tube. 
These three coils are identical as far 
as the secondary winding is con- 
cerned. The primary windings vary 
in the three coils as can be seen from 
the subsketches in Fig. 1. The an- 
tenna coil or the one used to tune the 
first radio tube has a primary wind- 
ing of 32 turns, 16 split on each 
spool. This is tapped at. 2, 4, 8, 16 
and 32 turns. Of course, the thirty - 

second turn is the end of the primary 
and the sixteenth turn is the middle 
where the two split coils are con- 
nected together. This leaves only one 
side of the primary to he actually 
tapped at R, 4 and 2 turns. 

This coil has several decided ad 
vantages, Among them being high 
selectivity. high rtficieney and client- 
nation of certain teed back and o cil- 
lntion noises. The three coils may 
he mounted as chile as within six 
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Write today for the QUADRA- 
FORMER BOOK. It will atrt you 
M tA way toward new radio ea 
tt n .. 

Profusely llluatrted with photo 
graphs and drawings. It tk you . tepby.t.p through the mkin of 

).tub. GEARHARTSCHI LIFTER 
!else.. Tl.e method of ducripnun 
mply takes all the di/Reultlee right 

swat al the .et rantrortran 

Don't doubt -kiow fur routaeu 
what th QUADRAFORMER system 
1 Juat writ. anti yak le, the 
QUADRAFORMER BOOK. enclose 
25c to cover coat of handling and 
mthna and you'll haws it by return 
mall. Bat don't delay -the numMr 
of topic. vilble to. this offer i 
limited. 

Gearhart- Schlueter 
Radio Corporation 

P.O. Rol 212, Fresno, California 

Tile Five Tube 
1 Set which startled 

the World. 

FREsmmAN 
MASTERPIEct 
The Greatest value 
Ever Offered in A 
Radio Receiving Set 

Al Authorized 
INFreshman Dealers Only 
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Tube 
for a good Set'' 

AGLASS. 
b.e nd some hunks of 

wire - Klpling would h e ..id 
shout vacuum tubes And so they re. 
Nut whet dIRaranc th method of as 
semhly and m nulacture m.ke,I 

MAGNATRONS re built wNh the preci- 
tnn of 

$ 
fine watrh. and rested just as 

carefully before they leave the factory. 
You 

a 
always count ou MAGNATRONS 

to get the most and the best out of your 

V... Aael.r sell. Magnet raom in the type 201 A. 11)9 and IMO large base. 

Coanewey Electric Laboratories 
Mgnatrnn Ruileling, Hoboken, N. J. 

MAGNATRONS 
A Revelation 
in Tone -Volume- Clarity 

T h e Kellogg Symphony 
Reproducer brings the broad- 
casting studio into your very 
room, so realistic is its repro- 
duction 

Piano music, the most dif- 
ficult to reproduce, sounds so 
natural that you are complete- 
ly carried away by its beauty. 

Vocal selections retain all 
of the tone colorings of the 
artist. 

Orchestra music is indeed 
a recreation, every instru- 
ment can be heard, clear and 
full. 

Magnetic diaphragm con- 
trol -used exclusively in the 
Kellogg unit -is the new prin- 
ciple that performs wonders 
in the radio reproduction. 

Nothing like 
it at twice the 
price - $20.00 
each. 

At your deal- 
ers - Hear one 
today. 

Kellogg Switchboard 
& Supply Co. 

1066 W. Ada.. Street, 
Ciicago, III. 

(will 
buy for you! 

Free 24 Hour Slopping Streite 
fee Ruder. of Radio is tit Hone 

I will buy any pparati. mentioned in 
ehi magtine and mnd it to you at it 
Regular Price plus only Parcel Postag. 
and Insurance 

I MAKE NO CHARGE 
FOR THIS SERVICE 

It is conducted In coopertion 
a,tlt Radio in the Hume. and I 
No the convenience of Its traders. 

Complete Kit of Parta for 

Grimes' New $C C.00 
Hookup 

Prt are identical with those used by 
LKIMLS, and detribed In this Issue. Kit 
.ncluds panel. baboard. all Intrumenta, 
t el. ewe d'ire te. THIS SET IS A 
Wt IVI>}N 

Harkness' Latest, $43.00 
Here complete set of part for build 

trig Kenneth Harkneu' FINAL 1 !UHF. 
COUNTLRF LEK. including all Intrument, 
wire. panel, coil., etc.. just like Harknea 
ueA 

"Sets of the New Season 
11 

Some of the lets and New Part shown 
to the um. under the above heading 
hard to find in enure part of the country 
I can get them. and if you well writ me. 
I will be glad to quote prices. 

REMEMBER 
Lag I toll I. esered by my untraditional 

uuanntaa of In"nMIat replacement If dfetlea. 

E. M. CLARKE 
1323 Chestnut 3t , Philadelphia 

i -Lcl (Horne(rr, 
overall 

New! B. M. S. VERNI- JUSTER! 
frilIK new dial will enhance the beauty of your 1 not. Its action la posit ye, with a 15:1 gearing. 
An Insulated friction du ch eliminates hand ca- 
pacity. No tools are required to attach It. 

B. M. 8. PLUG 
la Motutely shockproof. 
Moulded of bakllt In 
beautiful keystone deigo. 
TIP. are held nd released 
au t..n,atically, the tips belts 
totally ronreled when In- 
serted. I.usllle and soc 
neeatliv a markM 

B. M. S. FANTA IL 
JACK S 

stake art building easy bet 
rau. or their fan -tlkd 
cupped lug. that make for 
easy .olderIng and sr. mod- 

lions tunen.. lions. All I >N'. 
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp. 

71a AT LA NTH' AVE., MKOOKLT N, M. T. 

$1.50 

ts 
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AMS CO 
ANNOUNCES A 
SPACE - SAVING 
S.L.F. CONDENSER 

¡heirs of tench other in a straight 
line. 

The stabilizing device has been 
added to this radio -frequency circuit 
because of past exiwrience with c - 

mcrcial variations in vacuum tutee. 
It war found in the 3XP letters corn- 
ing in from the readers that some 
fans experienced oscillation whsle 
others did not. even though all of 
them followed specifically the design 
details given in the articles. Investi- 
gation in our laboratory revealed the 
cause for this apparent inconsistency 

- variation in tubes. It, therefore, 
became necessary to install in the 
circuit a variable control to be ad- 
justed according to the emergency. 
This is merely a straight noninduct- 
ive variably resistance running from 
0 to 1000 ohms. It is rarely neces- 
sary with the present type of tube to 
run more than half of this, or 500 
ohms, but the design of tube may be 

changed before this article can reach 
the Aeld, and we are playing safe this 
time. 

In order for the stabilizer to work 
properly and be n source of stabiliz- 
ing rather than a source of oscilla- 
tion, it is necessary to have the pri- 
mary of the second fain cylinder coil 
reversed from its normal method of 

connection. If this limitary is con- 
nected in the normal manner, the sta. 
I,ilizer will Increase the tendency to 
oscillate as more and more resistance 
it added. If this primary k cnnnecte I 

in a reversed manner, the stabilizer 
will immediately cut out the oscilla- 
tion as resistance is added. 

For the sake of uniformity and, 
incidentally, slightly more stability, 
the primary of the third twin cylin- 
der coil is also reversed Whether 
this primary is reversed or not has no 
effect on the operation of the sta- 
bilizer, hut does tend to reduce mag- 
netic feed back into the first twin 
cylinder coil if reversed. It is there- 
fore shown connected similarly to the 
second twin cylinder coil. These twin 
cylinder coils outlined are designed 
to operate with a 23 plate (.0005 mf) 
variable condenser. With such a con- 
denser the wave length range of the 
set will be something under 200 snd 
well up to 000 meters. At this pout 
it seems unnecessary to bring out the 
necessity of using good low loas vari- 
able condensers if maximum results 
are to be obtained. 

One thing is to be watched with the 
grid leak type of detector tube and 
that is the mounting of the grid Iesk 
and condenser. These must be placed 
as near the detector tube as possible 

Solved ! !he space problem of 
the .Irtight -line frequency c lenses. 
The new AMSCO Allocating Conden- 
ser is ingeniously designed to save room 
in IIu cell 1, Vii .prrads the slat' 
evcitly around the dial, according to 
frequency. Greatly improves the sc- 
Ic%tivits, of the .et, and .iIiiplifies tun. 
ing. Three sixes, Single or Siamese. 

Ask Sour Jc ilea or %trite Dept. t` 

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
Broome and Letascttc Streets, Ncw fork City 
AIAKLRS : AIELCO SVPRiMi RADIO RECEIVERS 

Halt a H..ai i. ate irrt. hall u 
He i u ihr 

P 
huts 

Hell a H.en:.slur 
welu ryroh.l far elk. 
tust S. L. F. .an 
phlr ..n.Ies.er,. 

AMPLIFYING and DETECTOR 
TUBES 

RADIO 
BATTERIES 

Yule se two tiara. No. 464604600 
Mtlleamp. Hr. C.p 42 Volta No. 
4624 4800 Ydle.my Hr. Cp. H Vona. 

THE "B" BATTERY 
A dependable battery that will 

solve your '©' circuit power prob- 
lem on multi -tube sets unce and for 
all it holds Its charge for months 

STORAD "A" BATTERIES 
Full capacity tellable storage batter..., made of high. 
eat grade materials and having rubttr CMM and 
ruhtwr.Insulaterl connecters 

Kul* I. titre. .,se.: 1.340 amp. hr.: 1.4.$O am.. hr.: 
11:11-10) amp. r. 

Ask your dealer about atorad products or 
torttc dense for hterati,rr. 

DISTRIBUTORS TERRITORY STILL VAILADLE 

The Cleveland Eseineenag Laboratories Co. 
I130 3up.rlur Yldutt N. W. Cl..rt.d, Ohi.. 

Hand Selected 
for YOUR Set 

When you order Sea Gull tubes 

from us -name your circuit -or desig- 

nate your set by its trade name. 

We can then luck out the type of Sea 

Gull tube that will best suit your set's 

requirements from our complete factory 
stocks. 

Every Sea Gull tube is carefully 
tested thruout each step in its mak- 

ing. Its characteristics are precisely 

recorded. In this way we can supply 
you with the precise Sea Gull tube 

best adapted to your needs. 

If your dealer does not have Sea Gulls, 
we will forward as many as you want at 
$2.50 per tube C. O. D., plus p. p. 

Dealers and jobbers write for information and discount. 

/ . /:. /.: /-\/.`.\/:.\ /:.\ .. s i..\ sr11 '.N: ai :e. 

Arad Ord.- ()opt. J10 

1620 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
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JQIIM\1l)N? 

ìztnator 

Patented 
Mas Il. 

1177 

Now $28.50 
with Special Tube 
Thu u reduction at one time 
of Sb SO to the price of the 
NLiman, tor. 

Heavy advance order. from de.l 
ere who loot year told thousand. 
and thousands of BLimiaators. 
allow ua In en into production 
which mk this reduction In 
price pos./bl.. 

Dolma the poet few moral. hun- 
dreds of purchasers of BLlmine- 
tor have written us telling of the 

.rtrhnee of the reception which 
they vas, the IiLiminator mk 
possible. One of thee, w.e Henry 
M Neely, editor of thi pubii- 
eat 

A N.1 imtnatnr will pn.IAly Im. 
pro the reception of your set. 
In ddltien it w111 de away with 
the nnoynee of B batter/' for - 

Ju.t plug it in o 
r1 

any 110. 
salt GO -eyJe elnult ndturn It o.. 
Well be glad to send BLlminator 
htareture. end remember if you 
wish to seenhle your own NI im,. 
nato,. 1h.re K.Lrmtntor Kits. 
price $20.00: t your dealer's. 

TIMMONS 
RADIO PRODUCTS 

CORPORATION 
GERMANTOWN PHILADELPHIA 

w 

-risults are truly amazing!" 

NATIONAL 
Browning f7ro.ke - Tre:,rs owner 

I 

A tamed radio -frequency trans- 
foriier of highest efficiency 

Wrist for aalltt4a les RIB 
NATIONAL COMPANY, Ise. 

110 Braehllae St., CaaMtdse. Maas. 

"Long Distance 

3 

/f 

No better tube made 
for getting distant 
stations than the 
SCHICKERLING. Tube 
noises and distortion 
eliminated by parent- 
ed stabilizing plates. 

Model M...I o.Jer. s14J Mu.Rpr'v 
S.44,110 

Smile .tnml. S&HIL'KeKLINti 
+rJ Mar. PRODUCTS CORP. 

rmp. 
Derc- 401-1101 Mulheer, Strew r.Ampl.n..r 

I* ire r.. Newark. N. 1. 

W nu for lut ei askew modele 

and as far away from other tubes and 
apparatus as possible. It has been 
found with certain types of audio - 
transformers that it Is often neces- 
sary to cover the detector tu!n and 
grid Irak itself with a metal can; this 
can being grounded. This stunt will 
eliminate the high -pitched whistle 
caused from the grid leak picking up 
stray audio currents, and will also 
reduce the hum sometimes found 
when placing the set near electric 
lights and wires. 

With the 199 type of detector tube 
as here recommended, such a precau- 
tion is seldom necessary. Anoth Ir 
thing to note with the detector tube 
is microphonic troubles. Some micro - 
phonic tubes have a tendency to pick 
up any noise in the room, causing a 
ringing in the loud speaker. This 
ringing sometimes builds up into a 
slowly increasing roar. The remedy, 
of course, is mounting the detector 
tube in a spring socket rather 
than a rigid one, and interchanging 
the various 199 tubes about from 
socket to socket. In this way a non - 
microphonic tube will be found for 
use as a detector. 

Now comes the part of the circuit 
that has undoubtedly caused in the 
past the greatest amount of grief. It 
HI the audio circuit. Fares Call a1. 
ways design and construct their own 
radio transformers, but they have to 
rely on audio transformers which 
they can buy. Unfortunately, there 
are audio transformers and audio 
transforaneis. Some are and some 
aren't. We have endeavored In the 
past to avoid difficulty in the audio 
circuit by generally recommending 
low ratio types. We are still doing 
this. It 13 absolutely best to use 2 to 1 

transformers in the first and second 
stages, with possibly a 3 to 1 In the 
third straight audio stage. Even 
then a definite circuit arrangement 
cannot he given to you. You will 
probably need to experiment in the 
hook -up, particularly with the by. 
pass condensers and the phase con- 
nections on the primaries. 

There are two difficulties in the 
audio circuit which present them - 
aeIvea: 

First -The ordinary tendency in 
any audio circuit to howl at certain 
pitches. This is particularly true of the audio stages which, by the way, 
are necessary for best volume and 
quality. 

Second -The tendency of the audio 
currents either to aid or oppose the 
radio currents, according to their 
"timing." 

The first difficulty produces a con- 
tinual whistle whether the aerial is 
connected to the set or not. The sec- 
ond problem Is one concerned with 
overloading the tubes. If the audio 
currents are improperly timed, the 
set will overload and howl very easily 
on local stations. If properly timed. 
considerable volume can be obtained 
up to the limit of the 199 tube before 
overload howl occurs on local stations. 
The overload howl with improper 
timing is usually low pitched, while 
with proper timing it is high pitched. 

This question of proper timing was 
first intimated in articles appearing 
over two years ago, and to many fans 
who read between the lines this ques- 
tion is an old subject. To overcome 
the ordinary howls in audio circuits. 
irrespective of proper timing, it will 
be necessary to experiment slightly 
with the values of the by -pass con- 
densers in the secondary or grid cir- 
cuits and the grid leaks across the 
secondaries of the audio transform- 
ers. Fig. 3 shows .0005 and .00025 
for the values of the by -pass con- 
densers In the grid circuits. These 
have been found. usually. to he the 
best. The by -pass condensers In the 
plate circuits shown as .001 near the 
stabilizer do not need to be changed 
Thr grid circuit by -pass may be in- 
creased slightly to prevent audio 

How You Can Vastly Improve the 
Musical Qualities of Your Radio Set 
JUST one year ago the Karat were prevented by price from adopt 

H a r rat u n i k Audiu- Frequency ing Kau. IlarmunikM fur their sets. 
Transformer took the radio world So the ready -made set buyer, unless 
by storm. Nothing like it had ever he undertook to switch transformers, 
been known before. - __ had to do without 
For the tint time, 
scientific study had 
hr'n devoted to 
perfecting an 
audio - transformer 
for the reception of 
broadcnt music. 
The problem of 
amplifying h i K h. 
low and medium 
frequencies to an 
equal degree was 
finally solved. The 
vital harmonics 
and rich overtones 
formerly lost, were 
brought out in 
their full beauty 
by this marvel of 
audio - transform- 
ers. 

Music critics. 
who had always 
condemned r a d i o 
music as false and 
distorted. approved 
the results of 
Karas Harmonik 
amplification with 
great enthusiasm 
Prominent radiIt 
engineers subject- 
ed Karns Harmon. 
iks to exhaustive 
laboratory teats - 
and pronounced it 

KARAS HARMONIK 
AUDIO TRANSFORMER 

I Hest sia. 

I. Nosy tAuw.,N.Ios of 
(new. of noire 

1. Low Ratto of turns 
a. listen large quanrlty of 

special f..rn.ula Iron 
In ,ore. 

I. Controlled seer pay. 
J. Ne cord .at.rattoa. 
e. Mi.iu.uat of Refasten., 
7. !east Hysfertau and 

Notify ('lone Ai Loss. 
A. Lose Distributed Co- 

rnetts. 
f. Neteafi$rvrlly crrrulariy 

shielded preventing 
IRfrIesenpllne of elec- 
trostatic and ekeero. 
magnets,. fields. I. Very Hip), Pei Nary 
Imp. doser 

II. Sitrretrly Moth Indoor:- 
Conte 

11. Ifigh asd eerie A u.pli- 
peottoa of all Audio 
r.gi.nr'ses 

a technical master- 
piece. Technical editors who pro- 
moted the season's riiont sucerasful 
hook -ups specified Karas Harmoniks 
in their circuits. The triumph of the 
Karas Ha k was e plate! 

But, for all of this, the enjoyment 
of Karma Harmonik amplification 
was too greatly confined to one class 
of radio enthusiasts Home set 
builders bought Karas Harmoniks 
by the tens of thousands. They were 
free to pick and choose They were 
most exacting in their demands for 
the newest and best developments. 

It was the unarm of fartory -built 
sets who missed the delightful 
pleasure of real, true radio music 
in their homes. Set Manufacture's 

WE are pleased to announce 
that the services and 

facilities of our laboratories 
are now available to the Radio 
Public and that Mr. Henry 
M. Neely has designated this 
laboratory as the official Serv- 
ice Station of "Radio in the 
Home." Working in close con- 
tact with the elaborate research 
laboratory of "Radio in the 
Home," we are in a position 
to offer their readers first -hand 
information and service on sets 
that have been built from circuits 
Published by them. If you are 
having trouble with your set. no 
matter what circuit or make. ship 
it to us We are fully equipped to 
teat. repair or build seta, parts or 

aocenories, and we carry a coo 
plete line of Radio from the small- 
est nut to the 1 t set. Mall 
urscr wIII rvede Or e.tnot at ttrtllon. 

lac` Floor, Jefferson Bldg. 
Ills Cbata.t St., Plulaskolphia 

Karas Harmoniks. 
Today- there are 

ill use hundreds 
of thousands of 
sets good sets 
which could be 
vastly improved in 
musical quality by 
the simple opera- 
tion of replacing 
the old transform. 
ers with Karas 
liarmoniks. Per- 
haps YOU own one 
of these sets. If 
so, are you going 
to be content any 
longer with any- 
thing short of the 
most perfect music 
your set is capable 
of giving' 

Your set may be 
all you desire from 
the standpoint of 
teelectIvity. of ramie. 
and other tuning 
qualities HUT If It 
Is not equipped with 
Ens. Ifrnwtlik 
.tud'o - F..quency 
Transformer.. you 
are WIT gettltur 
nearly the musical 

qualities you ran 
SUP( as well enjoy. 

You can fantail 
Karam Harmonik 
youraelr It a hnrf, 
easy lob. Or any 
radio 'evalrutan an 
d., it for you. Make 

UP your mind ., do It now at once. 
.et a hair of Kara llsrmnmk 'I1 m IA 

to lute cities meat e..e /Galen sf 
Re. eo Rarmwlt --sad la muy satan tetra. If TOOL dealer a ..t .t tb.at. 
vole, direct .l u. asad as mosey. Jut e. the e.g... 

it 411145 S:I.F.t'TKIl' l'1t, Mope 
1944 P. R.rkwNl Pt.. (bleat.. Ill. 
Noma. sad a pair at Kara. 
R.rmesik Audis Frmee.ay Tta.frm.r. 
I will My eke Mitas $7 plea plot 
peetage ea delivery. It ù madnt.ed that 
1 m pn.tle«M t rater. tbs tnaafrmn 
a., tie vouais 70 day if they d 
preys entirely fistuf.rtary t. m IM as 
w..., will be refaaded at ease. 

4/.Ire. 
II loon avail wild with ordc' welt 

.. n.l trusafoi in.'s pooling. 1.'11 .24. 

Obsolete 

o. 

The 
HEART 

of the Circuit 
is 

AMFr TE 
The "Seh'- AJjuains- 

Rhecntat 

A MI'ERITE controla the low of current thraueh the tubs automaticalle lust a the 
heart control. the Row of blood tbruttah the 
body. Does way with band rh.otat and woman n nwtfa. Ellminatee summing and au 
tutee worry. Prolong. tutee life Loaves set 
most Proved and adopted by more than 10 am manufacturer. Fur perfect Olament control 
sow must use AMPS:HITE Sl. l0 everywhere. 

RADIALL COMPANY 
Dept. R.111.-11. M Iheaalia k.. New reek. N. T. 

Writ. for 
FREE 

Hoefk-upe 

Ohr -ShLF-AW USTING"Rhrvllwl 
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PHILADELPHIA 
RADIO EXPOSITION 

October rt°10th1925 
EVERYTHING new in Radio -the latest 

complete sets, the newest parts, designed 
for the one - tubes as well as the St.pers. 
gBroadcasting afternoons and evenings by 
your favorite artists appearing ils person. 
QSet- building contest for the Amateur with 
substantial cash prizes; entries to be displayed 
during the Exposition. QA show that the 
"Fan" and the "Ham" will enjoy. (Don't 
miss it 

The ARENA 
46th t+ Mdrkrt Streets. 

S4un,u ed by the 

PUBLIC Aldo LEDUEB 
and the 

Philadelphia Radio Trade 

/1 d miss un 
Afternoons . e 

Evenings . 

. 25c 

. 35c 

T 

CARTER 
Nrw 

"IMP" 
Pilot 

Switch 

$1.50 

F.Ilmi possibilities et feiet way 
slid leaving tubes betakes. Red labt 
bee m flau seats th. time tube flne.ts 

lit. Complet. with quarter turn seep 
w tcb and light le see. simple to is- 

stell. Sleeks has roomettes. Lmp 
*prates Ìd r y volt C00111710. 

lgbf-Ó t. o royV.. Ì tt .adio ill. . o Crtr r 
ncbkreaeet.. 
44.5er Rah you Jaetn to .heu. ham'"' ° yo. eng Real., ran .,,obey 

In Canada - 
Crter Radio Co., Ltd., Toroutu 

Carter Radio Co: 

Íotection 
Isn't your home 
and rd,o worth 
the tx1 yute.twn 
you can buy' 

Safety demands the 

BRACH 
VACUUM ARRESTER 

,r4SDARD POR I, FEARS 

Riga Prevents Trouble 

Riga Battery 
Cables, $1.00 

Order Now 

No 100 131(1A- rlveWlre A 13-Hatter, 
l'dd. wllb type A Pert.., Clips lied 
Soldered Lug Terminals reel. reedoetor le 
dletletthe4 .vWred ro.Wios rosy Wrotte 
teemn of verb battery circuit 

AT YOUR DEALER 
(Or Sent Prepared, SI II) 

BIRNBACH RADIO CO. 
370 Seventh Avenue New York City 

howl if nee.cary. Greater than .001 
is not recommended. It is better to 
decrease the grid leaks slightly to 
about .1 rneg. Thic will kill the !limpid 
and will not interfere with quality. 

The question of properly timing the 
audio transformers is slightly more 
complicated. We have shown a pri- 
mary reversed from its normal con- 
nection because the great majority of 
audio transformers ate so wound as 
to give nur desired phase when the 
primary 13 reversed. It will be noted 
that the secondary is connected in the 
normal manner, the grid posts of the 
transformer, connecting eventually to 
the grid of the tube, while the fila- 
ment terminal of the transformer 
finally returns to the filament of the 
tube. In the primary the plate post 
of the transformer is connected to 
"B" battery while the "B" post of the 
transformer finally reaches the plate 
of the tube. This will ordinarily give 
the proper timing or least overload. 

The whole art of properly timing 
the audio and radio currents is some- 
what similar in analogy to timing the 
explosions in an automobile engine. 
If the audio currents are not of a 
proper polarity at a given instant 
they may do great harm to the radio 
currents flowing through the same 
tubes Of course, only the first and 
second audio transformers need he 
connected for this proper timing as 
the last audio transformer works into 
a free audio tube having no radio 
currents therein. 

One way to make sure that you 
have properly timed your audio trans- 
formers is to tune in on a local eta 
tiwi and obtain the overload howl by 
boosting up your antenna taps. Then 
reverse the primary connections of 
the first audio and then the second 
audio. By trying different combina- 
tions of these primaries the least 
overload howl and the highest pitch 
howl will be obtained. Meanwhile, 
care should be taken to see that in 
reversing the primaries no regular 
ordinary howl is built up with the 
third audio transformer. 'This own 
always be checked by merely unhook- 
ing the aerial to see if there is a con. 
tinuous audio howl present. If, upon 
reversing the primary of one of the 
first two aniline, it is found Lust x 
continuous audio howl is built up 
with the antenna removed. then re- 
vere,. the primary of the third audio 
and reduce the amount of grid leak 
resistance. A future article will dis- 
cuss this art of timing very fully avid 
In euch a manner that it can be defi- 
nitely checked in a transformer be- 
fore it is installed in thy srl. 

The year -shift switch is a device 
that is becoming more generally used 
on all radio sets for reducing the 
amount of audio amplification to suit 
the conditions. In old days various 
interstaoe jacks were used, and when 
a person desired to cut the audin- 
amplification he merely cut his loud 
speaker or phones into various jacks. 
labeled "First stagy," "Second stagy," 
etc. This is not nearly so convenient 
as a switching device in the form of 
x double -pole double -throw switch as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

This switch is merely connected in 
such a manner as to cut out one 
audio -amplifying stage, giving two 
stages of audio or three stages of 
audio as desired. It is rarely neces- 
sary on local reception to employ 
more than two stages of audio, as it 
will be found that the 199 tubes will 
not stand the excessive volume deliv- 
ered by three audio stages. The audio 
stage cut out when throwing this 
switch is the first audio tube, leaving 
this free for radio amplification. It 
is so wired that the first audio trans- 
former is removed from the first 
audit, tube and shifted to the second 
audio tube, which happens to be the 
first radio tube. The second audio 
transformer that formerly went to 
the second audio tulw is disconnectd 

from the circuit and remains idle 
when the switch is in low volume. 

The switch, of course, does not cut 
out the filament. of sriy tubes because 
the tube not used for audio with the 
switch in low volume is still being 
used fur radio arnplifiration. This 
switch bas been christened the "Gear- 
shift switch" because of its analogy 
to the aut bile industry. 

A single pole double throw switch is 
shown in Fig. 3 to permit the set to 
be operated on a loop. Loop opera- 
tion, of course, does not pick up as 
much distance se antenna operation. 
Loop operation will give, however, 
greater selectivity under certain ex- 
treme conditions where it is neces- 
sary. The kind of loop to use with a 
23 plate condenser is about 18 inches 
square, with about fifteen turns of 
wire, spaced a quarter -inch apart. 

in certain desirable locations it is 
possible to operate this set fairly well 
on a ground wire only. In this case. 
merely connect the ground wire to the 
antenna post, leaving the ground post 
free. This will often work as far and 
will be as selective as the loop and, of 
course, is much more compact. 

The batteries required by the N.w 
inverse [Duplex System are listed 
below, all being dry cells: 

1. 44 volt "A" battery, consisting 
of three No. 6 dry cells. 

2. -1,4 volt "C" battery of the 
standard small size. 

3. 90 volts of "B" battery, medium 
size- 

s. 22 V volt separate detector "B" 
battery, small or medium size. 

As the "B" battery drain is very 
little when using a "C" battery and 
199 tubes. it is not necessary to have 
the young power plants usually em- 
ployed with multi-tube storage bat- 
tery sets. The separato 22.4 volts on 
the detector greatly reduces the ten- 
dency for audio howl and will greatly 
increase the length of life of the 90 
volt "B" battery. 

The Flewelling 
Super -Het Converter 
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together and should be moved very 
slowly, as it is extremely easy to pass 
over stations. The oscillator dial is 
extremely sharp and the tuning dial 
will be sharp in proportion to the 
antenna used), the set that you are 
using and the coupling condenser C3. 
This condenser. C3, is the first place 
to look for trouble or in case of poor 
results. It is recommended that 

LlllctlQlls 

/i5 Turns Jacots 
B A+ 00 25 

2F17. 
Jacks 

J, 
Figure 7 

Oscillator Coils 

.soul crndensers be tried, ina.inurt 
as the marking .0002 doesn't always 
mean what it says, and again the 
condenser used might not match up 
exactly with the choke coil. 1.3. 

In closing. let me say that the con- 
verter is just like a superheterodyne 
in that it is almost useless unless 
you log very carefully every station 
as it is tuned in. This is because of 
the extremely fine tuning nh "ainable, 
making it so difficult to lurmhrr the 
exact dial settings. When you log a 
station you will need to read in half 
divisions or less. 
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The New CELATSITE 
Flexible stranded wire for "point to * ACM E 

point" and sub panel wiring latest method 
of wiring sets. 5 colors, black. yellow. "Cfl1i `E 

green, reti and brown, one fnr each rircuit. watt 

Original Celatsite Wire - L - -n.... Celataltc 19 a tin i¡ 
led copper bus bar 
wire with a non- . 

iC 

r 

`.' 

r.a 
lei lea 
dio sel. 
braid covering 
s flexible 
Waite 
I feet 

different 
aor fur 

nd "blown" 

THE 
neat R 

iss Trassfor4. 

inflammable "spa- 
ghetti" insulation 
Supplied in 30 -inch 

Flexible Varnished 
A perfect Insulation 

danger points In 
little more and Is 
than the cheaper 
Black. yellow, rod, 
suer Non. In to 111. 

Celatsite 
Battery Cable 

erllag A nd H Bol- 
Mr carrent supply/ to se 

sulk 

C.I. wtrr - 
Iona- . 

tor. 
each terminal. Perenes men) 

tole. 
Seed fee Adder 

ACME WIRE 
Hew Hares, 

a.km a d 4a must./ 
Ratte clamors. - mn s 

-.íiß 
in five colors. 

lengths. 

"Spaghetti" ACM[ 
tube for all 

art wiring. Coate 
worth lot more 

substitutes offered 
seem. brown for 

30Inah Iruglh.. 

ACME 
Enameled Antenna 

Stranded 
The Ment outdoor nueana o>=,. .¡u ran put up i etranda 

enameled rugi r wire: -- nlxlmum Yfare for ret'ep' - non. Enameling prevent ..hon and rwaequent 
weak onala. loe. 114 nr to. r.... roll. boxed. 

wiring l luire 
P .I 

Yon ran make a rnwl with A. p ire made 

CO. " 41 'rand' a"' 
wire. green sulk tutored 

Clog. rie`Ible: o at retching: 

ag .t . r nod cell abiding, far adla Battery :loo .atan. 

Built to 

B-T Standards 

'TOROSTYLE FOR 
EASY YYIRI NG 

NOTHING so startling about this kind of winding -been used by 
telephone engineers for years- -but a real triumph for B -T in 

their successful adaptation of the "toroid" to radio. A lot of little 
details unnoticed in telephone work are real obstacles at radio fre- 
quencies. Over a year and a half of good, stiff research by B -T 
engineers has resulted in the B -T Toroatyle Transformer, which 
eliminates local pick -up, intercoupling and stray feed- hacks, yet 
retains all the selectivity demanded by B -T Standards. 

It took real design to do It --and it is a worthy successor to a 
long line of B -T Inductances that have satisfied the radio fan since 
broadcasting began. The "Toroatyle" is used in B -T's own patented 
circuit. 

Descriptive circulars on requeaL 

Keep in Touch With the Latest in Radio 
Is the answer to Stat' Separation Straight Line Frequency or 
S. L. Wave Length Condenser? B -T build both kinds and tell both 
sides in "Better Tuning' -aa well as much more of value on current 
problems. Send 104: for a eupy, or 60e for a year. 

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO. 
532 S. Canal St. Chicago, HI. 

Easy to Turn No Backlash! 

Trade 

pALLN1 Rhe "tet nd PotenUometcr turn 
rnnnthly end freely There. no sticking nr 

binding. I hat is why more than 4V lending 
n.uufttuser of tct.eiymg sets use Ihcm s 
standard equipment. 
The sliding contactor " set At the fartnry and nd no further dluetment. 
The winding i .o paced that there a no danger 
of burning out. The Itraitive dial can ix fixed 
In a variety of pnntinn 
There are two model -nne with a black knob 
nd "Ivar dui!, the other with mahogonired 
knob and gold finished Jul. 
Recent Rlaeotts nd Potentiometers re sup- 
plied in various resist and rpacitiee. 
PYcent Rheostt. á 1.00. Parent Potenti- 
ometer*. S 1.25. 
Ynur dealer carries full stock of Paceot Ports. 
Let him fill your needs. 

Write fur catalogue of complete 
Pucent line. 

PACE/4T ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. 
91 Seventh Avenue, New York City 
Wohl na i on 
Chicago 
Hsffa lo 

Minneapolis 
Birmingham 
Jckwnnvllir 

IWlon San Francis., 
Philadelphia at f.oul 
Detroit pltuburgb 

t'anadlan Licensees: White Radio, Limited, Hamilton, Oat. Patent 
RADIO ESSENTIALS 
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EFFICIENT 
On Long or Short Waves 

For 2 to 60 meter receivers, such as are 
being built at the Brightson Labora- 
tories to communicate with WNP, the 
MacMillan expedition, the tubes must be 
dependable. They must he well matched, 
noiseless, and have a high amplification 
constant. Ordinary uniform tubes can- 
not he expected to work ethciently on 
such short wave lengths. 

Brightson True Blue Tubes have been 
developed with characteristics making 
them more efficient on low wave lengths 
than any other tube available to the 

All Brightson True Blue 
Tubes are Storage Battery 

Tubes 
Whether sets have 3 -volt sociccts or 
6 -volt sockets all the economy, volume. 
distance. and freedom from trouble of 
6-volt storage battery operation is to 
be had with Brightson Tubes. The 
Standard Type fit 6 -volt sockets. the 
Power I'lus type fit 3 -volt sockets. 
giving 6-volt results with less B Bat- 
tery drainage than with dry cell tubes. 
They greatly increase the range and 
volume of any set equipped for 3 -volt 
dry cell tubes and can be used in 6- 
voÌt sockets with adapters. Both types 
are cased singly or in sets. 

Price for either 
Standard or Power 

Plus Typc 
$3.50 

F:.\t' 

amateur. Constant short -wave experi- 
mentation in the Brightson I .ahoratories 
has shown the possibility of making a 
tube, which, while more efficient than 
ordinary tubeson broadcast wave lengths, 
is also more efficient on extremely low 
wave lengths. A mutual conductance 
value, efficient on very low wave lengths, 
will not function properly on high -pow- 
ered low frequency work. Brightson 
"Prue Blue Radio Tubes have that happy 
medium which fits a tube for both types 
of reception. 

Write for Our 
Short -Wave Receiver Blue Print 

The Brightson Laboratories Inc. are offering to the 
public free of charge a blue print showing the construc- 
tion of the short -wave Reinartz receiver which will 
shortly be placed in operation. Any authorized True 
Blue Dealer can get it for you. 

60 -Day Guarantee 
Whether you buy one True Blue Tube or a 

set of three, five. six or eight in a safety case. 
each individual tube is covered by its own 
Brightson guarantee. If within 60 days a 
mechanical defect prevents a'y True Blue 
tube (ruin operating perfectly, you can return 
it for replacement. 

Unless True Blue Tubes prove interchange- 
ably uniform. noiseless, crystal clear in tone 
and the handsomest, finest quality tubes you 
have ever used. you can return them in ten 
days for refund. 

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, Inc. 
Waldorf -Astoria Hotel. 16 W. 34th Street, New York City 

rnn.aetpnt. we're: 
50 N. Eleventh St., Philadelphia. Pa. 

BRIGHTSOWWfae TUBES 
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the family or group of friends who may be 
present. Certainly, when we wish to dance 
the loud- speaker is essential. Even the 
most enthusiastic pigmy set builder would 
hardly recommend having each dancer 
carry one strapped on his hack with a pair 
of headphones clamped over his (or her) 
ears. And no continuity program can be 
justly appreciated unless the signal 
strength, without distortion, is ample for 
loud -speaker use. 

We have come to an appreciation that 
this loud- speaker demand reaches back into 
the broadcasting station. and through that 
back to the Department of Commerce in 
Washington. This demand creates a need 
for higher power at all stations so that 
the signal strength in the antenna is ade- 
quate without that tremendous amplifica- 
tion of many tubes which almost inevi- 
tably produces some distortion. Thus we 
strongly commend Uncle Sam's radio in- 
spection service 
for its encourage- 
ment of higher- 
power stations. 

This means 
that even "super- 
power" m a y be 
needed. We are 
not at all afraid 
of that bugaboo. 
We are quite con- 
tent to let the de- 
cision rest with 
the Department of 
Commerce, where 
we know the ex- 
perts will make 
the decision on the 
basis of such 
power permits for 
the stations as will 
give us, the broad- 
cast listeners, the 
best possible serv- 
ice. 

The new Kellogg 
7 -tube receiver, 
shown at the left, 
with ringle -motion 
srlrrtor, repre- 
sent; one of ihr 
latest developmenis 

in radio 
engineering 

The new Kellogg 
7 -tube rrcriver, 
completely con- 
cealed ut a beau- 
tiful cabinet of 
unique design, is 

shown at the right 

The standard 
model of the 

Kellogg 7 -tube 
receiver is shown 
at the bottom of 

the page. Vo 
tuning it required 
beyond the turn of 

a single- station 
selector. The 

second control is 

to regulate the 
volume 

October, 1925 

5. We Want No Radio ¡ateríerenee. 
Some of us wish "the latest fashion 

hints," and others would like to hear the 
baseball scores. But neither group cares 
to hear both at once. The World Series 
description with McNamee at the micro- 
phone would not be worth much if his 
brilliant descriptions were intermingled 
with frills and tucks of even the finest 
fashion editor whom America affords. In 
other word, each broadcasting station must 
operate without interference with others. 
Planning of the ether channels and policing 
the air to this end is no easy task. We as- 
sume that this job belongs to Uncle Sam. 
and we expect him to carry out the job just 
as we expect the traffic force to keep things 
moving with dispatch, yet with safety, even 
at the busiest hour in the year. 

Unfortunately we did not soon enough 
appreciate that this requirement for our 
pleasure and profit imposed upon us also 

a responsibility. We must not expect too 
many radio stations. In no other line is 
the crude phrase more true, "Enough is a 
plenty." We now have about 100 Class B 
stations. 1f would -be broadcasters had 
their way there would be 200 or more. And 
200 would be worth about one -tenth as 
much to all of us as the present number, 
and fifty would be worth at least ten times 
as much as our present 100. 

It is not easy to say how Uncle Sam is 
going to work out the problem of eliminat- 
ing the less desirable and encouraging the 
hest. All we can say is that we want the 
best to stay. We want the others to move 
on out of the Class B group. We do not 
care much where they do go, but if they 
interfer ! with maintenance of the best, 
they must go somewhere. 

And among the other radio disturbances 
which we would like to eliminate are those 
whistles or throbbing beat notes which 

sometimes enter to 
the ruination of a 
splendid program. 
This problem was 
discussed at length 
in a recent article. 
It is enough here to 
repeat that every 
moral force which 
we can exert is 
back of the in- 
spectors who have 
the problem of cut- 
ting out these 
heterodyning 
whistles. 

And we cannot 
talk of radio inter- 
ference without 
mentioning an- other of our 
wants- - 
6. We Want to 

Get Rid of 
Static. 
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This interloper of the air, who is partic- 
ularly vicious in his maraudings during 
the summer, will be more or less a minor 
factor by the time this issue of Radio in 
Hie Home is before the readers. But the 
memory of the summer trials and losses 
suffered through his activities will still he 
fresh in mind. 

In our demand that the influence of 
static be overcome we are placing one of 
the most difficult problems of all radio be- 
fore our scientific 
men. No one 
knows just what 
static is or from 
whence it comes. 
There are many 
false varieties of 
disturbance caused 
by loose connec- 
tions or faulty 
hook -up that are 
blamed on static. 
but, even cutting 
out all of these 
through better at- 
tention to our sets, 
there remains still 
a multitude of oc- 
casions on which 
the crackling, 
sputtering noises 
distress us, or, per- 
haps, get so bad as 
completely to spoil 
the program. 

The only prom- 
ising answer to 
the problem yet de- 
vised is higher 
power in broad- 
casting. If we can 
raise the strength 
of signals wanted 
high enough above 
the so- called 

I'he Phansdsrhl re 
setter pictured to 
the left is mounted 
in a richly finished 
cabinet, with built - 
in loud - speaker. 
Space is provided 

for all batirrirs 

JI 

The Barrett -Lloyd 
Co. -Ili-Power- 
receiver pictured 
to the right is in- 
stalled in an at- 
tractirelr designed 
cabinet. The loud- 
speaker is built in 
a separate com- 
partment at the 
bottom, which is 

concealed tv h e n 

the door is closed 

A4 
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"static level," then the commotion which 
static makes may become negligible. We 
can ignore it. Hence it behooves us all not 
to be unreasonable in voicing our desires 
against high -power stations. The big 
hullabaloo created a year or so ago when 
super- isswer was first proposed had no real 
foundation. Many of the small broadcasters 
who anticipated an overshadowing by 
mighty giants of the air gave thousands of 
us the wrong impression as to what was 

planned. The real fact is there was simply 
in the minds of the leaders of the indus- 
try a plan to try out stations of higher 
power in the hope that thereby they could 
give us freedom from static trouble and 
greater choice of programs. 

So long as higher power is the only 
answer to the static bugaboo, we must ac- 
cept this remedy, for certainly some over- 
shadowing of the lesser stations is far 
better than persistent crackling interfer- 

ence. 
7. We Want Sets 

o/ High Selec- 
tivity. 

If, within range 
of our pocketbook, 
this desire for high 
selectivity in sets 
can be granted, 
we have still less 
reason to fear the 
bugaboo of super- 
power. If station 
PDQ, or any other 
one, is prone to 
spread over 20 or 
30 dial divisions, 
that is not the 
fault of this broad- 
caster. It is the 
fault of our own 

MT - 

The new i'remier receiver. pre- logged at the tailor) and furnished with a (hart showing 
the dial settings of the different stations. The Premier fill, shown above. is a fire -tube 
tuned radio-freguency receiver. The Premier 7 -ß. shown below, is a five -tube reflex 

receiver with crystal detector. Thu set operates either on a loop or antenna 

Iiii , 

set-or vary pos- 
sibly, the way we 
operate the set. 
There are many 
reasonably priced 
dependable sets on 
the market which 
will cut down 
within a range of 
two or three dial divisions this 
blanketing effect. 
w. on.ee n r.. et) 
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By 

Vera Brady Shipman 

°chaser, 

The Little Red Schoolhouse on 

the Prairie it equipped in the 
modern way, with teacher's 
Ford standing betide the school 
and a radio antenna attached tu 

the lielfry 

9k Little Red Schoolhouse Adds Radio 

Mrs. David Elliott Martin, chairman of the Ba) 
District Committer for the California State De- 
partment of Education, who has created a new 
uvr) to trio h ihr g..ography of thr rie ers o f Mr 

rarfh by radin 

DING, DON( ;! It's 9 o'clock. The lines 
of school children are marching into 

thousands of schools all over America. 
There is no "diller, dollar, ten o'clock 
scholar" in the schoolhouses which are 
equipped with radio seta, for the children 
hurry in to nine o'clock broadcast of morn- 
ing exercise, or a penmanship drill or 
geography class, or perhaps in the after- 
noon they listen to another school giving a 
program from the nearest broadcasting 
station. 

Out on the Kansas prairie the country 
school children are tuning in each morning 
to KSAC, at Manhattan, when Mike 
Ahearn, athletic director for the Kansas 
Mate Agricultural College, gives five 
minutes of "setting-up" exercises before a 
short classroom program. 

"I call it muscular control and health 
exercise," said Ahearn, "because it's a joke 
for me to say to those children that I am 
giving them exercise, when they've been up 
for hours and have walked a mile or more 
to school. So I call it calisthenics or mus- 
cular drill." 

"Sit erect, stand up, straighten arms at 
sides, dropping. to sides at second count, 
forward on three, down on four. All ready 
-one. two, three, four. 

And this continues with as many exer- 
cises as can be done in the time allotted. 

In Kansas, the 9000 country schools are 
being radioized. A state -wide campaign 
has been launched for equipping these 
schools with receiving sets so they may 
listen to educational and other programs 
from KSAC. 

"When these schools are all equipped 
(a good per cent is already accomplished)," 
said Sam Pickard, director of radio exten- 

-Uncle Ben "" Darrow. head of the boys' and girls' 
club work 0 the Sears Roebuck agricultura 
foundation, who originated the Little Red School 

house of WLS 
Photo by Drake Stadia 
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Absolute freedom from all self -made noses 

makes Jewett performance a revelation. Due to 

the Jewett Clarifier (Patent applied for) there 
is no B- Battery rrrrrat is the telephone circuit. 

PROCEEDING, step by step, along the 
path of deliberate and consistent prog- 

ress, the Jewett Radio & Phonograph Com- 

pany now offers a Receiver reflecting, in its 

every detail, that originality and close 
approach to perfection which you have so 

thoroughly enjoyed in the Jewett Super - 
speaker. 

Deliveries are being 
made to pre -arranged 
schedule. Distribution 
is through wholesalers 
and retailers who are 
under direct contract, 
with full territorial 
protection. 

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
5682 'Telegraph Road - - - - - - Pontiac, Michigan 
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sion for KSAC, "they provide meeting 
places for farmers who wish to attend 
state -wide radio meetings of various farm 
organizations which emanate regularly 
from KSAC." 

The school morning program includes 
morning songs, a short inspirational talk 
and calesthenics. Radio in the country 
schools is available at night for boys' and 
girls' clubs as well as farmers' meetings 
and on Sundays, is often used to listen in to 
a church service broadcast -for church is 
often held in schoolhouses un the prairies. 

The superintendent of Cleveland, O., 
city schools, R. G. Jones, recently predicted, 
in an interview, that in a few years the 
school children of America would be receiv- 
ing 10 per cent of their lessons by radio. 
Already many stations are making studied 
efforts in this direction, and several have 
made notable strides in schoolroom broad - 
casts. Three American stations are out- 
standing pioneers in this -KGO broad- 
casting to the Oakland, Calif., public 
schools; KSAC at Manhattan, Kan., broad- 

4 typical Kansas district school taking its ,horn- 
ing exerciser by radio from !l'S.IC 

Pupils in the .tlrlrore Heights School, Oakland, 
Calif., rrrriving a phpriral 'duration luron hs 

radio 

casting morning exercises and talks to the 
Kansas country school children ; and WGS, 
Chicago, whose Little Red Schoolhouse, 
broadcast by "Uncle Ken" Darrow, of the 
boys' and girls' clubwork of the Sears - 
Roebuck agricultural foundation, is a 
weekly broadcast into approximately 150 
Cook County district schools. 

From Oakland, Calif., the earliest di- 
rect school broadcasts have been made and 
their surveys contain interesting infor- 
mation. Twenty thousand California school 
teachers scattered over the valleys and 
mountains of the State are now aided by 
radio broadcasting. Their problem has 
been to get the children to school on time. 
Monday mornings, since November, 1924, 
a series of weekly programs furnished by 
the California State Board of Education, 
broadcast through KGs . was interesting 
enough to show a marked improvement in 
punctuality. Schools throughout that State 
report great enthusiasm for the new ven- 
ture, according to Miss Grace C. Stanley, 
commissioner of elementary schools. who 
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R.ITY 
THE OBEDIENT SLAVE TO YOUR DESIRES 

IZOM the mellow depth to the highest pitch of 
harmony the improved APEX Receiving Sets 

bring in, with startling clarity and naturalness. all of 
the delicate gradations of the entire range of sound 
whether the highest soprano or the deepest of bassos 
prof undo. 

The charm of naturalness, combined with greater 
distance getting ability, positive selectivity and full 
volume. plus the enchanting elegance of design and 
finish, present radio receiving sets that are most sat- 
isfactory in every clement of operation and a real de- 
light to all whose choice of home furnishings is guided 
by true appreciation of artistic and refined beauty. 

Only a dependable merchant is given the APEX 
dealer franchise. Your APEX dealer will gladly 
make personal demonstration of APEX Quality 
Radio Apparatus 

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
1410 W. S9th St. Dept. 1012 

Chicago 

Also makers ol the famous APEX Vernier Duals 
and APEX Rheostats. which are sold by every 

send dealer in Radio 

Upon request, we 
will gladly mailyou 
descriptive !older. 

Quality Radio Apparatus 

Apea Console 
F.ntertainar 

Price $Z7.50 

Apex Super Five 
Price $95 

Apra Fntr,lein.r 
Prue $22.50 

\p s I).- Lut. 
Ince $13$ 

Apes Utility 
Radio Table 
Price $75 

P.,... w. .,i 1(...L... I,,A,1. A.eA.. ('nA... p.we..vr...,um.r.l. t0-. A:a. 
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Attending the "Little Red Sckoolhouse over 
WLS, Chicago. Pupils of the Lincoln School, at 
95th and Kenzie avenue, Chicago. listen- 

ing in 

has charge of this work. The first experi- 
ments to determine the feasibility of class- 
room instruction by radio were conducted 
by Dr. Virgil Dickson, deputy superinten- 
dent of Oakland schools. 

"We wondered," said I)r. Dickson, "if 
the teacher would be willing to stand before 
the microphone for the first time in his 
life, risking his reputation by teaching in- 
visible classes in fifteen specified schools 
(no way of knowing how many more were 
listening in), realizing that invisible critics 
were actually stationed in every school and 
thousands of people At horse And at work 
were listening in, or could if they wished. 
Eight teachers were asked to prepare les- 
sons. All agreed." 

KGO offered its services to broad- 
cast eight lessons. The experiment wAs 
planned to find out what kind of lessons 
would interest classes in many parts of 
the city, and if a teacher or supervisor 
could give a demonstration lesson of value 
without the influence gained by actual 
presence in the classroom. A committee 

October, 1925 

arranged the following program, each part 
to be supplemented by appropriate music. 

Miss Blanche Bowers talked to the high 
eighth and ninth grade graduates on "What 
the high schools have to offer." 

Miss Alice Brumbaugh, with pupils 
taking part, discussed the development of 
English art and folk songs for the eighth, 
ninth and tenth grades. 

Miss Armeda Kaiser handled a subject 
in geography "Petroleum as one of the 
great California resources." 

Miss Beatrice Burnett gave a lesson on 
Shakespearean literature preparatory to 
the Shakespearean festival for the junior 
and senior high schools. 

Mr. Howard Welty presented for 
seventh and eighth grades a history lesson 
on Indian folklore. 

Mr. E. E. Washburn taught an arith- 
metic lesson to the ninth grade classes. 

Miss Myrtle Palmer gave a lesson in 
penmanship for seventh and eighth grades. 
Miss Palmer used rhythm of music to teach 
rhythm of writing, making loops and letters 
by count, followed by an inspiring march 
to add impulse in the invisible class. 

The arithmetic and penmanship lessons 
were among the best of the series, pupils 
following instructions of the radio teacher 
and turning in their papera at the close of 
the recitation period, to be graded. 

Miss Palmer, instructing supervisor of 
penmanship in the Oakland schools, stepped 
before the microphone, for example, at a 
given time, with watch in her hand, wait- 
ing the KGO signal to begin. Four pupils, 
with pens, paper and ink, sat at a table 
before her and near the microphone. 
From written instructions, which she had 

Circle -Mike Ahearn, director of athletics of 
KSAC at Manhattan, Kan., who broadcasts 9 
o'clock setting -up exercises to the country school 

children of Kansas 

Above- Pupils in the Melrose Heights School, 
Oakland. Calif., receiving a penmanship lesson 

by radio as it is being broadcast from KGO 

Left-.Hiss Myrtle Palmer, penmanship instruc- 
tor, and her studio class before the microphone 
in the KGO studio during a recent test broadcast 

into the Oakland Public Schools 
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Better Results From 3 Tubes Than From 5 
Sounds improbable. doesn't it? But it is a 
scientific truth. first demonstrated in the 
Crosley laboratories and then confirmed by 
the performance of thousands of Trirdyns 
the country over. 
These astonishing results are simple to 
explain. Instead of passing the incoming 
signal once through each of 5 tubes Crosley 
design passes it through two of the three 
tubes several times, each time building up 
its strength And adding to its volume. 
Even the technically uninitiated can see the 
advantages: simplicity instead of complex- 
ity; fewer dials to adjust; sharper accuracy 
in selecting stations; greater clarity; greater 
volume. 
Yet that is not all. Simplicity of design and 
fewer parts make manufacturing costs 
lower and bring about a lower cost to you. 
This, combined with the economies of 

gigantic production, makes possible a price 
of S60.00 on the Super -Trirdyn Special, 
the most efficient and beautiful of all 
Crosley receiving sets. For Crosley is the 
world's largest builder of radio sets -owning 
and operating parts factories, cabinet wood- 
working establishments and assembly 
plants. 
Listen to a Crosley Super -Trirdyn lender the 
most ex a c t i n g conditions. Make an 
unbiased comparison with the most costly 
receiver you have ever heard. Forget the 
radical difference in price. 
Then will you understand why the Crosley 
Super -Trirdyn represents a genuine achieve- 
ment in radio performance and value which 
all America was quick to recognize and 
reward with increasing sales. 
Write for an illustrated catalogue of the 
complete Crosley line or see them at your 
Crosley 'dealer's. 

Crosley manufactures receiving sets which are licensed under 
Armstrong U. S. patent No. 1,113,149, and priced from $9.75 to 
$60.00 without accessories. 
Add 10', to all prices west of Rocky Mountains. Crosley owns 
and operates WLW, first remote control super -power broadcast- 
ing station. 

17 

B E T T E R C O S T S L E S S 
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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c':he New Large 73iaphragn1; 

Brings in the 
L-1 
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with th. New 
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Deep Bass Notes 
The new Super Unit is a 

diaphragm of broad pitch 
range, especially designed by 
Bristol engineers. It repro- 
duces the high and low notes 
with equal truthfulness, and, 
therefore, evens up the entire 
musical scale of either voice or 
instrumental music. Often the 
harmonies of a wonderful en- 
semble have been destroyed by 
the persistent loss of high or 
low notes, and the annoyance 
attributed to a faulty receiver 
when in fact the trouble lay 
wholly with the loud speaker. 
The Bristol Audiophone Loud 
Speaker with its new Super 
Unit of broad pitch range, and 
its exceptional voice of scien- 
tific development tells the 
whole tonal truth and nothing 
hut the truth. 

r.Sel s 
Ar..p..e.e, SIS 

Rubber born 
14 in mikes to 
dl.meer Black 
mat hnlh with 
silvered b .. e 

detotttcn. 
Model. 5 and 

C I the Cabinet 
Modell 
.o.tpprd with 
the w uprr 
12 nit. 

n. 

BRISTOI ..UDIO=tIONF 

LOUD SPEAKER 
There are four Bristol Loud Speaker 

models, both horn and cabinet type, priced 
at $15.00 to $30.00. 

If your dealer does not carry the 
Bristol line, send for our illustrated folder 
3025 -Q. We will also send free a most 
instructive booklet, "How to Select Your 
Loud Speaker." 

THE BRISTOL COMPANY 
WATERBURY, CONN. 

carefully prepared in advance, 
Miaa Palmer read to her control 
class before her and to some GOO 

other pupils scattered over the 
city of Oakland in ten different 
schools. When the papers from 
the control class and the various 
schools were sent in for grad- 
ing. they all looked very much 
alike. 

The lesson began like this - 
"You will understand when I 

say 'move' I refer to the paper. 
Now let us take our position 

your wrist to test your position 
-'push -pull' six times, then 
tap with two little fingers six 
times." 

And so on through the entire 
writing period. and while a 
phonograph played the rhythms 
desired loops and ovals were 
made in unison. Une mother 
at home sent in her paper to be 
graded. Parents were grateful 
that there was a way to keep 
in step with their children in 
school. 

Jay R. Nash, director of physical culture, and a studio clan before the Intl' rt- 
Aunt at IWO. broadcasting a test lesson into fifteen Oakland Publt, 

Schools 

drill by signals. When I say 
one, sit erect, fret on flour and 
directly under the seat, arms 
hanging loosely at sides; 'two' 
arms should be held in a limp, 
relaxed condition over the desk 
ready to drop into position; 
'three' arms should be dropped 

A striking point is the lack 
special direction, that he forgot 
to be restless. 

Since these experimental les- 
sons. regular Monday classe. 
have been broadcast, featuring 
California history and geog 
raphy. Professors of the rari- 

And down at Sticknry, Ill., in the public school, the children iu: nrd out- 
doors tu Coolidye's inauguration speech on a Operadio loaned for the 

occasion 

into position and the movement 
on the muscles begun. 

"Now you may follow as I 
give the signals: 'one'-'two'- 
'three'-start the push and pull 
with the empty hand. 

"Slip a piece of paper under 
of discipline problem in a radio 
class. Every mischievous boy 
or girl who listened in to the 
radio was so intent on the voice 
from the loud ylteaker, expect- 
ing it might call his name for a 

ous universities and colleges of 
the State, eminent educators 
and story -tellers contribute. No 
lesson is longer than twenty 
minutes, using the story -telling 
method, illustrating each coun- 
try with stories of historical and 
geographical features of the 
place, to entertain as well as in- 
struct. Before and after each 
lesson story, music lends charm 
to the story- telling appeal. 
Arthus S. Garbett, a composer 
and musical authority of San 
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STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY CONVERTER 

THE modern radio receiver has abundant tone, volume and power -now it may have perfect, simpli- 
fied control. 

The Rathbun Straight Line F 

E 
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f g e 
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Starke-wig partially epereted and 
tuning lightly improved with 
Straight lain. W. L.ruath Con 

dnr 

requcncy Converter is adapted for use on 
without change of equipment -except the 
condenser dials. Each station is given a 
distinct reading at a uniform distance 
from the next. Real logging becomes a 
fact. The stations are distributed with 
flawless precision over 360` -one com- 
plete revolution of the Dial. There is no 
limitation or crowding as on controls 
using only half a dial. Radio control is 
simplified. 
The Rathbun Straight Linc Frequency 
Converter provides straight line frequency 
tuning with ordinary capacity condensers. 
It is interchangeable with any dial - or 
any receiver. It is sold with the guarantee 
of reliability and satisfaction attached to 
all Rathbun Radio Apparatus. 

See and Try It -at Your Dealer's 
I f your dealer cannot supply you, 
send Money Order ($8.50 each) and 
your order will be shipped promptly 
by Parcel Post prepaid. 

Rathbun Manufacturing Co., Inc. 
Jamestown New York 

your receiver-every receiver- 

O á ti Ì i, . 
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Practically .,.n spar.tbn nver halt 
th dial with Straight Liar Frr 
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Francisco, furnishes a musical 
episode for the story, such as 
rivers of the world. Some in- 
struments, characteristic of the 
country through which the river 
flows, are first. heard in each 
episode. In the instance of the 
story lesson of the Volga River, 
cathedral bells were used in the 
opening of the musical scene. 
Then followed the song of the 
Volga boatman. After the story 
more Russian music ended with 
distant bells, completing the pic- 
ture in the child listener's mind. 

Under the supervision of Mrs. 
David Elliott Martin, chairman 
of Bay Section Committee on 
School Broadcasting for the 
State Department of Education, 
an interesting new geography 
lesson was introduced on the 
radio in these river stories. 
Fascinating stories of the Mis- 
sissippi, Hudson, Rio Grande, 
Yukon, Rhine, Danube, Seine, 
Nile, Tigris and other rivers 

were told by the character "The 
Old Man of the Rivers." He told 
his stories to a boy and girl he- 
fore the KGO microphone, 
painting word -pictures of scenes 
along the river banks as the little 
party drifted on. The boy and 
girl asked him questions as the 
story progressed, which he in 
turn answered in his own inter- 
esting way. 

These early tests were re- 
ceived at eight Oakland schools. 
The members of the committee 
were distributed among these 
schools to observe the lesson 
effect and suggest improvement. 
Each principal was asked to re- 
port the results of the school- 
room reception. 

One mother wrote in, "I am 
not a pupil, but a mother of 
three pupils. I have often been 
interested in my children's les- 
sons, and have tried to help them 
in arithmetic, writing and read- 
ing, but am told 'Mother, we 

don't do it that way now.' I am 
tied down so that I cannot go to 
school and radio brings the 
school to me." 

From the beginning, KGO ex- 
periments were conducted with 
not more than ten classes in as 
many schools listening in, so 
that observation might be made 
of how the listening was done 
and results tabulated. There are 
about five hundred pupils in an 
average KGO school test lesson. 
The problem of the country 
school teacher is lessened as 
they, too, are instructed and 
benefited by the broadcast. 

And now in the Middle West, 
every Friday afternoon at 2, at 
WLS, Chicago, "Uncle Ben" 
Darrow comes on with some- 
thing like this: 

"Hello, boys and girls. This 
is the Little Red Schoolhouse 
radio program of WLS, the 
Sears -Roebuck station, broad- 

Partners for Power 

The Tunar 1 . Oá: 
product developed in the 
etr.t i h Lbor- 
toriesolOrnrrt Electric. 

The new Tungrehrp. 
.1. e. 6 volt A httene. 
t. tuie volt 8.b.ner le. 
n senta end to bat. 

irrt... too Nn erti t 
tehmRn needed. 

Two pere else (East 
ol the Rockies) . 1118.00 

60 cycle. -110 rafts 

If you want distance and clear tone from your 
radio set. your storage battery must have its 
partner -the Tungar Battery Charger. 

Two clips and a plug, to connect to the house 
current. That's all there is to it. Or you can 

make permanent connection and just throw e 

switch. 

The Tungar charges while you sleep -it makes 
no disturbing noise -keeps your batteries at top 
notch. For power there is nothing like a good 
storage hattery -with a Tungar to keep it good. 

unar 
R F G U.S. PAT. OFF. 

BATTERY CHARGE R 

Tungar - registered trademark is found only 
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plaie. 

Merrhamlr.e Drw.ion, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

casting from its Hotel Sherman 
studio, Chicago." 

A poster sent to all Cook 
County schools by Edwin J. 
Tobin, superintendent of Cook 
County, announcing each weekly 
WLS school broadcast, with 
programs and an appeal to see 
that pupils listen in at school or 
at some nearby home. urges 
teachers as well to have their 
pupils write compositions after 
listening in on the radio school 
program, mailing these to his 
office. 

The enrollment in Cook 
County alone is at least 10,000, 
and there are many more down 

Elsner J. Tobin. superintrndrnt Cook 
Lounty schools. who heads a radio 
committer to provide through ILLS 
educational weekly programs for the 

Little Red Schoolhouse 

State and in adjacent portions 
of Indiana, Michigan and Wis- 
consin. Sessions are held every 
Friday. From 10:20 to 11 is 
for high school students, and 
from 2 to 2:30 is the Little Red 
Schoolhouse for children of the 
lower grades and from 2:30 to 
3 is the grammar school session. 
There are more than 150 schools 
in Cook County listening in 
regularly. Schools in thirty - 
four other Illinois counties are 
enrolled. Wisconsin schools rank 
next in number, followed by 
Indiana and Michigan. 

While the Little Red School- 
house caters particularly to the 
country school -the one -room 
institution, of which there are 
10,600 in Illinois alone, its pro- 
gram is generally acceptable to 
the city grade school. 

The grammar school program 
is equally acceptable to the 
country school. On each high 
school program is a popular 
speaker. Musical numbers are 
given by school musical organi- 
zations or soloists. Musical ap 
predation as well as art will be 
conducted beginning this fall, 
and a travelogue each week -all 
these capably conducted by some 
eminent authority. 
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MAGNATRONS have achieved su- 
premacy in the vacuum tube field, 

but the constant vigilance which has 
brought these tubes to the fore has not 
for one moment been lessened. Every 
part, from contacts to filament, is tested, 
constantly tested. 

CONNEWEY ELECTRIC LABORATORIES 
Mintron Building Hoboken, N. J. 

MAGN.ATROPIS 
The Best Plug at 
a Better 
Price! 

The Pacent Autoplug 
Now 6Oc 

TI IS plug is entirely shockproof. for the entire length 
of the cord tips is encased by the plug shell and no 

metal parta are exposed. I he shell is made of genuine 
Bakelite. No screws are used in its assembly. and there 
is nothing to work loose or cause trouble. 

Parent parts are used by 40 leading manufacturers in the 
construction of their sets. It will profit you to get in 
touch with us. 

See your dealer. and write us for the new Patent Catalog 
of complete line of Pacent Essentials. 

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. 
91 Seventh Avenue, New York City 

W...i..te. e.k.r. r a Pacent ...e.ti. ai.m(t,ain 
a u..ie iiADIO ESSENTIALS s.. r...<i.c. et. t...t. 

a.al. Detroit 
1. bb oi. Pit t..ur.. 
Cuadla Zi vsit aani. IAA 

aamlltee. Oat. 

44-VIOW'I' IMPROVISE -PACENTIZE'_1Z 

All th. ellici ncy oÍ 
the well -known B -T 
"Lifetime" Condenser 
now 000i lulltc in tan- 
dem (Deed in th now 
B T "Counterpha.e "J. 

And Now the B- T Counterphase 
Even better than the "Nameless." the "Counterphase 
Six" gives the added sharpness and efficiency you've 
been waiting for. Three stages of "radio -frequency." 
full efficiency over the entire broadcast range, only two 
tuning controls a short indoor aerial sufficient for dis- 
tant reception. Anything less than such improvements 
would not justify B -T in offering a new circuit and new 
apparatus to build it. 
Kits containing essential parts for building the "Counter- 
phase" five or six tube set -two or 
three stages of "R. F. "-on sale wher- 
ever dealers handle the best. 

Non -Inductive Resistances 
New circuits require non- inductive high resist- 
ances. R -T Resistances give stepless resist- 
ance from zero to maximum. Resistance 
element is not subjected to wear, therefore 
not affected by continued service. 

Ncaele..- Smooth in oporotion- Con.M. Mod. in 7 tYMO. fom 
400 f 500.000 ohm. max ¡mum mutmo. Send tor d..era.trvo 
htr- .tor loc will twin( copy t "defter Tumn.," nth Edam,. 

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO. 
532 S. Canal St. Chicago, III. 
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Better reception this 
season than last ! 

WOULD you like better 
radio reception this 

fall and winter than last.' 
Better distance' Better vol- 
ume' Better tune? You 
will enjoy better results in 
every way, this season, if 
you keep your mho at Juli 
efficiency with the Jefferson 
Home Tuhc Rejuvenator. 

All tubes deteriorate rap - 
Lily with use. The Jefferson 
Tube Rejuvenator "brings 
them back" in 10 minutes! 
Use it once a month -keep 
your tubes like new. Com- 
pletely restores pa raly:ed or 
exhausted tubes. Doubles 
and trebles tube life,quick- 
ly paying for itself through 
this great saving. 

Takes large or smal I t ube. 
-types 201 -A, 301 -A, L' V- 
199, C -299, 5 -VA. Attach 
to any alternating current 
electric light socket in your 
home. The Jetlersout I tome 
Rejuvenator for tubes is 

.ts essential for satisfactory 
radio reception as a charger 
for storage batteries. Get 
Inc now ; start thr .raison 

with your tubes in perfect 
condition. Sold by leading 
dealers in radio supplies, 
And fully guaranteed. 

.50 
tmwit 

01,0 1. Cri 

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC 
MANU AC'TURING CO. 
SOt So. Grccn Sr.. Chicano. III. 

M.bn . R.J... 11/411 R.100. 00.1 
1w Jan./a.m.. HM....a 'rat alb for 
.....nn+.k....,.....n .nJ M.nn. E..on... 

.t,..n 0.1 R..n., l...n... co.i. .nJ r..n.h.mt. 

for 
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Use 

JEFFERSON 
Radio Transformer. 

Your radio, no matter 
how costly,can be no bet- 
ter than its transtormers. 
Our experience as the 
world's largest manufac- 
turerstf.mall transform- 
ers is everywhere rceoe- 
ni:ed by leading radio 
engineers writ, carefully 
specify "Jefferson." If you 
want amplification with- 
out distortion clear. 
pure.swcet. natural runes 
from your radio -make 
sure it is equipped with 
Jefferson Transformer,. 
Sold by the better radio 
dealers, used by leading 
set manufacturers. 

JEFFERSON 
TUBE REJUVENATOR 

Keeps radio tubes like nett. 

What Do We %1 ant 
From Radio ? 

(e.ntt..ed Tr... east It) 

If we will see to it, with expert 
advice if necessary, that we 
have such sets in our homes. 
then much of our radio trouble 
is a thing of the past. 

Fortunately, these seta of high 
selectivity are usually ones 
which have a good distance 
range. In fact, if they did not 
have this distance range, the 
high selectivity would not be of 
much value. With such a set, any 
Class B station of 1000 watts or 
more, that is within 300 to 500 
miles, can be counted upon regu- 
larly. Perhaps, when air con- 
ditions are a bit bad the loud- 
speaker results will not be all 
that we would ask, but our 
choice of programs and our ac- 
cessibility to all good things of 
the air are tremendously in- 
creased in this fashion. 

There is as much difference 
between these fine sets and the 
best that could be bought only 
three or four years ago as exists 
between the splendid player - 
grand pianos electrically oper- 
ated and the toy piano on which 
the 4 -year -old gleefully pounds 
and thinks that she is playing a 
piece. Radio has grown up 
within so short a space of time 
that we listeners have had a 
tremendous job mentally in 
keeping pace. That fine set 
which we bought three or four 
years ago is now really out of 
date. This is not nur fault in 
selection nor the fault of the in- 
dustry. It is the simple and na- 
tural resiilt of rapid improve- 
ment in the art. 

The question in our minds 
often is, "Will another three or 
four years make a similar 
change ?" Personally I doubt 
it. I think we can safely today 
invest any reasonable sum of 
money in n set of a large and 
reputable maker with the as- 
surance that it is good for many 
years to come. The instruments 
and art have matured as rapidly 
as the industry. It is not to he 
expected that there will be any- 
thing like as many changes in 
the next twenty years as have 
been made in the past two. 

This question of sets brings 
us logically to our next want. 
8. We Want Sets Easy to 

Operate. 
In this respect I think likely 

that we are a bit unreasonable. 
Our ideal is a set having three 
knobs and no other wheels, 
handles. switches or pulls to 
manipulate. The first knob would 
simply turn on the set; the 
second knob would choose the 
station that we want: and the 
third would adjust the loudness 
or the tones to suit the program 
coming in and our particular 
mood of the minute. 

Such simple control of the 
set is probably a hit too much to 
ask today. Some sets claim it. 
but not many have attained this 

ideal. and perhaps none with 
perfect success. I think it will 
be well for most of us to post- 
pone pressing this demand for 
it is a very little thing on our 
part to turn an extra dial or two 
in order to offset those internal 
complications which may or 
may not (usually will not) suc- 
ceed in eliminating this minor 
complication. 

Rut, however, this feature of 
radio instruments may he solved 
there is no question as to the 
importance, especially with the 
ladies, of our ninth demand - 
9. We Want a Good- Looking 

Set. 
It is no longer at all necessary 

to have a bunch of loose or 
dangly wires and weird collec- 
tion of mismated batteries, or a 
crudely assembled group of ac- 
cessories in order to have as 
complete and fine a radio set as 
can be made. The very best in- 
strument now comes dressed in 
cabinets, which are ornamental 
in any room. The living room, 
the study, the parlor or the re- 
ception hall will be just a bit 
"better furnished" with such a 
set. This is as it should be. 
There is no reason why the 
radio set should be any less 
ornamental than the phono- 
graph, the piano. or the book- 
case. Each is a means to an 
end -recreation, entertainment, 
information -hut each can also 
be artistic and in keeping with 
the color scheme and decoration 
of the room. 
10. And We Want to Hear 

Every Event of National 
Importance. 

No longer can the President of 
the United States be inaugu- 
rated with an audience of less 
than ten million. No longer can 
election returns be delayed more 
than three or four minutes after 
assembled by the news agency 
before we must have them in our 
home. No longer is grand opera 
confined to the stage or the 
studio. And this opera must be 
sung for each of us by the 
artists of international, or at 
least of national fame. 

This means that we demand a 
linkage of broadcasting stations 
into great net-works for simul- 
taneous transmission of events 
of national importance. We. 
American citizens, demand this 
right. Fortunately, it is entirely 
a practical thing to provide us 
with our wish. Two great and 
constantly growing groups of 
stations are furnishing this type 
of service. They are making it 
possible for each of us with a 
little imagination to participate 
in events almost as effectively 
as if present in person. 

This want, more than all 
others, is making for the nation - 
alization and solidification of 
radio. These linked systems 
regularly give the more impor- 
tant national events to every 
one who wishes to listen in, from 
Maine to 'l'exas, from Florida 
to the Dakotas. 
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TkC)XY e ' II Be On the Air AÇair 

By Henry M. Neely 
SOME time ago, somebody started the 

rumor that Roxy would never be heard 
by radio again. I don't know where the 
rumor originated; I imagine it was simply 
a misinterpretation of the farewell which 
Roxy said to his audience the last time he 
broadcast with his "gang" from the Capitol 
Theatre in New York. That was not, how- 
ever, a good -by; it was merely an au revoir. 

So many readers wrote in to ask 
whether the rumor was true that I ran in 
to see Roxy at his office in New York the 
other day and asked him point- blank. 

"Give up radio!" exclaimed Roxy. "God 
love you, I couldn't live without it." 

He reached into a big drawer in his 
desk and drew out several architect's 
water -color drawings of details of the 
magnificent new theatre for which ground 
has already been broken at Broadway, 
lth avenue and 46th street in New York 
City. 

"Do you see this ?" he asked. "This 
theatre is going to be an institution such 
as you and 1 will not live to see equaled. 
I say that, not because it is mine, but be- 
cause it isn't. It is the public's. It belongs 
really to the radio audience. / have been 
three years on the air and this is my re- 
ward. Without the radio listeners, this 
would never hare been possible. 

"I'm going to keep faith with my radio 
listeners if it is the last thing I do. I'm 
going to provide radio programs such as 
never have been attempted by any one. I 

am going to take personal charge. It will 
be my hobby and my playground." 

It was only a few days after my talk 
with him that Roxy sailed for a brief eight 
weeks' vacation in Europe. He should be 
home about the time that this is printed 
and he expects to be on the air again the 
middle of November. 

Naturally, the huge new theatre will not 
be ready by this time. It is going to be so 
immense and so elaborate that it will take 
much longer than that to complete the 
edifice. During Roxy's absence in Europe, 
his partner, Mr. Atkinson, has been busy 
building a studio for him "somewhere on 
Broadway," and from this studio for the 
next year Roxy and his "gang" will enter- 
tain the radio public. 

It will not be the same gang that Roxy 
had at the Capitol Theatre. These artists 
have been carrying on since Roxy's retire- 
ment from that house, but, though plans 
are not yet definite, there seems little doubt 
that some of them who best fell into the 
spirit of the Roxy program will be taken 
over into the new gang. 

"I suppose," said Roxy, "that we will 
have to continue to call it the 'gang.' 
Somehow that name 'Roxy's gang' has be- 
come so closely associated with me that it 
would be impossible for me to put any 
other aggregation of artists on the air with- 
out the public instinctively feeling that they 
were still Roxy's gang." 

Roxy speaks of his gang much as a 
father would speak of a large family of 
children. Some of them have been loyal 
to him ; other have been artists. Any one 

who has dealt with artists will understand 
this distinction. 

To the man or woman who has simply 
met these artists by means of radio, it will 
be almost impossible to convey a sense of 
the very vital necessity of Roxy's own per- 
sonality in conjunction with the artist's 
talent in order to bring out the best that 
is in the performer. 1 have sat in the studio 
and watched some of these singers or 
players before the microphone. Most of 
them, ' ien Roxy took them into his gang. 
were merely talented amateurs. Many of 

them had the worst kind of stage fright 
when they went up to the microphone for 
the first few times. I have seen one, start- 
ing to sing, grow tense and strained through 
sheer terror. I have seen Roxy quietly walk 
up, take the two writhing hands in his, 
separate the fingers and gently stroke them 
until. reassured and inbued with his own 
confidence and certainty, the fright was 
gone and the singer's voice floated out 
through the microphone across thousands 
of miles of country and into the homes and 
hearts of the great public beyond. Yet the 
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BOXY AND HIS "GANG" - 

Roxy and his gang have made their last "appearance" together. When Roxy starts his new hreadcasting in November, it will be 

with a new "gang" which will probably include some of the artists formerly with him at the Capitol Theatre. This photograph 

was made in Worcester, Mass., March 23, 1924, and is published here for the first time as a fitting souvenir of a radio feature 

that was the favorite of hundreds of thousands of listeners -in. It is well worth framing because the same "gang" will never be 

together again. In the photograph are. from left to right: 
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or 11w Radio Farn 

First row( sitting) -T. J. Duwd ("Tommy Dowd "), Frank Moulan, William Robyn ( "Wee Willie "). 
Second row (sitting) -Douglas Stanbury ( "Doug "), Mlle. Maria Gambarelli ( "Gamby "), Miss Esprec, Margaret McKee ( "Mickey "), 

Julia Glass, S. L. Rothafel ( "Roxy "), Gladys Rice, Marjory Harcum, Louise Sherer, "Betsy" Ayres. 
Third row (standing) Peter Harrower ( "Peter the Great "). Sncdden Weir, Joe Wetzel. Alva Bomberger ( "Bemby "), Yascha 

Bunchuk ( "The Sheik "), Dr. William Axt ( "Dr. Billy "), Dr. Eugen Ormandy ( "The Blue Blond "), Jim Coombs (Daddy Jim "), 
Roger de Rruyn, Newell Chase, Max Herzberg. 

In the two back rows are members of the Capitol studio orchest ra, organized by Roxy especially for broadcasting. 
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All the thrill of 
building your own 

-and an exact duplicate of the famous 
Harkness Laboratory Model 

THE remarkable results obtained with the 
Harkness Counterflex Circuit are due to a 

novel principle which enables tremendous 
amplification to be secured and eliminates the 
squeals of self -oscillation. 
Counterflex Receivers also employ a new 
type of radio frequency transformer which is 
so efficient that the 3 -tube counterflex actually 
has a greater receiving range, more volume 
and more selectivity than most 3 -tube sets. 
It is now possible to build an exact duplicate of 
the set Mr. Harkness has built for himself and 
use parts made under his direct supervision. 
The important thing is to get Genuine Hark- 
ness parts made by the Kenneth Harkness 
Radio Corporation. A complete kit of these 
parts is now available at radio stores, and each 
set bears the signature of Kenneth Harkness 
Radio Corporation on the cover of the con- 
tainer. 
Read some opinions of people who have built 
a Harkness Counterflex: 

N...- <.- 

"I have two ..p.nmntug coach ell Meet 1 Laths sots ., ,. t ale she 
a tithe.. I secured nerkaaee 0-tulso Csatertee. wired it up myeelf, 

end was mued at the result." 
E. J. EIICX, ll.nt..., P. 

"w ilk. or Markeau Ceentrtat very much. Ew. listened to proems6 
r11 over the Unitee set. DATNE OOPMrunua. LewaM. Iva. 

"Eve enM sad operated .n sate sad the Esrkse. Ctrtss has 
them sll tied to a tree. Ito far I have leered sarwtrfear t.tleas laded - 
tag e is Clifersia " L. W. LILLALD. DanvlW. Pa. 
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LOOENL Y. 1.OWD. Dee Mole.. I..a. 
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< pt /eeur w'1 pleased with the three-tube Cesatrst. it has 

dose all that I anticipated It week!. Cast to <eat reweptls e teed 
pee w with S. nceptleeslly eloper t.. " 

E. D. LIINDAE. Pfr<e, W. 
After experimenting with the Counterflex for more than a year, Mr. 
Harkness has now written booklet giving a thorough explanation 
of Its fundamental principles and d complete description of different 
models of Counterflex receivers. We will send you a FREE COPY 
of this booklet on request. Just mail the coupon below, enclosing 
IOC to cover postage and cost of mailing. 
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GENUINE 

J{7RKNESS 
RADIO PRODUCTS 

KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO CORP. 
Dupe. 82. 727.759 FrIingit yn At'.., Newark, N. .1 
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public did not know that it was 
Itnxy who made this sung pos- 
sible. I think the whole effect of 
these programs was b e s t 
summed up by a friend of mine -a musical critic -with whom I 
was once discussing them and 
whom I asked for a frank 
opinion of them. 

"Well," he said, "if that fel- 
low Roxy would only keep out 
of it. I should say that they are 
average first -class studio pro- 
grams. I should further say 
that there is nothing about them 
to raise them above the level of 
a number of other programs 
broadcast from other good sta- 
tions. 

"But Roxy won't keep out. 
I'm glad he doesn't. The moment 
he comes on, the whole thing at- 
tains a personality which is ir- 
resistible. There is a friendli- 
ness and a homyness about it 
all that absolutely disarms a 
critical viewpoint and makes 
you feel that you are simply 
spending an evening with a 
crowd of very talented friends 
and that the whole thing has 
been most chummy and enjoy- 
able. It isn't the artists who do 
this; it's Roxy." 

I told this to Roxy when I had 
my last talk with him. 

"I'm glad to hear that," he 
said. "I have really worked 
hard at this thing and put my 
whole heart and soul into it and 
it is mighty gratifying to know 
that my part of it is not over- 
looked by the listeners. 

"That matter of personality, 
it Seems to me. is the most im- 
portant thing in the world in 
dealing with the public. I am 
going to keep it in mind in my 
new theatre. In fact, I think it 
would not be a bad scheme to 
speak of it as the theatre with 
a personality. 

"That's it -the theatre with 
a personality. That is exactly 
what it is going to be. I have 
often said in discussing it, that 
we should not call it a theatre 
at all but rather an institution. 
I cannot tell you all of the very 
many activities which it is going 
to represent, but the theatre will 
be only a part of it. Look here." 

He spread out before me a 
large water -color drawing of the 
rotunda -a magnificent concep- 
tion which is quite in keeping 
with the magnitide of a theatre 
which is going to cost close to 
eight million dollars. 

The rotunda will be 89 feet 
wide, 114 feel deep and 70 feet 
high. It will be the most magni- 
cent and elaborate approach to 
any public building In existence 
today. The entire Capitol 
Theatre is not as high as the in- 
side of this rotunda. As a matter 
of fact, the rotunda itself would 
be big enough to constitute a 
good -sized theatre. 

Here, when the building is 
completed, will be the entrance 
to the studios which will be per- 
haps the most elaborate radio 
institution yet planned. 

There will be, of course, a 
great symphony orchestra of 
110 players. There also will be 
a new "pick -up" device which 
will insure better broadcasting 
of this organization than has 
ever been done with an orchestra 
before. It is now being perfected 
and will be reserved for this 
Roxy orchestra. 

There will also be an unusu- 
ally complete syncopating or- 
chestra, a chorus of one hundred 
voices, a huge set of cathedral 
chimes, a great organ with two 
consoles in the theatre, a sep- 
arate organ available for broad- 
casting at any time and a third 
pipe organ in the studio espe- 
cially for radio broadcasting. 
The whole plant will be equipped 
to put across almost anything in 
the world that can be broadcast 
by radio. There also will be an- 
other great advantage in the 
prestige which this new theatre 
will have because that will make 
it a drawing card for artists 
who have been hitherto unavail- 
able for radio work. 

"They say the age of miracles 
is dead," exclaimed Roxy when 
he told me of all this. "God love 
you. it isn't at all This is the 
miracle," 

And then he told me of some 
of the personal experiences 
which had come to him through 
the immense mail he has re- 
ceived on account of his broad- 
casting. Stories sad and gay, 
stories illuminating and dead- 
ening, stories inspiring and 
heart -breaking -all have come 
to him through his mail, and it 
is remarkable to know that a 
man so busy as he is has de 
voted as much time as he has 
managed to devote to individual 
cases which seemed to be unusu- 
ally deserving of his personal 
attention. 
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C te Moilçst Broadcasrá 
flCdpOhSaizd St.Paiil Na 

STATION WCCO is said to be the only thing upon which the two cities of ilfinrre- 
apolis and St. Paul have ever agreed. The bitter rivalry of these twin lilies has 

become a tradition in .irnericnn life. \'ot long ago I heard a man speaking from Station 
WCCO and war surprised to hear him MY that he would not adroratr a widespread read 

ing of the Bible. but I understood better when hr rxplainrd that the Bible was full of 

things about St. Paul but not our word about rilinneapolis. 
When the station first started, there was even a rivalry as to which city should 

be named first in the announcements. This difficulty was cleverly solved by having a card 
on one side of which was printed ",i1inneapolú -St. Paul" and on the other side "St. Paul- 
Minneapolis." This card is always placed on the stand under the microphone and. as the 
announcer finishes hit announcement, he rural it over co that when he snakes his prat 
announcement the order of the cities will be reversed. 

Under such rir.umstanrrs, it is all the more remarkable that Station WCCO is 

functioning not only so efficiently but apparently so harmoniously. H. M. N. 

%,e de 

THE Gold Medal radin station- Minne- 
apolis -St. Paul, WCCO -never mentions 

the name of the company that owns it. 
Neither does it name the commodity its 

company manufactures. 
That is why it is gradually digging 

deeper and deeper into the good graces of 
the Northwest. 

You might listen for hundreds of nights 
or days without learning that WCCO stands 
for Washburn -Crosby Company. 

You might listen a lot longer without 
hearing that Gold Medal is the trade name 
for a kind of flour and a brand of foods. 

Isn't this the answer to the question 
of broadcast advertising? 

There is much argument over com- 
mercial broadcasting, but if a station con- 
fines its programs to entertainment and 
legitimate instruction, can there be any 
objection to its use of a simple trade -mark 
in the station call? 

The Twin Cities of Minnesota enter 
their station for the championship in 
avoiding commercialism. 

These cities at the head of navigation 
on the Mississippi River believed that they 
had solved the broadcasting problem 
when ten companies. divided between the 

two, united in support of WLAG, "the 
Twin City station in the Land of Ten 
Thousand Lakes," but the vicissitudes of 
one of the companies -that which actually 
owned and handled the station -brought 
it into difficulties. 

it was this historic institution, once 
known as "The Call of the North." which 
was succeeded by WCCO. 

When the two cities were left without 
presentation in the nightly ethereal 
chorus, radio fans and radio dealers de- 
termined to "do something about it." 

The Northwest Radio Trade Associa- 
tion was most vitally interested and took 
the matter seriously. The man who is 
now president of this organization, Don 
C. Wallace, and the man who has been its 
secretary since the beginning, H. H. Cory. 
began figuring the thing out one night 
and laid out a plan which they considered 
ideal for broadcasting in connection with 
two centers of population like Minneapo- 
lis and St. Paul. 

WLAG had encountered the usual dif- 
ficulties of stations not properly located 
because of persons who were unable to 
"tune it out." If the station was "on the 
air." it made some of the long- distance 

Gertrude O'Neil Ganley, -the best Irish Swede 
in the land of the Scandinavians" 
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Mrs. Eleanore Porhler, musical director of the 
Gold Medal Station 

Photo by Gene Garrett, if ph. 

Min Mildred Simons, insistant to the ,nulieal 
dire, tor of the Gold Medal Station 

Photo by Gene Garrett, Mph. 

Eleanore treentantel, accompanuf. Her name u 

heard olteneft from WCCO 
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fans angry. If it was "oft the air," sev- 
eral thousand crystal set owners wanted 
to know what was the matter. 

Something had to be done with the 
ideal station to enable it to please both 
factions, and nightly, as it takes the ether 
now, this problem seems to have been 
solved. 

For Mr. Wallace and Mr. Cory planned 
a powerful station (one of the brand -new 
5000 -watt outfits then being proposed) 
and suggested that it be located about' 
twenty miles from both Twin (;ities, with 
remote control studios in each. 

The scheme met theoretical approval on 
every hand. 

But when the tentative budget was laid 
before a luncheon meeting of the Radio 
Trade Association in the old West Hotel in 
Minneapolis, an eloquent gasp escaped the 
crowd as it nearly choked on its final 
spoonful of ice cream. 

A 500 -watter had fizzled. What was to 
be done about a 5000- waiter? 

Pooh and a couple of bahs! 
And then Wallace and Cory went further 

with their plan. They suggested that the 
money be raised by popular subscription in 
the Twin Cities and that it be in fact as 
well as in name a Twin City station. 

Still there was much tapping of the 
forehead and shrugging of shoulders. 

Then somebody sicked Hxrry Wilbert' 
onto the job. 

Harry Wilbern raised most of the Min- 
neapolis contributions to the Red Crass and 
sold most of the Liberty Bonds during the 
war. He calmly and rather curtly informed 
them that he had raised a lot more money 
in the Twin Cities than they had even 
thought about yet and that he would see 
what could be done. 

In the meantime, the commercial asa 
ciations of the Twin Cities were called 
into conference on the matter. The Civic 
and Commerce Association of Minneapolis 
thought it would be very nice if somebody 
were to do something about it. And so 
did the St. Paul Association. 

Still the time was not exactly propi- 
tious and there were lots of ifs. ands and 
buts. 

The plan was discussed and the news- 
papers printed news about it and wrote 
editorials about it. 

Then it was whispered that one of the 
big companies in Minneapolis was inter- 
ested and the little group of serious radio 
thinkers held its collective breath for 
nearly two days. 

Suddenly, out of a clear sky and some 
interesting conversation on the part of Mr. 
Wilbern. the Washburn -Crosby Company 
and A. E. Zonne, president of the Civic and 
Commerce Association, came a pronounce- 
ment. 

Washburn -Crosby Company would buy 
the station, locate it as suggested, fit up 
studios in both cities and pay half the run- 
ning expenses as well, if Minneapolis and 
St. Paul would pledge the remaining $50,- 
000 a year for three years and if it might 
be called the Gold Medal station of Min- 
neapolis and St. Paul. 

Without even the formal organization 
of a money -raising campaign, Minneapolis 
ambled out and brought in its share of the 
$50,000 a year and St. Paul did the saine 
thing. 

The old equipment of WLAG was taken 
over. 

Mr. Wilbern was made manager. Henry :Moms Bellows. new director of WCCO 
And he with one representative from programs 

llarry Wilbern, manager, Gold Medal Station 
Photo by Gent Garrett, Mpls. 

L. S. Harrison. assistant rnanaper, 
Station 

Photo by Gene Garrett, Mph. 

Gold Medal 
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Englebert Roentgen, solo cellist. 
Symphony Orchestra 

,1linnrapoils 

Carlo Fischer. His announcing of numbers 
played by himself is unique 

Photo by Svvrt, Mph 

Rollo Wells. Business took him from the vaude- 
ville stage. Radio gives hum back to the nations! 

audience 
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the St. Paul association and one from the 
Civic and Commerce Association of Minne- 
apolis became the executive board. 

Today the 5,000 watter proposed by Mr. 
Wallace and Mr. Cory is a reality. 

A new Minneapolis studio and general 
offices are locate) on the top of the new 
Nicollet hotel with a colored boy in a hand 
some green uniform at the door. And 
in the grand concourse of the new St. Paul 
union station it was arranged that similar 
studios should be established immediately. 

All over the back of the letterhead used 
by this station are names of persons and 
companies that have contributed to the 
maintenance fund and WCCO is one of the 
big national hookup of stations which heads 
up in WEAF, New York, and helped take 
the summer curse out of radio. 

The voice best known from this station 
was first recognized by the fans in the old 
slogan "The Call of the North." It is a 
voice of both pleasing and distinctive qual- 
ity belonging to Paul Johnson, bred of a 
long line of Viking ancestors. 

Although from his service at the Min- 
neapolis and 'Twin City stations, Johnson 
is one of the best known announcers in the 
United States, the broadcasting business is 
a sideline with him and his main concern 
is plowing through a stiff medical course at 
the University of Minnesota. 

He is so tall he has to lean over where - 
ever they put the microphone, and his prin- 
cipal other distinguishing characteristic is 
a forehead that marks him at once as a 
student. Probably no other university boy 
in the United States is so familiarly known 
to America. 

A new voice is making itself known 
from the station nowadays, the pleasant 
tones of a slightly Rostonese accent, which 
cannot be disguised. This. if you do not 
know, is Henry Adams Bellows, the new 
director of the Gold Medal programs. 

Mr. Bellows took the job early in April. 
leaving his active directorship of the largest 
trade magazine in the milling business, 
the Northwestern Miller. During the life- 
time of the Bellman. once a nationally 
known Minneapolis publication, Mr. Bellows 
was its most active editor. He has long 
been known as one of the music critics of 
Minneapolis. but what actually won him 
the place after all was his qualifications 
and his high standing in the milling in- 
dustry was the quality of certain program 
notes he has been writing for the Minne- 
apolis Symphony orchestra. He has a 
knack for helping the music lover to a 
keener appreciation of the musical numbers 
played by this organization, Minneapolis' 
best known musical body, and it is said 
there is hope that he may be able to do the 
same thing for radio music. 

Every now and then the Gold Medal 
station broadcasts without previous an- 
nouncement a concert of this great or- 
chestra. In spite of the inability of present 
equipment to transmit or receive accu- 
rately the full quality of a symphony con- 
cert, this is always a big event in the 
Northwest. Did the recording contracts 
of this orchestra permit its coming con- 
certs to be announced, it is probable that 
several million persons would be tuned in 
to hear it. 

But a frequent and favorite feature of 
the WCCO schedule is the Verbrugghen 
quartette of symphony players which is led 
by Henri Verbrugghen himself, the di- 
rector of the great orchestra. A flute 
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Ceorpr Lamb, impersonator of the Old Soak 
Photo by Reynolds Studio, Mph. 

Karl Schrne,. of the l%nite,,ity of .1linnrapulü. 
Photo by Go/ling liesse Studiu. 

Don C. Wallace. of Minneapolis. 
start I1'CCO 

fie helped 
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Perfect Simplicity! 

NOEDIAL 
5 -Tube Receiver 

A touch of the 
finger 
brings 
'em in! 

Lte.nN ..d.. alae4no.. rot t a.d 
Patent. Pending. lfaoo. Patent 

.Yo, le/tt. 
Think of a receiver without dials; so simple 
that any child can operate it; so sturdy that 
he cannot break it! That's NO -DIAL, the 
newest thing in radio! 

Features You Have Waited For! 
utmost fiimplieity without sacrifice of other desirable 
features has been attained by NO -DIAL engineers thru 
the most careful correlation of all parts. Adjustments 
which the listener himself in ordinary sets must make 
are in NO -DIAL completed at the factory. 
Better tuning is made possible because the condensers are 
permanently kept in step. The cover of NO -DIAL is 
rotated. bringing in station after station loud and clear. 
far and near. That is all the listener need do-even fila- 
ment control is automatic. 
Better logging is made possible through the physical 
shape of NO -DIAL Receivers. The entire edge of the 
cover is a Station Register. Stations always come in at 
the same places where you locate and mark them. 
Sensitivity of NO -DIAL is equal to that of higher- priced 
receivers. In many tests it has received stations from 
coast to coast with loud -speaker volume and fine tonal 
quality. Tube for tube, it recognizes no superior. NO- 
DIAL does not re- radiate. 
Cabinets of NO -DIAL Receivers are of spun aluminum, 
finished in mahogany brown crystalline, matching the 
most beautiful loud speakers and harmonizing with dis- 
tinctive furniture in any home. 
Circuit of the five -tube NO -DIAL is the latest and newest 
radio hook -up, a most remarkably efficient combination of 
tuned radio frequency and resistance coupling. 

OUR GUARANTEE 
We guarantee NO -DIAL Receivers against 
defects to workmanship or material, and will 
promptly replace any receiver which in our judg- 
ment is defective, or refund the purchase pries. 

THE OHIO STAMPING & ENGINEERING COMPANY 
DAYTON. OHIO. U. S. A. 

Use This Coupon for Detailed Information 

The Ohio Stamping & Engineering Company. 
Dayton, Okio. Dept. K H -10. 

I am a (distributor) (dealer) (agent) 
(user) Without any obligation on my part, 

'end me full details of NO -DIAL Receivers. 

Name 

Street and No 

City end Stmts. 

quartette of the symphony 
players is also heard from time 
to time, not to mention other 
artists from it who appear as 
soloists. 

The person whose name is 
mentioned of t e n e s t from 
WCCO's microphones is Eleanor 
Freemantel. That is because 
she is the official accompanist 
of the new station. She was 
equally well known to hearers of 
the old. 

They say she never takes off 
her hat in the studio and is sel- 
dom known to rehearse any 
number. Called on suddenly at 
odd moments of the day or 
night, she slips quietly into the 
studio and reads at sight com- 
positions of Grieg and Verdi, 
Haydn and Mozart, Strauss and 
Irving Berlin as nonchalantly as 
one might strum a ukulele. 

Carlo Fisher, once principal 
cellist and business manager of 
the symphony orchestra, who 
now gives more of his attention 
to training new musicians, al- 
though he is still a standby of 
the cello section, occupies an un- 
usual place in the affections of 
W CCO listeners. 

In solo work as well as with 
his favorite Macl'hail t r i o 
(William MacPhail and Harri- 
son Wall Johnson) he has a 
method all his own, for he en- 
tertains almost as much by his 
delicious anecdotes of the com- 
posers and their compositions 
as by his playing. 

It has long been the custom 
to give him the microphone and 
let him do his own announcing 
whenever he appears in the 
studio, and so far he has handled 
every broadcast of the sym- 
phony orchestra. 

The other day a request pro- 
gram was put on. one in which 
the numbers as well as the art- 
ists were named by the station 
audience, and first on the list of 
requested artists was the Gold 
Medal radio quartet. 

The organization was born 
about the time of the opening of 
WCCO. It consists of Ted Kline 
and Kenneth Johnson, tenors; 
Nels Swenson. bass, and Clar- 
ence Scheibe, lead. 

More and more as they sing 
together their voices blend, their 
co- ordination is perfected, and 
they gain stronger and stronger 
hold upon the appreciation of 
their listeners. 

The capacity of a voice to 
create an entire atmosphere is 
the constant marvel of radio, 
and the principal exponent of 
this at WCCO -with the pos- 
sible exception of Gertrude 
O'Neil Ganley -is George Lamb. 

It is getting so there is noth- 
ing in the way of notable ama- 
teur theatricals in the Twin 
Cities in which Iamb does not 
do a striking comedy character- 
ization besides possibly direct- 
ing the whole show. 

But his greatest successes 
have been in the impersonation 
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If 
you are not satisfied 
with your present re- 
ceiver 

Send 30 Cents 
(Stamps Will Do) 

for the July. August 
and September. 1925, 
issues of 

RADIO IN THE HOME 

containing full direc- 
tions for building 
Flewellings 

SUPER -HET 
CONVERTER 

Hooked up to your 
present receiver. it 
gives the volume and 
selectivity of a Soper- 
Heterodyne. 

The supply of these 
issues on hand is lim- 
ited. so send at once 
to the 

CIRCULATION 
DEPARTMENT 

Radio in the Home 

Public Ledger Building 

Philadelphia 
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of Don Marquis' "Old Soak" in the "Battle 
of the Keyhole" and "The Searching Foot," 
from WCCO. 

As for Mrs. Ganley. she is called "the 
best Irish Swede in the land of Scandi- 
navians," and none of her radio programs 
is complete without her portrayal of "Tillie 
at the Photographer's." 

In the list of the Gold Medal humorists 
there is a singer of comic songs named 
Rollo Wells, who graduated from the big - 
time vaudeville stage into business in 
Minneapolis, and who is always called upon 
in the featured programs of the station. 

Wells exemplifies one of the answers to 
the question, "Where does radio get its 
multitude of stars ?" If he were not one of 
the champion insurance salesmen in the 
Northwest, he would probably still be troup- 
ing in vaudeville or musical comedy. He is 
one of many whom successful business has 
stolen from the entertainment world, and 
radio has given him back to it by enabling 
him to be heard throughout the United 
States without leaving his job. 

There are two other Minneapolis Sym- 
phony players in the Gold Medal audience. 
One is Engelbert Roentgen, the Dutch 
cellist, who was heard in his home town in 
Holland on one of his programs. Ile is 
solo cellist of the symphony. The 
other is Henry J. Williams, 
the symphony harpist, who 
reveals from time to time 
the excellent broadcast- 
ing quality of this 
king of all instru- 
ments as well as his 
own great profi- 
ciency. 

From the Uni- 
versity of Minne- 
sota, situated in 
Minneapolis, 
WCCO draws 
many soloists and 
orchestra players, 
but the radio fans 
rejoice most when it 
is able to book Karl 
Scheurer, of the music 
faculty. His name is a 

RADIO 
-The Gold siedal 
from left to right: 
Kenneth Johnson, 

bast, and Cal S 

baritone 
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Radio Quartette." They are, 
"'Choppie" Kline, first tenor; 

second tenor; Yell Swenson, 
thiebe, 
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tough one for Paul Johnson 
to announce, but his han- 

dling of the violin 
makes up for that 
and the name can 

always be spelled. 
Since the prosper- 

ity of the North- 
west is depend- 
ent upon its 
crops a great 
deal of attention 
is paid at the 

Gold Medal sta 
tion during the. 

daytime to t h e 
market reports. 

These are read by 
Miss Wildred Simons, 

who, in addition to 
these duties, is much 

sought after to preside over 
the station's reception room, 

because, it is said, she knows by 
sight and telephone voice more of the 
artists who have appeared there than any 
other person. 

Eleanor Pochler, who has been musical 
director of the Twin City institution since 
the beginning of its career on the air in the 
days of WLAG, is recognized by every 
regular listener to its programs both for 
her announcing and for her soprano voice, 
with which she is accustomed to grant re- 
quests for special numbers, particularly the 
old songs which she learned from her 
grandfather. one of Minnesota's pioneers. 

The voice of the assistant manager of 
the station is never heard at the micro- 
phone. He is Major E. S. Harrison, for- 
merly of the United States Army. The 
reason he put succinctly : 

"That's not my end of the business." 
It is not quite clear yet what Mr. Bellows 

is going to do with WCCO, but so far it has 
been a station that took itself seriously and 
tried to serve its community as well as en- 
tertain and build up its large audience. 

One thing is quite likely -that it will 
bear watching (or harkening) for the next 
year or so. 

Circle, left: Henry J. 
ll'illiamr, harpist, 

:finnra /olu 
Symphony 

Orchestra and 
'CC( 

Circle, right: Paul 

Johnson, announcer 
of the Gold Medal 
Station. "The best- 

known ,medical 

student in America" 

Left: /lenri 
l'erbruggen, director 

of Minneapolis 
symphony On hrstra. 

who has been 
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The latest developments 
in low -loss parts 
Built of this special insulation 

made to order for radio 
NOW you can art umpiete lire of low -loss wits made of 

Radian, the special insulation which our engineers created for 
radio purposes exclusively. 

These ports embody the very latest developments in radio. They 
are as efficient as the well -known Radion Panels and have the same 

high -resistant characteristics. 
Radion Panels, made in black and 

Mahoganite, come cut in 18 stand- 
ard sizes for whatever set you wish 
to build. And in addition, you can 
have Radion Sockets, Radion Loud - 

Speaker Horns, Radion Tubing. 
Radion Binding Post Strips, Insu- 
lators, etc. 

New Soeketa for Both 
.Yews and Old Tube. 

OF PARTICULAR interest are 
the new Radion Sockets. Nos. 
4 and 5 are for the new -style UX 
tubes exclusively. Nos. 2 and 1 
are designed to take both new and 
old style tubes. 

All Radion Sockets are highly 
efficient, due to the principle of 
their construction and the low loss 
charactenatica of Radion. Ask your 
dealer to show them to you. 

Send for Booklet 
OUR booklet, "Building Your 
Own Set," gives clear, complete 
directions for building the most 
popular circuits. Mailed for IO 
cents (stamps) Send the coupon 
today. 

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO. 
DepL N 10, 11 Mercer St. 

New York City 
Ch,asae Off .. Cowr Bunging 

r.tln- f n..t Agent 
Goodyear Rubber Co. 

S.a 

A. t... Rd..n 
P.nd by 
look /or tA te.np 
on tA pn.l nd 
tA tA 
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n 

I h.. eM R.dt.n No 2 

Sesket, du/aned /o. b.tA 
.14 sad now 
poi wtA felted/ria pe.t. tltA Radt.n Seekot. Mw. 
prlpwd u, t t A Mndrna 
p..t.. 

RADION 
Supra-m - Insulation 

AMPJt1CAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY 
Dept. N M. II Marro. St New r.4 C:tr W.. .era. 

encl.. 
eeb leo. "1sild:. 

Peer Ow. Set" for which 1 encl. 10 t. t. Maw". 

Name 

Ada..» 

How to Build the 
SUPER -FIVE 

-'-';;.tnttnl 
4rplTe 

seer 5-Teller 
Set wub nil 
4be r.eree rd 

( b 
g rief of f the ttepee M 
w r o t e Henry 
M. \eely. Kdl. 
tor of adI 
In tue M.me. 
thtlAelphla 

Write today for the QUAI)RA- 
FORMER BOOK. It will bring 
you a new radio experience. Pro- 
fusely illustrated with photo- 
graphs, drawings. It takes you 
step -by -step through the making 
of the SUPER -FIVE, an excep- 
tional 5 -Tube Receiver developed 
by engineers of the Gearhart - 
Schlueter Radio Corporation. 

Inclose 25e and You'll 
Have It by Return Mail 

GEARHART - SCHLUETER 
RADIO CORPORATION 
714 Voorman St. Fresno, Calif. 

Editorially Speaking 
(C.nll..d Pram t'ae 4) 

You must pay us $1000 a year." 
"All right," we say. "We will 

sign the contract giving us the 
right to broadcast all of the 
music whose copyright you con- 
trol." 

Here he smiles again. 
"Oh, no," he says, "you can- 

not broadcast all of our music. 
We reserve the right to notify 
you from time to time that cer- 
tain selections are not included 
in the contract. Furthermore, 
you are not to broadcast any 
music published by certain 
members of the society under 
any conditions." 

"What!" we exclaim, "how 
are we to keep track of all of the 
numbers which we are not al- 
lowed to broadcast even though 
we pay you a fee ?" 

"That's your business," he 
says. 

"All right," we agree reluc- 
tantly, 'for how long a period 
will this license last? An we 
understand it, we can renew it 
at the end of the year for the 
sanie figure." 

"Not at all." he nays, "we are 
not talking about next year. We 
are only getting you to sign the 
contract for this year. That will 
be a legal admission on your 
part that we have the right to 
make our demands on you, and 
next year we will talk about the 
matter all over again. Next 
year's license will undoubtedly 
cost you considerably more." 

Of course, this confronts us 
with a very serious problem. It 
means that we have not the 
slightest idea how much money 
we will have to provide in our 
business next year to continue 
our broadcasting, and when we 
attempt to get approximate fig- 
ures from the gentleman, he 
still smilingly declines to make 
any guess about it. He tells us 
very frankly that he will charge 
us just as much more as he 
thinks we can pay next yea 

NOW, suppose that we want to 
broadcast an orchestra 

from the best moving-picture 
theatre in our town. The pro- 
prietor of that theatre has al- 
ready paid to the society a li- 
cense fee which is fixed by law 
at so much per seat in the house. 
You would naturally suppose 
that. as that license fee had al- 
ready been agreed upon and 
paid, the performance by that 
orchestra of the society's com- 
positions would be unrestricted 
from then on. That is not the 
case, however. The moment we 
put a microphone in that thea- 
tre, the society demands that we 
make an entirely new deal. As 
a broadcasting station, we must 
take out another license, at any 
price which they choose to make 
us pay. If we do not. we must 
go to the trouble of getting the 
program of that orchestra in 
advance, finding out as best we 
may which numbers are copy- 

right by members of the society 
and which are not. and then we 
must stand by the switch and 
pull the orchestra oft the air the 
moment they start to play any- 
thing which is copyright by the 
society. 

Let us carry this illustration 
further. Suppose the National 
Carbon Company, for one of the 
Eveready flours, desires to 
broadcast this orchestra in the 
theatre. According to the pres- 
ent demands of the society, the 
theatre must pay a license fee, 
the National Carbon Company 
must pay a license fee, the sta- 
tion which picks the music up 
originally must pay a license 
fee. and then every one of the 
ten or fifteen stations of the 
chain doing the broadcasting 
must each one pay an additional 
license fee. 

Other clients on this link of 
broadcasting stations may want 
to broadcast other orchestras 
on that same evening. It is not 
beyond the realm of possibility 
that there may be five or six 
firms using that link that night 
and giving us the very best pos- 
sible entertainment that we can 
get by radio. If each one of 
these firms should put out a 
musical program -and almost 
all of then] do-each une would 
have to arrange to have all of 
these license fees paid separate- 
ly for each of the broadcasts, 
and yet it is quite within the 
realm of possibility that each 
program might include one or 
more of the same numbers. Fig- 
ure out on that basis how many 
tittles the society will be paid 
for that one composition and on 
that one night. 

And also remember that the 
society reserves the right at a 
moment's notice to refuse to 
permit us to broadcast any cer- 
tain one of these selections. In 
other words, this clause simply 
means that they can tighten the 
screws up as much as they want 
to. The moment they want to 
collect more money from us, 
they simply proceed to send us 
a weekly list of compositions 
which are withdrawn from our 
license agreement, and the first 
thing we know, our license 
means absolutely nothing to us 
because all of the compositions 
may have been withdrawn after 
our fee has been paid. 

This is an actual condition, 
and no broadcaster has the 
power or the right to do any- 
thing about it. If he attempts 
to object, as one or two of them 
have done, he is promptly met 
with the answer. "Well, if you 
don't like it, cancel the license 
and stop broadcasting our se- 
lections." Powell Crosley, Jr., 
tried to fight them and now they 
demand a $3000 fee from him, 
while they give the same license 
to another Cincinnati station 
for $250. 

Now you may say that the 
solution of the problem is not 
to broadcast anything which is 

(('.w/ln..1 n. P. 40) 
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Vhe Design opa Short Wave Receiver 
THERE seems to be all sorts of short- 

wave broadcasting planned for this com- 
ing winter in all parts of the world and this, 
taken with the tremendous amount of in- 
terest in the short-wave 
work of the MacMillan ex- 
pedition near the North 
Pole, makes the short- 
wave field by far the most 
interesting for the man 
whose hobby is radio. The 
almost uncanny manner 
in which short waves 
cover tremendous dis- 
tances, the really simple 
receivers that yet have 
proved to be the best of 
all for the work, and the 
midget antenna that can 
be used, have caused an 
interest in short-wave re- 
ception that reminds one of the early days 
of broadcasting. Every one seems to be 
clearing the decks, s0 to speak, to hear 
MacMillan, England, and so forth, not to 
forget KDKA, which on 63 meters or there- 
abouts is putting wonderful signals into 
practically every country in the world. 

In response to the many requests for 
the design of a suitable short-wave re- 
ceiver, we are going to describe one that 
is rather unique in more ways than one as 
will be seen. First of all it is best to call 
to your mind that the most important thing 
about a receiver nowadays is the design of 
it. how it is put together. They may all 
use the same hookup, but the manner in 
which the hookup is put together deter- 
mines just how good the receiver is. Re- 
member that ; it is important. If built ex- 
actly as I shall describe, this receiver will 
do things that perhaps will surprise you. 
We are using it at our farm in Michigan 
and the receiver alone without any external 
loop or antenna will work a loud speaker 
by short-wave signals from KDKA or WGY 
and amateur or commercial code signals 
from all over the United States and Canada 
are also copied in this manner. This will 
serve as a guide to the sensitivity of the 
receiver, but of course louder and inure 
reliable signals are obtainable by using 10 
to 30 feet of wire around the picture mould- 
ing in the room. For the reception of 
regular broadcasting and the longer waves 
an antenna of the common 100 -foot variety 
is the best. It is important to remind you 
here that the best short-wave reception is 
accomplished with the short midget an- 
tenna of 10 to 30 feet in length, and that 
vernier dial controls and careful choice of 
grid leaks are very necessary for success- 
ful operation. 

Recause the most sensitive type of hook- 
up known must be used because reception 
of continuous wave code means an oscil- 
lating tube as a detector and reception of 
phone broadcasting is accomplished with 
a non -oscillating regenerative tube, our 
hookup must be of the plain regenerative 
type. 

The best regenerative hookup for all 
general purposes is the Weagant circuit. 
which we will use as shown in Fig. 3. All 
tuning is done by means of the condenser 
CI and the regeneration and oscillation, 
volume, etc., are controlled by the conden- 

By E. 1: Pewelling 
AI.1 Kdlln, N.4... In Ih. 11n.,' 

we use the receiver mostly for phone work 
or without any antenna. 

If you desire to do much reception 
of long distance code, however, it will be 

better to insert a phone 
jack on the first stage of 
the amplifier because such 
reception is always ac- 
complished with the head 
phones, and one's ears 
could never stand two 
stages of amplification. 
However, my own per- 
sonal choice is for one 
jack as shown. We are 
most concerned that the 
detector circuit be built 
in strict accordance with 
the design as given, but 
the amplifier circuit may 
be constructed as the 

individual builder may desire. 
No detailed list of parts is given because 

the hookup is so simple that one can see 
at a glance just what is needed. In order 
to adhere strictly to the design of the re- 
ceiver, special parts as follows must be 
used : 

2-.00025 MF or .0003 MF Condensers. 
2- Vernier Dials. 
1 -Hard rubber Strip. 3 -16 -inch by f- 

inch by f, inches for mounting con- 
densers as described. 

4 Brass jacks to screw on to condenser 
terminals, described under coil mount- 
ing. 

1- Battery switch to shut off all fiaments. 
2-Amperites to control amplifier fila- 

ments. 
1 -Phone jack. 
1- .00(125 MF capacity grid condenser. 

The panel dimensions are as shown in 
Fig. 4. Note the two small holes for the 
condenser shaft. These holes are for 
mounting the National Vernier Dial. Two 
long screws are substituted for the short 
ones furnished with the dial and are used 
with spading washers to fasten the insu- 
lating strip on which the condensers are 
mounted. This strip and the spacing 
washers may be seen in Fig. 2, running 
between the two condensers and just above 
the rheostat. 

After the panel is drilled the phone jack, 
filament control switch, detector rheostat 
and condenser dials are mounted. Nute 
that only the base of the vernier dial is 
mounted until the condensers are fastened 
by means of screws through the two inside 
holes for the dials. I believe that the 
method that is used to mount the conden- 
sers with vernier dials is the most simple 
and easiest to handle that I have yet 
seen. First a hard rubber strip 3 -16 of an 
inch thick is drilled as shown in Fig. 5, 
and the two condensers mounted upon it 
through holes "A." It will be found that 
the small holes "B" are spaced the same as 
the two inside holes for the dial mountings 
so that the same screws with spacing 
washers are used to hold both the dial 
mounting and the condenser mounting. 

It will he noted that the condensers are 
of the single hole mounting type and there- 
fore are very easily turned around to line 
up with each other, as will be described. 
After temporarily mounting the condemn- 

The panel of the short -wave receiver at Mr. 
F/ruvlling built it makes a neat and simple drnyn 

tier ('3. To insure all absence of body ca- 
pacity effects, etc.. the rotor and stator 
plates of both condensers must be con- 
nected as shown. 201 -A tubes are used in 
the receiver, with 45 volts on the plate of 
the detector tube and GO to 100 volta on 
the amplifier. Our receiver as shown in 
Fig. 1, 2 and 3 does not use a phone jack 
on the first stage of the amplifier because 

How We Built the 
Set at 3XP 

By H. M. N. 
MR. FLEWELLING'S article 

gives all of the information 
that is necessary for those who 
happen to have variable condensers 
with bakelite or hard-rubber end 
plates. 

We thought at Station JXP, 
however, that there were a great 
many fans who already had metal - 
end plate condensers who would 
like to build this set, and so we con- 
structed it at our laboratory using 
other parts in order to give all of 
the data necessary for any one no 
matter what make of parts he had. 

We chose Hammerlund variable 
condensers for our set because they 
are typical of better class metal - 
end plate condensers. The photo- 
graphs show how we mounted 
them. It is a simple matter to take 
off one of the nuts which hold the 
condenser together and to insert in 
its place an 8 -32 machine screw to 
hold the hard- rubber strip which 
serves as a mounting strip for the 
phone -tip jacks. Mr. Flewelling 
has been on a farm in Michigan 
for a number of months past, and 
since his retirement to the wilds, 
Carter, Yarley and several others 

(l'w11sioN M reg. 34) 
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KARAS M ON I K 
AUDIO FREOUENCY - AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER 

ÇT/ humph of a c Jt1asterpiece! 
-a Marvel of Trans- 

formers That Brought Real Musical 
Quality to Radio Reception 

JEST 
one roar ago the Ka MN Mer- 

rnnnik Audio Frequency Trans- 
former took the radio workd by 
storm. 

Nothing like tt hail ever been 
known bdor.. For the rant time, 
scientific study had barn devoted to 
&retreating an audio transformer for 
the reception of broadcast musle. 
High. low and medium frequencies 
are arnptlned 10 equal deuce. Sass 
notes hour from the speaker In fall 
strength and rich tone quality. 
Vital has Ice and rich overtones, 
formerly lost come out Ili their full 
beauty 

Music critics approve the results 
./ Karas Harn,orlk antpllflratton 
with great enthu.lasm Prominent 
radio enganrers pronounce it a tech- 
nical masterpiece. Technical editors 
have eprrlf rd Kara. Harmonika in 
their circuits. The triumph of thr 
Karma lfarmonik la c.unpl.t 

H ut. for all or this. tn, enloym.nt 
of the Karns Hannnnik ampllflca- 
(ion h own too, greatly confined to 
one class of radio vnthuiasts. Home 
art builders bought Karats Harmo- 
nika by the tens of thousand.. 

It pav the owners of factory - 
built seta who missed tin- delightful 
pleasure of real, true radio music in 
their homes. For .et mauufacturrr 
arr. prevented by price from edopt- 
Ing Karam Hrmonik. for thrlr seta 

Toda, there are In use hundreds 
of thousands of scts -s..d std.-- 
which could be vastly Improved In 
mulcal quality by the simple opera. 
Lion of replacing the old tran.fnrm- 
rn with Kara. Harmonika. Veer 
net may be li you desire from the 
standtsdnl of selrt'thlty. of rangy. 
and other tuning qualities Itnt If 
It 115 not eIulpfwd with Karam Har- 
mnnik , Audio Frequency Transform 
ere you are NOT getting .early the 
musical quality you can lust ILO well 
rnlooY. 

You can Install Karam Harmnnik 
yourself. Or any radio repair man 
can do it for you. }take up your 
mind to do it now-at once. Get a 
pair of Kansas Hannoniks TODAY' 

In large elttee moat Loots lenient 
carry Kara Harmnniks -and In 
many small towns. If your dealer 
In out of them. order direct from 
us. Send no money. Just pay the 
wat1nan 27.00 each utron d lie rri. 

KARAS ELECTRIC CO. 
4044 N. Rockwell St., Chicago. III. 

Fer Over 30 Y.ar. Maker. of PRECISION fanatical Apparatus 

Js 

--- > tiiL ---I F °-- 

Yad la two n.... X.. e4411-000 
YlU.amyy . RI. Cas. e2 olt.. ifs. {Stq00 Yllbamp. Kr. Gs. te Volt.. 

RADIO 
BATTERIES 

THE "B" BATTERY 
A dependable battery that will 

.olve your "H" circuit power prob- 
lem on multi -tube seta once and for 
All It holds Its charge per nva,[h. 

STORAD "A" BATTERIES 
Full capacity reliable storage hatter..s nude of high- 
...et grade mamNale and having nihhrr pea. and 
rublxlnsulated .sxuteeters. 

g otta pa tarn visa, 1,.3 41O amp. er.: 1 -4 -IO ems. ù.: 
1.2.100' asp. hr. 

Ask your dealer aboo.t stored pro.lurt or 
write direct for lttrraturr 

DIIITITIIITORS' TERRITORY 'TILL AVAILAILR 

The Cleveland Engineering Laboratories Co. 
21111 Superlee Vlsduet N. W. Clr..l...I, Oki. 

ers, it is a simple matter to 
locate the detector tube socket 
between them and they can then 
be removed while the socket is 
mounted, connected to the rheo- 
stat and the socket filament 

no fastening and unfastening 
of wires. This means "plug -in" 
type coils, and as there are no 
such coils of a suitable nature 
on the market it becomes neces- 
:4ary to "roll your own." For- 

Looking Down on Flewrlling'r Short -Wale Red-river 

wiring completed. Use No. 18, 
well -insulated wire for all 
wiring in the receiver. Note 
in Fig. 2 how it is bunched to- 
gether and tied with thread in 
accordance with best engineer- 
ing practice. This is true for 

tunately. this is very easy indeed 
to do. 

You will have to decide upon 
what method you will use to 
plug the coils into or onto the 
condensers in such a manner 
that they are readily inter- 

Primary 1st Tansormer 

Audio 
Amplifier 

2 

V 
43 + 

Figure 3 

all battery and filament leads, 
but you will find that your de- 
tector circuit is built in such a 
manner as to have practically 
no wiring in it. 

18' 

changed, but Fig. 2 shows the 
method that we used very satis- 
factorily and a hard rubber 
strip 1» inch wide by 7 inches 
long is used to mount the dif- 

}4 
%T1- 

o ¡ 2_Ai1 

FIG. 4 --Panel La>-out, 

l 

1 

Because our receiver must 
cover a tremendous range of 
wave lengths efficiently it is 
necessary that the coils be 
readily interchangeable with 

ferent coils in pairs. Fig. 2 
shows two separate pieces of 
Celeron tubing 3 inches in diam- 
eter, on which coils are wound. 
They are separated for experi- 

2b' 
V 

4 V a 

FIG. 5 Bakelite Strip %r Mounting Condensers 
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mental purposes and can just as 
well or better be une single 
piece of tubing carrying the two 
windings L1 and L2 of Fig. 3, 
spaced t; -inch apart for 
all roils. The hard -rubber 
strips were drilled for 6-32 
screws, which just fit into head - 

phone cord tips and are soldered 
to them. Small brass rod was 
then drilled to fit the cord tips 
snugly on one end and tapped 

Li Antenna L2 

FIG. e 

with a 6-32 thread for screwing 
onto the condenser on the other 
end. This method has worked 
out excellently, hut unless Mr. 
Clark, who does the buying for 
Radio in the Home readers, can 
furnish them, I am afraid that 
it is a job for your own work 
bench. (Note-See my article 
herewith. H. M. N.) The 
brass rod is t/4 -inch stock 
cut in % -inch lengths, drilled 
and tapped as explained. This 
method of mounting was de- 
scribed in the writer's Septem 
ber article on a Superhet Con- 
verter and is worth its weight 
in gold because it offers such a 
convenient way of handling 
coils. eliminating wiring and se- 
curing direct "wireless" con- 
nections. 

It is well to emphasize again 
that development in radio re- 
ceivers this year is almost en- 
tirely along the line of design 
and assembly. The great values 
gained from properly designed 
and assembled receivers have 
been well recognized. The old 
order of promiscuously placing 
parts about a receiver and con- 
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necting them by a multitude of 
wires is rapidly passing, brills' 
forced out of use by the more 
advanced types in which each 
part works with each other part. 
our receiver would not Iw dif- 
ferent from any other of its type 
were it not for the design shown. 
The method of plugging in the 
coils shown in Fig. 2 might he 
a little out of the ordinary, but 
it results in a ship -shape, work- 
manlike type of receiver. 

Standard Celeron tubing, 3 
inches in diameter, should be 
used to wind the coila on and 
only one length is necessary for 
all windings. that is, 3 inches in 
diameter by 6 inches long, and 
such tubing is available by the 
carload. Shorter lengths can of 
course be used if desired for the 
short waves, as only a few turns 
of wire are necessary and they 
are easily fastened to the hard - 
rubber strip by screws and nuts 
in a neat and strong manner. 
All coils are wound with No. 
22 DCC wire, and with coils of 
up to 26 turns it is best to space 
each turn by the diameter of 
the wire used. This is easily 
done by winding two wires at 
the same time and then remov- 
ing the unused wire. A few 
drops of any of the standard 
"dopes" will serve to keep the 
spacing. 

Coil Values 
20 -Meter Band 

L1 -L2 -3 turns each 
40 -Meter Band 

L1 -12-.5 turns each 
75 -Meter Band 

L1 -12-10 turns each 
150 -Meter Band 

L1 -25 turns 
12-16 turns 
Rroadcasf ing 
L1--40 turns 
1.2 -20 turns 

The antenna connection to the 
coils is made by a binding post 
mounted directly upon the tub- 
ing and lbws not show in our 
photographs. 

For broadcasting reception the 
coils are tapped at 15 turns from 
the filament side of the coil for 
antenna connection, as shown in 
Fig. 3. For all other wave 
lengths the antenna post is di- 
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CARTER 
"DIALITE" 

$1." 

Givra you light right over your 
dial where you need it. Elimi- 
nates shadows. Permits closer 
logging and easier tuning. A 
quarter turn snap switch com- 
bined with light permits light to 
be turned off if desired, when 
set is operating. One hole 
mounting. Simple to install on 
your present set. 

Wet Any dealer can supply 

Is Canada - 
Carter Radio Co., Ltd., Toronto 
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Amplifier and Detector Tubes 
Improve Performance 

Give your "set" a chance. Good tubes improve 
Consider the points of SEA GULL- superiority. 

1. Non- microphonie. 
2. Uniformity -tan be aced inter hangeably i 

any stage. 

3. 10'; higher mutual conductnce. 
4. SO' longer Irf 

The best workmanship, newest and mn.t efficient equipment, and 
the finest material insure these properties. 

When buying tube. have SEA GULLS 
tested un the meter, as well as in a "set 
Compare with any other tube. watch 
the oscillation factor -the cisnatancy of 
which evidence "marched- tube. 
1 here a also high capacity rectifier 
SEA GULL tube for R battery eliminators. 
These re equally a good a. our other 
tubes. They .ell fur 33.00. 

If your dealer caftent 
supply you, tend his sane 
and $2.50 for each 
tube you want, plus P. P. 

D.a! and jobbers writ. for 
information and discounts 

Protection 

51.10 
tverywhere 

Amperite automatically control. 
tube current. hmmate hand 
rheostats. Marnent , guess- 
ing and all tube worry. 
Simplifies wiring. tubing and oper- tton 
Permit the use of any type of 
tube or any combination of tubes. 
tested and used by more than 50 
set manulctuer and in every 
popular tontruction set 
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Tune. straight through 
the lanais. imt. d{s 

Brings in more stations- clearly n 
with volume -in given length of time 
than any other act. DireetcauiwLtna M- 
elted. Zenith receiving sets east more. but 
(hey d more. --The exclusive chnwre at 
bi icNtiilan for his North Polar Crowlitiuu. 

Zenith Resdles Corporation 
332 3. Michigan Avenue.. Chicago 

rectly connected to the grid side 
of the coil. Under "operation" 
I shall explain more fully this 
connection. 

if you will refer to Fig. 3, 
the circuit diagram of the short- 
wave receiver, you will note that 
the condenser Cl is connected in 
parallel or directly across the 
coil LI with its fixed plates or 
stater connected to the grid con- 
denser. if one of the brass jacks 
or plugs which we have de- 
scribed is screwed onto the rotor 
terminal of the condenser and 
another jack is screwed on the 
stator terminal directly across 
the condenser, and the coil with 
its phone tops is plugged into 
these Jacks, you can see that you 
have completed quite a bit of 
connecting without using any 
wires. 

Condenser C3, however, you 
will note in Fig. 3 is connected 
in series with the coil L2, and it 
becomes nece.Rary with this con- 
denser to mount one of the 
brass jacks by means of a screw 
through the bakelite end plate 
of the condenser. One jack is 
mounted upon the stator of the 
condensers, while the other is 
mounted upon a separate screw 
through the endplate. This is 
the only confusing part of our 
assembly. Condenser C3 now 
has three terminals, that is the 
rotor plates and the two jacks. 

Having located the detector - 
tube socket between the two con- 
densers as shown in Fig. 2. our 
next step is to mount the grid 
condenser C3 with its grid leak. 
Soldering clips are mounted on 
the socket terminals and con- 
densers are turned until the 
jacks are in a straight line, as 
shown in Fig. 2, and it will be 
found that the soldering clips 
on the grid condenser can be 
soldered directly to the soldering 
clips on the tube socket and to 
the condenser Cl. 

In accordance with the 3XP 
method of illustrating you 
should have completed, and con- 
nections made, and it is very 
simple to complete the wiring of 
the detector by making the fila- 
ment and plate connections to 
agree with Fig. 6. Now it be- 
comes necessary to arrange for 
plate voltage to the detector 
tube, and this is done through 
the primary of the first stage 
audio -amplifier. Fig. 7 shows 
the completed receiver with two 
stages of audio exactly as laid 
out and shown in Fig. 2, the 
amperites being used to control 
the amplifier -tube filaments and 
to furnish biasing voltage for 
the amplifier -tube grids. 

In operating a short -wave re- 
ceiver one of the greatest factors 
that influence the receiver is the 
resistance of the antenna and 
the natural period or wave to 
which it and surrounding object; 
might he tuned. These things 
are very likely to make it im- 
possible for the receiver to oscil- 

late if they are directly con- 
nected into the receiver circuit. 
This is one reason why short- 
wave sets must be handled a hit 
differently than is usual. Ease 
of handling, flexibility, etc., 
recommend that the receiver be 
connected to the antenna by ca- 
pacity coupling. If two pieces 
of insulated wire are twisted to- 
gether, even though the wires 
do not actually come in contact, 
they will act as the plates of a 
miniature condenser. The more 
the two pieces of wire are 
twisted together, the greater the 
capacity of the condenser, and 
we can thus adjust the coupling 
of the antenna to the receiver. 
A short piece of insulated wiry is 
connected to the antenna post on 
the coil E1, and an insulated 
wire from the antenna is 
wrapped around it five or six 
times. (Note -See our 3XP 
method as given in the accom- 
panying article. -H.M. N.) If 
a large antenna is to be used it 
t:hould always be connected to 
the receiver in this manner, hut 
a short ten to thirty foot an- 
tenna may be connected directly. 

The receiver will oscillate 
violently, evenly or not at all in 
accordance with the antenna or 
antenna coupling used and in 
accordance with the grid leak 
used. These two points, antenna 
and grid leak, then are the points 
to watch if you are to get the 
most out of your receiver. The 
shorter the wave to he received 
the shorter the antenna or the 
weaker the coupling should be 
for best operation, but a good 
medium antenna and coupling 
may be found to operate very 
well indeed over the entire range 
from 20 to 100 meters. Above 
this range it is better to enlarge 
the antenna and tighten the 
coupling or connect the antenna 
directly to the receiver. 

This article describes a 
method of assembling or build- 
ing nothing but a plain regen- 
erative receiver, but the method 
of assembly is a guarantee that 
the utmost sensitivity and vol- 
ume will be secured, and after 
all is said and done there has 
not been found, so far, a more 
sensitive type of receiver than 
the one we have described. If 
you cannot hear MacMillian or 
other long- distance stations it 
will not be because of your re- 
ceiver, but because of your loca- 
tion, time of listening, inter- 
ference, etc. 

How We Build the 
Set at 3XP 

(('.sused iron. rage 0l) 
have put on the market very ex- 
cellent phone -tip jacks for the 
very purpose outlined in Flewel- 
ling's article. We show some of 
these clips and jacks. 

In building our set, we made 
the connections just as short as 
possible for the purpose of using 
the Brightson True Blue tubes. 
Quality on these short waves is 
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at best very poor, and we felt 
that it was wise to use tubes 
which in themselves are as pure 
in quality as possible so as nut 
to add further distortion to 
signals that are already none too 
good. 

%Ve have never cared to listen 
in on these short-wave broad- 
casts just because of this lack 
of good quality, but we realize 

t3M511:I1ÿ 

many cages this will not be 
necessary, but we thought that 
it would be wise because, with 
certain combinations of audio - 
frequency transformers a n d 
tubes, the choke coil is necessary 
to guarantee perfect control of 
useIIlatiun. 

This choke coil can be 100 
turns of No. 28 DCC wire wound 
on a piece of cardboard mailing 

ö 
ge) 

o 

Zl1lli! 

111¡l c J te (J ¡ O e lJ ¡ ,! 
I 

Figure I -Pant! and Baseboard Layout 

that a great many fans who like 
to experiment will wish to put 
this set together, and so we are 
giving the data here. 

We followed the F1ewelling 
diagram and instructions except 
that we inserted a radio fre- 
quency choke coil in the plate 
circuit of the detector tut*. Tn 

J i 

tubing or it can be at 100 -turn 
spiderweb or honeycomb coil. 
The number of turns is not im- 
portant. One hundred or more 
will answer. 

This makes about as satisfac- 
tory a short wave set as it is 
possible to build at the present 
time. Tt is virtually the circuit 
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New kind of coil 
Instantly brings four amazing improvements to your 
present set- greater distance, more volume, increased 
selectivity, finer tone quality. Send for remarkable 

new book. Better Radio Reception. 

SCIENCE has discovered new in- 
ductance principle that is bringing 

astounding results. Now you can 
apply it to your present set through 
now type coils known as Fria 
Balloon Circloids. 

Thousands of tests and experiments 
were necessary before the clrcloid 
was finally perfected. Leading radio 
engineer worked night and clay in 
order to develop a coil that would 
correct the four vital weaknesses of 

present set. At last they wars suc- 
cessful. 

When circloida are used. results 
you think impossible are obtained 
with surprising rase. Note especially 
the four that follow! 

I. Granter diafunce. Circloids 
ARV. no measurable external field to 
affect adjacent coil. or wiring circuit.. 
This makes possible higher amplifica 
non in each stage with increased sen 
sitivity and gicte, lauge. 

2. More volume. Higher r f. 
amplification enables circloida to 
bring In distant stating. scarcely au- 
dible in nrdinary set. with volume 
enough on the loud speaker to fill an 
auditoriums. 

i lneaod liretivify. Ear' 
clouds have absolutely tor piaup 
qualities of their awn Only signal. 
flowing in the ntenno circuit arc 
built up. (See diagram above.) This 
esplain total absence of static. 

Deajeri- asela.ir. rrnrhiw r. ..I- 
sble to hl, de.le,. In 

Meant ire Mill ripen Writ. or wire Ima. «lIIrlr. 

-results ors truly amazing!" 

NATIONAL. 
Îrzsasórmêr 

A tuned radio -frequency trans- 
former of highest efficiency 

It'rrte for R.411.1,. lea l¿í11 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
1111 Hrooltlinis St.. Cambridge, Mass. 

4. Finer ton quality. The self- 
enclosed field positively prevents 
stray feed . backs between coils. 
Hence no blurring or distortion. 
Tone are crystal clear. 

{Write for new book. "Better Radio 
Rrc. v pt i vn" 

You will be amazed at the differ- 
ence circloida will make in your pres- 
ent receiver. rag n set and test them 
out today. Co to your Erle dealer 
or write direct. 

Also scud fur remarkable new hook 
just published. It explains the C.Ir- 
cloud principle with diagrau.. and 
drawing and tells you many things 
i-ou ought to know about reception. 
Send lot. to cover postage end cost 
of mailing. 
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Pilot Light Switch 
A combination 

ni pilot i light 
and Midget Bat 
tery Switch. 
Constantly Indi. 
rates whether 
the radio set is 

The pilot light 
hull's -eye Is tor. fished in 
choice of red. 
green or amber. 

Pilot Light 
Stitch. No 210, 

$1.00, lamp 
Extra 

Pilot Light Bracket same me the 
Pilot Light Switch es,ept 

le 
that 

h acket ie t up i the W I 
hole as the glass hull'.ey instead 
of being mounted in the witch 

Pilot Light Hearheq No. 310, 
00 cents. Lamp Emus 

)ML 
TAXLEY MFG. CO., Dept. K 

217 N. Do.pWaas St.. Chicago, 111 
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CAN you handle your radio set as easily as 
your automobile? Slip through radio 

trafic without humping into unwanted sta- 
tions, throttle down on the locals, or speed 
up to full volume on distant stations? 
Control your radio receiver with a C,en- 
tralab Radiohm for greatest flexibility and 
power. Gives smooth variation of resis- 
tance from zero to zoo,000 ohms. Ideal 
for plate circuit control of oscillation. Now 
used as a standard unit by more than 
a score of prominent radio manufacturers. 

s oo Jt VOW' dealer, 07 mJ11sd direct. Waste 
for Itterantre and circuits describing this 
und other Centratab patented controls 
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known as the Reinartz circuit, 
which is based on the famous 
Weagant circuit. The right - 
hand condenser shown in our 
hook -up is the one which is in- 
tended to control regeneration. 
We used the liammerlund five - 
plate condenser, but the exact 
size of this particular condenser 
is not important, although it 
should not be smaller than five 
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the oscillation and, in cases 
where the regeneration con- 
denser in not of exactly the cor- 
rect size, the use of this midget 
condenser as an antenna cou- 
pling will compensate very 
largely. 

For the condenser shown on 
the left -hand side of the panel, 
it would undoubtedly have been 
better to use a straight -line fre- 

s 

1iytnr i-rrid, iirid Rrlurn. ,1rrial and Crnttnd 

plates. You can use a condenser 
up to thirteen plates if you wish. 

We also did not particularly 
care for Mr. Flewelling's idea 
of twisting two wires together 
to get capacity coupling to the 
antenna. We much prefer the 
use of a midget condenser such 
RA we show in our own hook -up. 
This gives an added control of 

fluency or, as the Amsco Com- 
pany calls it. an "allocating" 
condenser. Karas puts this type 
of condenser out under the name 
of "orthometric." Unfortunately, 
at the time of building this set, 
we had not received any of these 
condensers. If we had, we would 
have put one in in this left -hand 
position. For those who do not 

Figure 4 --Pate dad "B" Battery Wirer 
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intend investing in new con- 
densers. very much the same 
effect can be had by using the 
regular semicircular plate con- 
denser with the Rathbun or the 
Radial! straight -line frequency 
dials. 

We used No. 18 DCC wire for 
winding the coils, but I really 

No. 2-Jack strip, 7 inches 
by 1 inch by 3 -16 containing 
four Yaxley Midget phone -tip 
jacks. 

No. 3- Sterling 30-ohm rheo- 
stat. 

No. 4- Yaxley pilot switch. 
No. 5- Hammerlund 5 -plate 

condenser. 

believe that ordinary bell wire, 
wound on a piece of standard 
Celeron tubing three inches in 
diameter, makes as good a coil 
for these low -wave lengths as it 
is possible to build. This is not 
because bell wire has any in- 
herent merits, but because the 

No. 6- Hammerlund Jr. con- 
denser. 

No. 7 -No. 104 Yaxley jack. 
No. 8-No. 103 Yaxley jack. 
No. 9 - Dubilier grid con- 

denser and 3 meg. Daven leak. 
No. 10-No. 13-No. 16- 

Tube sockets. 

The Panel of the Short-Wave Renfler at we built tt at Station 3.11' 

thickness of the insulation is 
such that the actual wire is 
spaced apart the exact distance 
for best radio efficiency. Any 
possible losses in the insulation 
are more than compensated for 
by the accurAte spacing. I am 
a great believer in coils wound 
with bell wire on Celeron tubing. 

Parts List 
No. 1 -13 -plate Hammerlund 

condenser. 

No. 14-No. 17-1A Ampe- 
rites and bases. 

No. 12-No. 15-Sterling 4 
to 1 Audio transformers. 

No. 11- Choke. 100 turns. No. 
28 D. S. C. on 11/4 -inch form. 

No. 1R-Eby binding posts on 
8 inch by 11/4 by .' -16 hard - 
rubber strip. 

L1 -7 turns No. 20 on 3 -inch 
tube. 

L2-13 turns No. 20 on :1 -inch 
tube. 
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Of ALL loud speakers. Amplions enjoy the 
honor and high compliment of having been 
installed throughout the famous Cathedral of 
Saint Peters. Rome, that important ceremonies 
conducted by His Holiness the Pope may be 
clearly audible to great multitudes of people. 

Supreme clarity of reproduction was the prime 
requisite. It is only l.>,ticd that The Aulplion 
-creation of the actual originators and oldest 
makers of loud speakers- should have been 
chosen. Amplions outsell any other loud 
speaker throughout the with!. c hielly brcauvr 
of unrivaled clans of tone. "The clearness of 
the reproduction of the Pope's voice was an ttutaaniing 
feature" amte. a wanes. to the firs, ceremonies 

Hear The Amphnn to companion .nth any or all other 
reproducers. Prove to your metre aut.la.-non that it is the 
weld's finest bud weaker. Amplios Loud Speakers. 
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ruing literature and dealer's address 
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67heAMSCO 
ALLOCATING 
CONDENSER 

Spreads the Stations 
Over the Dial -The new 
AMSCO Allocating Condenser is the 
triumphant wmbination of electrical 
engineering and mechanical inge 
nutty. l:lectricallh efficient in un. 
scrambling the stations on your dials. 
Each dial degree from 1 to lee will 
be found to represent to broadcast - 
ing kilocrcics acwratrly over the en. 
tire scale -"a station forccery dory ct ". 
Mechanically ingenious in correcting 
the fault of other S. L. F. Condon. 
/en -it (answers tpaae! Scientific 
low -loss construction. RigiAlry with 
light weight. 
Meek to thee. .ata. foes Senr4 n. Sen..... 
A. your Jt.kr, or erne Ine dread. of the 
coney AMSCO Low of eniMrereJ radu+.etc 
AMSCO PRODUCI S. INC. MP'. Q Broome and Lafa',cttc Sttcet,.N.Y.C. 

New! Aod. 
some I.ururrunt r 
. love price. The .441 .cu v.n.. 11..1 
tl.n Anew to your 
Inset. .Lep.J..n 
I ) to I, be....J. or 
f.v-rd.. lea or .low 
.ahua w nr.n. 

441 I..A 

A BOOSTER 
For the Super -Het Converter 

By E. T. FLEWELLING 

Mr. Flewelling's Super -Het Converter de- 

scribed in the September issue is proving 
tremendously popular. He has now de- 

signed a Booster to make it doubly efficient. 
Full details in the November issue. Better 
place an advance order with your news 
dealer. 

Editorially Speaking 
(c.M..g w..ts P.. tt) 

copyright by the society. That is- theoretically -a very good 
plan, but practically it is impos- 
sible. 

Every broadcasting station 
has among its favorite features 
remote control stations which 
pick up good dance orchestras, 
motion -picture theatre orches- 
tras, church services, grand or- 
gans and features of that kind. 
It is impossible to have all of 
these programs made up accord- 
ing to a hard and fast schedule 
in sufficient time in advance to 
give us the opportunity to check 
up on all of the selections and 
find out which are copyright 
and which are not. 

Suppose that we should cut 
into a fine concert orchestra 
playing in a hotel and broadcast 
it for a dinner music program. 
The leader plays several selec- 
tions and one of them is so pop- 
ular that the audience demands 
an encore. Ile plays an encore 
not previously arranged. We 
have no time to check up on 
any list- furthermore we prob- 
ably cannot get a complete list. 
If it so happens that this selec- 
tion is not included in our agree- 
ment, we are subject to a dam- 
age suit by the society, and the 
society will not be slow in col- 
lecting. 

As a matter of fact. such an 
instance actually happened at 
7:35 P. M. on the evening of 
Thursday, August 20th, when 
WJZ had to pull the switch 
while broadcasting the Vander- 
bilt lintel String Ensemble. 
The announcer came on and 
apologized and took all of the 
blame, explaining that he had 
suddenly discovered that the 
number the orchestra was play- 
ing was barred from hroadcasc- 
ing. 

He waa not to blame, however. 
No announcer and no studio 
director can possibly keep track 
of all of the numbers which are 
or are not copyright by the 
society. However, the mere 
fact that a part of this number 
went out before the switch was 
pulled gave the society a chance 
to become extremely nasty with 
the Radio Corporation and I 
have no doubt that they took 
full advantage of this oppor- 
tunity. 

TIN -PAN ALLEY is in a very 
strong position in this mat- 

ter. They have elected to Con- 
gress from the Tin -Pan Alley 
district a gentleman who used 
to be a song publisher in Tin - 
Pan Alley himself and who has 
frankly stated that he proposed 
to back up the society and is 
not interested in any question 
as to whether they are right or 
wrong. Anything that Tin Pan 
Alley does is all right with him 
and he does not care a hang 
about the rest of the public, be- 
cause so long as he does the 
bidding of Tin -Pan Alley he is 

absolutely certain of re election 
by Tin -Pan Alley for the rest 
of his life. He should worry 
about you and me and the rest 
of the radio fans! 

Tin -Pan Alley has actually 
boldly dared the larger broad- 
casting companies to try to 
make a fight about this in Con- 
gress. 

If you do," they said, "we 
will go down to Washington and 
draw a pathetic picture of the 
starving music composer and 
you know that the public always 
favors the under dog. You peo- 
ple are big corporations and we 
represent the starving com- 
poser! What chance have you 
got to arouse public sentiment 
against us ?" 

Now just a word in conclu- 
sion about this "starving com- 
poser" aspect of the case. Out 
of every one hundred dollars 
collected by the society from 
broadcasting stations, sixty -five 
dollars goes to pay the high - 
salaried officials who are putting 
into execution this hold -up plan 
to squeeze one million dollars 
out of radio. Of the remaining 
thirty -five dollars, the very 
largest portion goes to the big- 
gest firms of publishers. This 
is divided on a pro rata basis, 
the firm which publishes the 
largest output getting the larg- 
est share of the thirty -five 
dollars. 

Out of the original one hun- 
dred dollars, not more than two 
or three dollars goes to the com- 
poser. This also is divided pro 
rata. No composer can get the 
benefit of it unless he has had 
published a certain number of 
popular songs. Now, you and 
I all know that a man who has 
published four or five popular 
songs is not by any means a 
"starving" composer. The roy- 
alities from a popular song are 
tremendous and you and I 
would probably be very well 
satisfied to get the returns from 
just one song hit. It is prob- 
ably safe to say that there is 
not one single "starving" corn- 
poser represented in all the 
compositions owned by the so- 
ciety. If there is. that com- 
poser has been brought to star- 
vation by his facility in spend- 
ing thousand of dollars of easily 
earned royalities and not be- 
cause he has never had a fair 
return from his efforts. 

WHAT are you and I going 
V1 to do about it? Probably 

nothing. So far as any of us 
can see, there are only one or 
two possible methods of stop- 
ping this menace to radio. 

One of these methods is to get 
all of the broadcasting stations 
together under a definite plan 
to stop broadcasting entirely 
until the society makes a rea- 
sonable arrangement. There is 
a swell chance of that ! 

Can you imagine certain of 
the department store broadcast- 
ing stations or the stations run 

(C..11...d .. 1a. 47) 
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Notes/miti filze Lab a/ Station 3 XP 
STERLING RHEOSTAT - 

Sterling Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Cleveland, O. 

If you have ever had the mis- 
fortune to let a wire from the 
"B" battery drop over on your 
rheostat and blow your tubes, 
the chances are you will cer- 
tainly be very much interested 
to know that this rheostat is en- 
tirely clad in a composition 
armor which hides all the wire. 
It is one of the smoothest -run- 
ning rheostats we have seen. 
You will find it pictured in the 
Flewelling short-wave set which 
we built at Station 3XP. 

STERLING A. F. TRANS - 
FORMER -Sterling Manufac- 
turing Company, Cleveland, O. 

While many manufacturers 
have been contented just to put 
out a quality piece of apparatus, 
never worrying particularly 
about its looks in case it went 
into the inside of the set, Ster- 
ling has taken a transformer 
that was good to start with and 
put it in a very beautifully de- 

Gull tubes under test at 3XP 
laboratory. When you consider 
that Government specifications 
require a filament emission of - only ten milliamperes at 500 ¡ hours, it will be seen that 

these tubes were perform- 
ing splendidly when 
these curves were 

The Jefferson Tube Rejuvenator 
The Jefferson tube rejuve- 

nator certainly puts "pep" in old 
tubes and brings them back to 
life in about ten minutes. Sev- 
eral tubes were rejuvenated with 
this handy device and in prac- 
tically every case it was possible 
to obtain a higher filament emis- 
sion reading than when the 
tubes were new. It can be used 
to reactivate tubes which have 

The Sea Gull Tube. The photograph to the left shout the "inner works' 
of the tube 

signed shell. The quality of 
music from this transformer is 
good and its volume excellent. 
It is safe to say that the future 
transformers and other appa- 
ratus for inside mounting on a 
radio set will he articles of 
beauty. The manufacturers are 
reaching the point in perfection 
of their products which will al- 
low them more time in the fu- 
ture for design 
work. T h i s 
transformer is 
shown in the 
3XP Flewelling 
short -wave s e t 
in this issue. 

TUBE REJU- 
VENATOR - 
Jefferson Elec- 
tric Manufac- 
turing C,om- 
pany, 501 South 
Greene street. 
Chicago, Ill. 

been paralyzed or whose fila 
ments have become exhausted. 

SEA GULL TUBES -Aber- 
deen Specialty Company, Inc., 
1520 Chestnut street, Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

The Sea Gull tubes have been 
tested in virtually every type of 
receiver at the laboratory and 
found to be very efficient de- 

tectors and am- 
plifiers for both 
audio and radio 
frequency. They 
are also excel- 
lent oscillators. 
It will probably 
be interesting to 
know that the 
curves in Fig. 3, 
Page 25, of the 
August issue of 
Radio in the 
Home were fila- 
ment emission 
curves of Sea The Carter "Imp" Rheostat 

made for repro- 
duction, Tube 
G12 showing an 
emission of about 
25 MA and Tube 
Gll showing 
about 40 MA. At 
the end of 1762 
hours (the equiv- 
alent of about 
eighteen months' 
operation in a 
receiver) t h es e 
tubes show a fila- 
ment emission of 
about 26 milliamperes, and still 
give excellent results when 
placed in a receiver. 

(Continued en Neat rage) 

The Carter 
"Imp" Switch 

Get Ready NOW for the Best 
in the Air This Fall and Winter 

S'te r1i 
RADIO 

SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
simplifies the task of main- 
taining perfect reception. 

MtiE quIlty 04 you. radio .vp Hon IM la the 
1 health al yo. n what and btti... )ver 

set owner. b devoting a 1.w mumat of his 
tit.. tu .et icl.y the.. life -oat., of tht mt, 
can get vere joy out of radio with 1 soot 
far upk «p sad I r.plasmet Equip your- 
self en.npl.tly with Sterling ante Intru- snt to leave tba taboo and batt.riammaad 
saw. money in the end. 

41,7 Po.b.t ta.tr te Met "A" ea `a^ b.ttari.. .tly nd w .. tthout un.... wary draa an 
t s.,b.tt.n. 

Tube tete. to determine the Iñcincy of 
the tub.. wad i.tt ..king, cskt d Waste 
farmer t..d.l. 
att..r ah.s gee to chat g 'A' and -a" .ttsri. at ..t .d carmin charging rate 
by tba mont up -t. d.t .d .Isplt =Mined. 
No hulk., an Itg.ud 

4. Tub. ,.atito, to .n.. the filaamnt ad 
UV 201A. C -3OIA, UV -100 end C -299 typa .f 

a 
cuum tub... Mat.. tells whom tubes 

O w./ trat wat and t eir exact condition 
after Nation Kmp a,pllhr,nn at 
its beat. Invaluable far matching tubes In 
the mt. 

Fach Sf.rltng Radin Servie It. ..rusat 1. 
mater- equlpp.d Tb. Tube- Srvieing 

.at. . e fur olbd with handy charts to 
.he. you . e a ctly nd truthfully the condi- 
tion of the tub.. 

The Sterling Manufacturing Company 
2831 -53 Prospect Ave, Cl.elaod, Ohio 

Dept. K. 

Sterling 
Radio 

Service 
Equipment 

Balt.fry 
Chara.p. 

Illeratwed or swam 
model. for "b" 
and "B' Oat 
t.r4. 
II.. be 1112.1111 

Pocket nd 
Panel Meter. 

Petaw. 

ales ta sn. a. 

Home Tuts 
Towhee 

rra. SR./6 

Tata 
tansies toe 

Pt lam 
1112.5. u..w 

These Service Instruments are a necessary 
part of every set owner's equipment. 
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A Separate Circuit for Each 
40 Meter Wavelength Band! 

KELLOGG - for 28 years makers of precision tele- 
phone instruments - producers of quality parts 
since radio began - Kellogg has perfected a radio 

receiver torthy to bear the Kelloce,, name. 

In the new WAVE MASTER 
there are nine .erarate circuits- 
one for each 40 meter wavelength 
band. Each circuit gives that max 
mum efficiency heretofore found 
only in one short teIYKM of the 
dials of ordinary radio frequency 
sets. East' tmud brings within 
the ranee nl the tuning dial n dtf 
(event group of stations 

Merely set the ranter to the wave 
zone to which you are mleretad 
and rune in aeh the one dial 

Ihn dial actually hag tuning 

range of Soo degrees - over three 
tintes the range of any other set. 

All cher radio frequency ern 
have sanable capacity which must 
he tuned. usually with three dd 
ferent dials. to balance with their 
inductance toll. 
The WAVE MASTER'S tn 
ductance is not fixed but variable 
and as east's and uu.lilr tuned. 
with the one dial. to balance the 
fixer( capacetes 

tante for lull dercnpan. Please 
mention your rades dealer.. name. 

Kellogg Switchboard öt. Supply Company 
1069 W. Adams St.. neat. H. Chicago. III. 

AVE MASTER 

ACME WIRE RADIO PRODUCTS 
¡ 

Celataite Battery Cable 
For connecting A and a Ftatlrl.a Inn currsnl 

supply) In radio art. Milk ti mid roverinr . flex- 
Celatalle wirra-Ie fret lutut-a different color side 

mur raeh terminal. Pneent miry wiring and 
o "blown" tub.. Add gr.tly to th. pp.arnee 

or vuur wt 

The New Celatsite 

n ME 
ACME 

i 

C 

1 

a. 

' flexible 
' paint 
"loin. 

n 
.rad 

C.l.tit. 
per 
a./o.o..aNe 
111.1n 
In it 

Wire \J 
t,.ad.d tole. for \ N. J to l..lnt" fad nb panel 

tris. of "" Enameled Antenna vif. Mrbt i r.l 1. Irawt. rw 
Drown. 'ortr for rack circuit. Stranded 
The Original Celahite Wire The best outdoor itan 

I. tinned cop. roll n Mot rap . et rand. 
bue bar wire uh eue- ACME r ...meted copper aIIr.. pat.ttl. Insu- maImum re.., for recap- 

In rayo colora Suppled ion ,nm.une pr.v.nt 
Inch lewgtb carnation nd ra.arctuent 

wet weak fanal, 100. 140 or - ._r- !ea front colt ho.M 
Ma. 

. . *. 

l 
THE 

n/t i 
At 

na.tf.r>.en. 

&'. 

AC1cE 

- 1 

Flexible Varnished "Spaghetti" ., 
°' 

A perfect IMUlatlun tube for all 
little poi an in art 

worth lot more Intl' mort and V worth a lot Inor. 
than the cheaper tubatltutea 
..rtrr.d. Black. yellow. rad. Antenna Win grain. brown. for wire. Vos. P 
lu to 1$ 30 -Inch lengths. You tam met, good ' 

3..d fen lain. loop with Actor wiro mad. 
t 65 .tined* flaw opy.r 

ACME WIRE CO. wire ',torn Ilk y. N. 
ratIDN: em Inlehla.. 

Mew Ha..., Casa meal 
w.k.. of te. ......1.J t b ..4 .ell .iodlag. fir dlo 

aattery Human. aéatte,' nletaatett. t 

Ietatbard Prew rage 411 

CARTER "IMP" RHEOSTAT 
-Carter Radio Company, 
Chicago, III. 

Carter has realized the im- 
portance of condensing those 
parts that can be condensed. it 
seems. Their "IMP" line is a 
series of small pieces of appa- 
ratus. The rheostat in question 
is but slightly larger than an 
American half dollar! One -hole 
mounting greatly facilitates its 
being incorporated into a set in 
quick time at little trouble. It 
is strongly made, a very neat 
unit, and takes up much less 
space than the larger makes, al- 
lowing its incorporation in a 
portable set or any regular set, 
at absolutely no risk of inferior 
quality. 

ALL -AMERICAN TOROID 
COIL - All- American Radio 
Corporation, Chicago, Ill. 

This is an exceptionally fine 
model of the well known Toroid 

Thr .lI!Ameritan Toroid Coil 

:oil. While some manufacturers 
have rushed their models of this 
coil on the market to meet the 
early demand, a good many 
other manufacturers h a v e 
waited in order to make their 
coil mechanically {perfect, as 
well as electrically so. All - 
American has done just this. 
It comes in two models, antenna 
coupling coil and radio -fre- 
quency transformer. A kit con- 
taining one of the former and 
two of the latter coils is put 
out and makes it dandy `et of 

The lirla Balloon (arrloiá Kit 
partly astrrnldrd 

. 

t need, 
Batterie 

ybti '1St the 

MASTER" rj!!s7 i ERtl B/g 

Baiting Cli1AinOtDi 

Connects from any eleca is light 
gClket right to your radio set; - 
that's all these is to it. 
With the Freshman Master 
Bic Eliminator your set will 
ahways be supplied with con- 
stant and uniform power. 
Naiades in operation; your rt 
oeption will not be marred by 
the snap and cackle due to 
chemical action in "I3" batterie,. 

A. C. Model $20.00 
fir arrwwating earnest 
r, .i>m Rectifying Tube i. requu.d 
for operation of the A. C. 
Model Not - - $ 2.50 
D. C. Model $17.50 
for direct carrent 

C.e Lim e crwr 
fer br r Mrrwr- 

field r aOTROatiaD 
t.aasoaAn a wta .mar 

os. rsshma Inc. 
tars .Yaira 

FRLSHMAN BUILDING 
tan-ut %tsr dorti sT _Itíw WM WY 
esoeAOO .ne1 - a27 &L.. Walt IT 
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You Can Make $100 coils for a five -tube .radio-fre- 
quency set. 

Weekly Selling Radio 

Demonstrate once- results 
mean sure sales! Sell wbat 
everted .ants --rada at low 
prbces. t to coed feception 
-4. S and 7-tube instrument. 
1111 FREE ! Leese as 
Eat.blub a business of your own. Bltt a In ADAM ilia( -events 
Sake course in 12 lessons and 10 
radio se: rice lemons teach you 

a arum ate. OWL everytbutg. 

3100 Men Are Now Doing It! 
Success with over 3.00 men proves ment of our 
proposa io.. SIto week Ir tut unusual-many Ozark a 
men make more in *wire time! 
Free Book! Wrote me personally -ten me 

about yourself. 111 see that my 
61 -page book. (harks plan No. 100. is sent you with 
out c.,.L Please mention the same el your county. 
Mad the coupon! 
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PACENT SLF CONDENSER 
-Pacent Electric Company, 91 
7th street, New York City. 

To meet the increasing de- 
mand for a "straight -line fre- 
quency" condenser. Pacent has 
put out a special piece of appa- 
ratus of that nature. Our 
curves of this condenser show 
that it helps very much in sep- 
arating the low -wave stations 
that now crowd around your 
dial within the first ten or 
twenty degrees. Strongly built 
as well as being very neat and 
electrically efficient, it is a very 
good piece of apparatus. 

ERLA "BALLOON CIRC- 
LOID" KIT - Electrical Re- 
search Laboratories, Chicago, 
Ill. 

When this kit came to 3XP, 
it eat around the lab until we 

Thy Parent Straight Lint t'rrgiaenty 
Condenser 

could "spare the time" to put 
it together. What we were 
really figuring on was a day to 
build it. We looked at the time 
claimed by the maker as neces- 
sary and saw that he specified 
"forty -five" minutes! Well, 
(list's how long we were! Can 
you imagine taking a five -tube 
kit set with all the parts loose 
and assembling it according to 
the maker's directions in forty - 
five minutes? We couldn't either 
until we tried it. 

Furthermore, we decided that, 
inasmuch as it was assembled so 
quickly there must be something 
wrong with it. However. al- 
though it has been working a 
month, it still performs as a 
real competitor of any of our 
other five -tube sets. 

All we can say is, "Just an- 
other case where Erla has 
greatly simplified the set- build- 
ing game without taking away 
a bit of the set's selectivity, vol- 
ume or sensitivity!" 

CARTER "IMP" SWITCH - 
Carter Radio Company, Chicago, 
Ill. 

If you have ever been both- 
ered by "the kids," the servant 
or some one else molesting your 

4:3 

autuuhuruNrF!l///roN 

1,111tUdl/It'c'tl 

Airline 

//////IIRIt111iRummws 

Ward's New Radio Catalogue 
Is Yours Free 

Fours Free -the newest, mort ,n. 
teresting book published on Radio. 
A book prepared by Radio raprrta -a complete Rad. ,manual. 

S2 hilly illustrated pages show 
ing what is new on Radio and what 
has born approved by the best 
experts. 

It shows sets from oie tube to 
Ave tuba.. the new one dos! con- 
trol. pans and supplies. batteries 
and tabiocts. It Bissa last of sta- 
tion.. rodo log for recording 
.utws. 
aleadgaarlers los Radio 
Wad' is today one of the greatest 

Rr1,n stores in the world -selling 
evnyth,nnig in Radio without the 
usual R.d,o Profita And besides. 
we se11 only the tested and p 
proved equ,pnrnt- .elected and 
tested by our own ezperts. who 
are up tr. the minute on Radon 
Thousand, of customers ante us 
of their delight sad saving on 
Wart's Rrt,n lets. 

Our R year old Polley 
For SI yeah we have sniff only 
quallt vmerchandise under aOolden 
Rule Policy. You can rely ab.o 
lutely upon the quality of every 
thin sbawn its this Radio Cata- 
logue. 

Write tee year tree copy at Ward's sew Radio CitaSee ee 
Adder.. Dept. t.R 

Montgomë try Ward &CQ 
The Oldest Moil Oder Howse is Today the Most Progressive 

eak.as.s Choy. I.r.. t dy V. .N rortl.. On. Oaltls.L C.Id. It. Wwti 

PHILADELPHIA 
RADIO EXPOSITION 

October T4404925 
EVERYTHING new in Radio - 
sets and parts for the one- 
tubes as well as the 
Supers. Your favor - 
iteartistsin 
person. 

S e t - building 
contest with cash 

prizes. A show that 
the "Fan" and the 

"Ham" will enjoy. Don't 
misa it! 

The ARENA 
46th & Market Streets 

Spnaored by the 

PUBLIC siiids LEDGER 
and the 

Philadelphia Radio Trade 

Admission 
Afternoons . . 25c 
Evenings . . 35c 
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No More 
"Bunched -up" 

Stations ! 
The Signal Spiral 

Cam Condenser 
Distributes Them 

Evenly Over the 360 
Degrees of Your Dial 

Yes, sir, you get absolutely even distribution with this 
condenser. Other types simplify tuning. But the Signal 
Spiral Cam Condenser is perfect insurance against conflicting 
stations. 

The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser uses the full 990 degrees on 
the dial -yet is so compactly designed that it needs no more space 
than the old type semi -circular unit. There is no backlash. The per- 
fectly balanced assembly accounts for the smooth action. See one 
at your dealer's -then you'll understand why thousands of fans will 
use no other condenser. Built in three capacities for single or three - 
hole mounting and all one price. 

We have n i ,nr chart shewmg th rñci.ney el this 

.Hsndsnse,. 
Writ. w. le, it today -also le. lit.tu on th now 

gnal Re I pr. f onp An.l, the ,deaf loop for eins qua 

"R'Mrr lltlllnr. 
.f (to,: adlv 
Porte ('ow I r: Signal Electric 

__, Manufacturing Co. 
tIJ 

r Menominee, Michigan 
P,aneh ORce an AII Pnnipal Citis 

Send ior this R RA 1I O 4 SOnNIL FR FFe 
°lU 1926(atalog of 

. RD AI U 
BARGAINS 

144 save %01/2, 

TheWorld's Largest Ex- 
exclusive Radio Mail Order House Will 
Send You This Wonderful Book FREE 
64 illustrated pages con- 
taining thousands of bar 
{fails in radio seta, semi- 
finished sets and radio kits 
of all styles, sizes and ap- 
proved circuits. Beautiful 
modela of the very latest 
designs and typer. Elabor- 
ate console nuslrls with 
loud spakrs built 
right into cabinets of 
genuine mahogany and 
walnut. AU. SETS GUAR- 
ANTEED. Crust to coast 
receiving range. Catalog also 
contains everything in radio 
supplia, Including bacteria 
chargera. loud speakers. trans- 
formers. condensers. rheostats 
and any other parts you may 
want for improving your set or 
building new one. Cargos 
toed a.efaa to pas e Yn b h. 

OUR 
GUARANTEE 

Every artich ex- 
actly as repre- 
sented. Every 
article Is testad 
before shipping. 
Completa satis_ factisn sr 
mney cheer- 
fully refunded. 

7 

"Pirt:4 Ifr.. 4.r4 
flatrwIa 

InrM,m Taws 
we 

~ If. brls. 

.""'.wsmarter : 
Dam w ::.á:..rs.. 

4-wwww fawwr wave I. Tama 

DON'T BUY ANYTHING 

IN RADiO UNTIL YOU 

GET OUR BIG MONEY 

SAYING CATALOG. 

RANDOLPH RADIO 
CORPORATION 

T e tapst a.ebaMe Radio 
Mal Drew Moms IN u.wsrl . 

15911.0... A,e. syt t$ tlicags. a. 

You must have our cata- 
log no matter what set 
or kit you want. Our line 
is complete and includes 
all popular arty nut-h as 
Superb dye., Nea- 
tr.dyna, Ultredyn., Rein - 
ertz. Regsa.rative, Radio 
Frequency, Drowning - 

I)rakr Reflex and all other 
latest circuits. Kits, seta 
and party manufactured 
by all well known manu- 
facturera such as: Frost, 
Reward, Ilaldwln, Bran- 
ches, Waters Electric, 
Columbia and others. 
Our Stull fuiltdied .eta come 
with all pans mounted on panel 
and larboard ready forwinng. 
Ito not fail to send for our cata. 
Pig. Remember, we are the lard. 
act rrrtuslve radio mud order 
dealers :n the world and carry 
the best of e.erythins to radio. 

Our Catalog 
Includes ssa.pkt. Rat of 
be aadcasting sttlana 
wed aMRr Iohrrnat len 
need toots steam rios trop 
serves. dlebl.w. Ow ra- 
dia engines we/ Seep 
per sal.s an yew rua 
M. leurs. Send p..r 
a.eae and wake= sas 
sane er Ye opter. We 
taled send seal.% MEL 

radio, leaving the tubes burning 
when they went away, you will 
be greatly pleased to know that 
here is a small filament switch 
which can be hooked up in any 
set. commercial or otherwise 
with very little trouble and 
which you can lock, taking the 
key with you. One hole only re- 
quired to mount it, diameter 
much less than un American 
quarter, sturdily built, self -in- 
dicating "ON" and "OFF" ar- 
rangement. The price is but a 
fraction the cost of a set of 
"B's," so don't blame the kids 
unless they break the lock 
(which looks as if it would be 

.a hard job)! 

MARCO VERNIER DIAL - 
Martin- Copeland C o m p a n y, 
Providence, R. I. 

Here is a dial that will in- 
terest the most hard- hearted 
DX hunter in these day of sharp 
tuning. The small openings in 
the sides are for the purpose of 
logging your stations. The open- 
ing at the top shows the numeri- 
cal scale which is divided to one - 
half a degree, and which may 
easily be read to a fourth very 
accurately by use of the hair - 
line indicator. The dial is 
shown in this issue in the photo- 
graphs of the Flewclling short- 
wave set which we built at Sta- 
tion 3XP. 

"TUNE RITE" STRAIGHT - 
¡SINE FREQUENCY DIAL - 
The Radiali Company, 50 -52 
Franklin street, New York, 
N. Y. 

With the present tendency to- 
ward "straight -line frequency," 

The -Tune-Rae" Straight Line 
Frequency Dial 

which can best be accomplished 
by means of variable condensers 
with their plates so shaped as 
to give this graduation, the man 
who already has a radio set 
built with the regular semi- 
circular plate condensers is up 
against the problem of continu- 
ing to find his low wave -length 
stations so closely crowded to- 
gether on the lower side of the 
dial as to make them almost im- 
possible to separate, or else to 

NNOIINC/NG 
'Tlbe?OJsaw13" oh 

P.I. 
!sad. 

L WALNUT CABE 

This new unit will eliminate ell 
battery trouble... Supplies plate cur- 
rent from light socket. Guaranteed 
to ,prorate without th slightest huge 
Furnish. the uniform voltage 
which is necessary for perfect re 
ceptlon. Ves the minimum of 
current. Nothing to dlut. No 
moving parts to get out of order. 
Will not effect your neighbor's set. 
Requites no attention whatever, ea. 
<ept to switch it on end off e. you nt to uM your receiver. It fit 
all scar. 
Th.. Wlleon "w- Rdlnpow.rUnit i 
one of this season mnt important 
developments in the field of radio. 
It is the Ideal plate current supply. 
because of it. dependability. con. 
renient, and economy of operation. 

In handsomely finished combina- 
tion walnut cam.. Price $35 

?beAndrcws 

Pets. Pend. Use this uprnor 
crol for improved 
tone q u a l i t y . 

greater selectivity 
and m a ai m um 
.nice and volume. 

111 at,ptivaally 
high I atb of iu- 
ductnc to re- 
al:stance. Loses 
are negligible. 

mi. toll has been given unqualified 1dvr went by the tearing lboratn. 
pubtalutained by leading radio 

lication mid newspaper, It is 
exceptional in th,t it Increase 
rang., volume and sle..tivlt, with enti, freedom boro dials-olio... It 
u mood in uck well-known receiver. 
as the AnAyew DERESNADYNE and 
Rl1ÇRIN(-HAM It err. be ...eel in 
any hmt.np Muiring high grad. 
R F. trnsinem.rlnductnce. Pries 
33.00. 

A.k year deafer fur blue- print, 
el receivers .rid circuits mains 
this sail, or .write direct to us. 
Oar Technical Dept. will enwer 
inquires. 

DM® t3 
0 

í3 0, 
` rélding ?óp 

lita Leap to 
Iodizes static d . eut eut 
interfering sta. 
1101. 

Price 
$8.50 

Pat. 
Pend 

Fiandornely bnihed in silver and 
mahogany to harmonize with the loot set. Neat and compact. Fold. 
edily and can be used anywhere. 

Replaces unsightly and troublesome 
outside aortal. Has long insulated 
handle and silvered dial marked for 
calibration. Can be used on any 
multi-tube et. A special model for 
every circuit. 
S rh standard products at 
your dealer or writ far um- plt information. 

Maack 75.120i5 )T3a,,;; . 

;ilulur od 1/into, 
1311 First Ave. Mywood, Ill. 

PERKINS ELECTRIC LTD., 
M.ntrsat- Teranr... -W, n n,pc r 
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NEW -- 
%Vt want to send every set 

owner our circular No. 776 

describing our new line of 2- 

inch radio panel instruments. 

No. 135 is made in single 
range voltmeters, ammeters 
and milliammeters. No. 140 

in made double range, using 
our patented self- contained 
switch. 

'l'he voltmeters are of the 
high resistance type. 

JEWELL ELECTRICAL 

INSTRUMENT CO. 

IbSU Walnut St. 
Chicago 
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invest in a whole set of new con- 
densers. 

In order to meet this partic- 

ular man's problem without 
compelling him to junk his three 
variable condensers and buy new 
ones, the Radial! Cornpany, 
manufacturers of the famous 
Amperite, have designed a dial 
to fit on any of the standard 
semi- circular plate condensers 
and, by means of a very cleverly 
designed cam and gear arrange- 
ment, the turning of the dial 
gradually changes the speed with 
which the rotating plates are re- 
volved. and this change is so 
graduated that it turns the old - 
fashioned condenser into a 

straight -line frequency unit. 
Furthermore. this dial has 

been so constructed that it will 
act as a shield to the set and 'will 
not allow hand -capacity to in- 
terfere with the tuning. 

KARAS "ORTHOMETRIC" 
VARIABLE CONDENSER - 
Karas Electric Company, 19 
South La Salle street, Chicago, 
Ill. 

Karas Orthometric condenser 
is a contribution to the present 
tendency toward straight -line 
frequency tuning. Mechanically, 
it is one of the best jobs we have 
seen and it shows the present 
tendency among the best manu- 

The Unit of Absolute 
Dependability 

MacFADDEN 

B -Power 
Generator 

:35 ' 
Furnishes an unfailing supply Price of correct B -Power to any set. 

Manufactured by an organization of radio engi- 
neering and mechanical experts. 
Sold under a guarantee that really guarantees 

No Acids 
No Odors 

No Noise 
Operates on I IO V. 60 -cycle A. C. current. Turn 
on the juice and forget R- battery troubles for life. 

v..l... ran u this e. 
M FA E 

+. ....r .:rti ..e..a e for e.i_., .:.,..ti...... 
It's a Real Job 

ac DD N & CO., Inc. 
22d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia 

facturera to make the various 
items of apparatus within the 
radio set have as good and high - 
class an appearance as the set 
manufacturers are giving to 
their cabinets und loud -speakers. 

This condenser is of the true 
low -loss type and its mechanical 
construction shows the very best 
of engineering design and prac- 

The Karos Orthumetrir Condenser 

tice. It comes in the three popu- 
lar sizes, .00025, .00037 and 
.0005. 

K AR AS "HARMONIK" 
TRANSFORMER -Karas Elec- 
tric Company, 19 South Ica Salle 
street. Chicago, Ill. 

This audio- frequency trans- 
former made a most enviable 
reputation for itself during the 
latter days of last season. This 
year, it comes on the market 
fully prepared to take its place 
with the very leaders in trans- 
former-coupled audio-frequency 
amplification. 

Any fan who wishes to hear 
for himself just what the quality 

Thr Ka reu Ilarmonsk Transformer 

of this transformer is need only 
do what we have done at Station 
3X1'. We built a two-stage unit 
with these transformers and 
hooked it up so that we could 
plug it into the detector stage 
of any of a number of different 
sets, listening to the music first 
on the transformers already in 
the set and then listening with 
the same set using these Karas 
transformers. We make this 
suggestion because it has been 
evident to us that the Karas 
transformer has nothing to fear 
from such a test. 

yal JERSEY to 
LAUFOR 4IA Off, 
ocuf Speaker 

Qi&4rojoicl" 
CI-TUBE CIRCUIT 
As described inM Issu 
Radio- iin - the -Nome 

Complete Parts .Z5 
BASE AND 

PIMEL /Kt UDED 
/RE6ULAR PRICE'öO 
Ose of the most interesting 
circuits ever described --one 
that will give result never 
thought possible-2500 mile. 
on land. more than 3000 mile. 
crow the Atlantic. 

A .et built of our parts. c- 
cording to our specifications. 
brought in Europe for one of 
our patrons. Henry M. Neely. 
himself. in May issue. tells 
how it picked up California 
from New Jersey with ease. 
on bud speaker. 

A tried and proved circuit 
with new coil that kill. self - 

oscilation. the drawback of 
every radiofr.qu.ncy circuit. 
No radiation. Dial. alwey. 
lug. Simple to hook up and 
operat. Tested and tried out 
by our radio engineers. and 
un demonstration P a r t s 

neatly packed and ready for 
you anywhere. 
As deeenAed by Henry M. 
Neely in hú fralurr article 

in the May issue 

J The M.iH.Radio 
Engineering Service 

Will Supply 
Parts or the 
Complete Set 

of Any Hook -Up 
Ever Published 

in Any Issue 
of This 

Magazine at No 
Extra Charge 

Our priam are the sanae ea 
all circuits aiv.rtiaad i 

previous lassa. 
This Service 

Is Recommended by 
HENRY M.NEELY 

Still Another Special 
COMPLETE PARTS 
BROWNING -DRAKE 

3-Tube Set .... 634.75 
Described In the 
April Rdi+ In the 
Horne." R.gut.r v!a.. 1446 40 

}NO Oag rO0i .1 QarQy - 

here --4h. beat Radio Set. 
that give satisfaction da- 
sand quality parta. W. 
u.. no other. 
Ow repar.t4oa tiedìt p 14 
is years' /reff Is ha service, 1 la beck of **eh aale 

SPORTING GOODS 
S12 MARKET ST. PHIIA.PII 
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Twill buy for you! 
Free 24.Heer Skoppiar Service 
for tread.. of Radio u 1k. Home 

I will buy any pprtu mentioned In 
Him rnap.M and end it to you t it. 
Refuter Pelee plu. only P.rcel Postre 
and Insurance. 

ARE YOU ACQUAINTED 
WITH THIS SERVICE? 
It I. endu d rt. In ro-operatim 
with Radio te the Home. and i 
for the ceaveaNac of its reader. 
It to more than ,.t a place to buy 

part. H adred of my eutnnir kook 
to ma to eau. thorn money and time. 
I ell part for only those hookuv abet 
1 HAVE TESTED and know to b< gond, 
end every Wet 'lament I send you boom 
my personal guaranies of immediate re 
placement if detective. 

QUADRAFORMER 
of all the Ort I have in contact 

with ently. this one` and out pre. 
eminent. It i easy to build. and It In 
certlmy that the on you build will 
"work," if constructed of the proper parts. 

I hove prepared complete kits of part 
fur building it in two grde.. 

The Standard Quadraformer Kit 
t nntin Kadmn Panel Cardwell Con. 
denser.. baseboard. wire. genuine Geer 
ha, tSchlueter Quadremol, Eby Binding 
P.rnte. Amperwtn. tins. 
',PROPS Dials. and every 
thing needed for the cet 
seedy shown In June 

Radio In the Home. t the 
special price of Compl.t 

The De lease Quadraformer Kit 
Has Mahoenite Panel, Hmmarlund Con 
denser., geuulne Gearhart Schlueter Quad. 
recoils. Jon.. Cable Connector, Yaley 
Rheostat, An.perites, the Marro 

everything 
Vernier )hala and nsC C o0ö werrthlne In keevinr tu 

VJ make ..t that will gr 

t 

c. 
any living m 
very pe<ul price elf I omets. 
Genuine Solid Mahoga.y t hi nets Inv. the.. 

Sets. $14.00 

werfe ewe demoiptimee d 0A. l.f 
baler. bcviny Alu trJ..n.t,nn sos Hh .1 Tube, Rrou+MntDralr 
Tub., and a REAL Sapev.helv.ad one. 
All ./ ..Mr.A I hoe. TESTED .,d stand v()(IARELy MAad. t have Jan. the 
eperrm.nfug VIII, Any . I'f R. 
TAW/TY. 

E. M. CLARKE 
1523 Chestnut St. Phila., Pa. 

Tlus Seal 

Is 

Your 

Guarantee 
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!tare Than Just a Neap 

w 
LT-MT 

tw!.TTt;a'7i'L)II 
Sl'LCIALIZIWG ori selling and re 

pairing the Highest quality of 
Medio Set and Accesorie.. Set in 
.rock and Ruilt to order in keeping 
with your pocketbook and /loom 

rlewllieg Super -Het Converters 
in tomb od built tv or Jet. 

Ol c aI SeYit Stati... 1.. 
"R.,,. m the Name. 
Mod ardere promptly A led. 

1212 Jefferson Bldg. 
leu Club., Street Plia., Pa. 

Improving the Quadraformer 
Receiver 

By E. J. GEARHART 

THE 
Quadraformer trans- 

former does remove all 
electro- magnetic coupling be- 
tween the transformers in the 
various stages, but the use of 
the Quadraformers without at- 
tention to the other causes of 
coupling in a radio-frequency 
amplifier will not remove all ten- 
dency toward self -oscillation. 

Disregarding tube -capacity, 
which we have proved has little 
to do with the cause of insta- 
bility in such circuits, there are 
three other causes of trouble, 
even when Quadraformers are 
used - 

(1) Coupling between stages 
due to the impedance of the 
leads of the "A" or "B" bat- 
teries. 

(2) Coupling introduced by 
the improper connection of grid 
returns. 

(3) Coupling introduced by 
inductive loops in the wiring. 

The hook -up given by Mr. 
Neely in the May issue, page 23. 
for instance. violates (1) and a 
set constructed according to 
that diagram will oscillate on a 
short aerial, or if the filaments 
of the radio frequency tubes are 
turned higher than a certain 
point. 

The preferred hook -up for the 
Quadraformer set, with either 
resistance or transformer cou- 
pled audio-amplification. is 
shown by Fig. 1. 

Note by -pass condenser Cl 
on this diagram. 

Now let us trace the direction 
of flow of the radio-frequency 
current produced by tube No. 1 
if the by -pass condenser Cl 
were omitted. Remember, it 
must flow in a closed path. 

Starting at the plate the cur- 
rent passes through the primary 
of T1 and then to the B battery, 
through the B battery and back 
to the filament, where the elec- 
tron stream completes the cir- 
cuit to the plate. 

The current from tube No. 2 
flows from the plate through the 
primary of T2 and there through 
the same B battery leads and 
battery as the current from 
tube No. 1. This common im- 

pedance causes coupling between 
the two circuits. 

Condenser Cl, which should 
be .5 rnfd. or larger, placed 
where shown, which is not 
across the battery binding posts 
as I have seen some constructors 
use it, by- passes the current 
from tube No. 1 directly back 
to its filament, preventing its 
passage through the battery 
leads with the current from 
tube No. 2. 

The plate of the detector tube 
also carries radio -frequency 
current and a by -pass of about 
.002 rnfd., as shown, should be 
connected directly from the 
plate to the filament. It should 
not be placed, as is common 
practice, across the phones or 
primary of the first audio-trans- 
former, as this would force the 
current to travel through the 
common B battery, causing 
coupling with tube No. 2. 

The by -pass condenser Cl 
was omitted from the May dia- 
gram. 

A set constructed according 
to Fig. 1 will not oscillate. 

Adding Regeneration to the 
Quadraformer 

Fig. 2 shows the result of 
many experiments to improve 
the original hook -up of the 
super -five. 

Note that the stator of a 
three -plate condenser is con- 
nected to the plate of the de- 
tector tube and the rotor to 
what was the filament connec- 
tion of the third Quadraformer. 
A 200 turn honeycomb or duo - 
lateral coil is connected between 
the stator of the three -plate 
condenser and the primary of 
the first audio transformer. The 
plate by -pass condenser of .002 
mfd. is moved to the new posi- 
tion shown. 

A new grid return connec- 
tion is made from the A battery 
lead to the secondary of the 
third Quadraformer between 
the third and fourth of the 
series coils, so that three of the 
secondary coils are between the 
tap and the grid end of the 
secondary. See Fig. 2. 

Set the three -plate condenser 

gCaRwqqT - DCHLCVTCR unto 
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this 
season 

Bring 
control of 

high resistance 
to the panel. 

DURHAM 
Variable, 

$ 

Short Led 
to Grid 

Sole 

Patent 
Plans.' 

Panel Mount, $1.00 
Standard, 75c 

moth types in tkn coos, 
1. 100. 1000 
to 100.000 
eke.. 
1e. 101. 0.1 
R.g.t. I mods 
1. NIA. $ 
ta 10 mee.. 

Ti,.. style 
dta 
elipy.d 

coed 
tk 

or DO1IIdJ[ 
USN. 
:100µ 

At WAYS a one . finger 
control and now at your 

finger-ends tht' the i 

, 

e. 
DURHAM Variable. Th 
familiar eue and accuracy 
of thee. standard high 
reitaee unite in their let 
est form niay be placed 
anywhere un your panel. 
preferably near the tube 
'hey rnntrol Only a is. 

hole required. 

For most hookups Vault 
need two Du rhms-- eletertnr 
and .ridtn 

Look for 
the Plunger 

f he patented Uurham eons. 
hinat,nn nt Tiding plunger 
and non wear compound i 
your protection end guarn 
tee for adulate. highreeist- 
nce control. 

DEALERS. Got This/ 
Order from Jobber cow. specify- 
ing type, panel mount and 
s tedrd. 

DJRI-IAIvi & CO.. Mc. 
U¡j Market St, Philadelphia 

with the rotor plates all the 
way out. 

Tune in a station in the usual 
way, then slowly increase the 
capacity of the three -plate con- 
denser. adjusting the dial of the 
third .0006 mfd. condenser 
slightly to compensate for the 
added capacity in the circuit. 

You will find that the little 
tf'oallnnrd e ear. 47) 



Sangamo 
Mica 
Condensers, 

Arcot*. y sum u noted 
autism IO po tent cal 

readied carom, 
Reudon sieg' Ih tore 

In reflexeng - - 
-where accuracy brings results 

BECAUSE of their high a..tuasy. San 

game Mica Condensers give perfect 
results in rcgct circuits, where exact capac 
Sty n SW r any to success Any r«cwer, 
whatever the circuit. o improved by the 
use of Sangalnn Ciwwtrn ors 

They are accurate. at.d they stay accurate 
All nationally recognized radio laboratt n. 
haw approved Sangamo Condenser. 

The accuracy rtf these oasis nets s one 

affected by heat or cold. moisture nr acid 
fumes, soldering or electrical surges. They 
ate sdpUy molded in smooth brown bakelne 
which will not slur w tuck even If dropped 
several feet m a hard cement &wg Tlx 
edges arc rounded. and wMtantul ohs in 
crease their mecladucal strength. 

M m aU, Sangamo Condensers are as tine 
condensers as money wall lay. not only on 
account of their untamed precsakw. but 
because their workmanship and finish is in 
harmony with the beautiful construction of 
the highest quality of taJw parts on the 
nutlet Yet they are not etpcusive Quite 
otherwise, in fact 

SANGAMO 
Accurate 
Radio Parts 

All surtdardt apatlnca.Ytsur 
dealer should hive Sangam.0 
L;ondensers. if not, INtIWT 

and he'll get them for you. 

Sangamo Electric Company 
1pr,lafie1d. Maras 
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Editorially Speaking 
( CON uo.r'.1 Yrwu roar 4e) 

for the personal benefit of their 
owners joining in any such 
movement? These stations are 
the ones which are paying the 
smallest fees and they would 
immediately take advantage of 
the silence of the big stations to 
come on the air with long 
tirades about the wrong that 
was being done to the starving 
composer and self -laudation be- 
cause they were paying the com- 
poser a proper return for his 
genius and were also protecting 
the radio public. That would be 
the veriest kind of balderdash, 
but that kind of stuff makes a 
hit with about fifty per cent of 
our so- called intelligent public. 

The other way is to stir up 
public sentiment to let Congress 
know definitely that this hold- 
up of radio is not to be tolerated. 
But there again you have al- 
most an insurmountable diffi- 
culty. The public simply will 
not get together and Tin -Pan 
Alley knows it. 

Do you think it could be done? 
Would you do it? How many 
of my readers would even go to 
the trouble to write one or two 
letters demanding a reasonable 
settlement of this question? 

The copyright law provides 
that all music which is published 
under protection of copyright 
shall be available to mechanical 
musical reproducers, such as 
piano players and phonographs, 
at a certain fixed fee per record. 
That is all that the broadcasters 
ask. We want to know what is 
a reasonable fee and we wan`_ 
to have it fixed so that we know 
that we can pay it this year and 
next year and the years follow- 
ing. The broadcasters do not 
want to get out of paying a rea- 
sonable fee. They merely want 
to have a business proposition 
in front of them which will let 
them know where they stand 
and what they can do. 

Until the broadcast listeners- 

in appoint some one to represent 
them in Washington with full 
power to insist upon this rea- 
sonable arrangement, Tin -Pan 
Alley can go on squeezing the 
broadcasters until it will no 
longer be possible to put out the 
high grade of entertainment 
which is the only thing which 
you and I want. 

I wish that the readers of 
this magazine would only give 
some indication that they are 
solidly behind such a movement. 
With such an indication in the 
form of letters it would be pos- 
sible to put up a fight to save 
radio from the most serious 
danger which has confronted it. 

But will you take the trouble? 
I doubt if you. who are reading 
this now, will even take enough 
personal interest in it to sit 
down immediately and write me 
a letter telling me that you want 
your interest in radio protected. 

Will you? This magazine 
might undertake to do something 
about it if we could get adequate 
support from our readers. 

Improving the Quadra- 
former Receiver 

(('.sussed reams tan ¿I) 

three -plate condenser will dou- 
ble the volume, and that it is 
the smoothest working regener- 
ation control you ever handled. 
The tuning of the set is also 
much sharper. 

If the circuit oscillates with 
the three -plate condenser set 
with the rotor plates all the way 
out it is because it has too large 
a minimum capacity. 

If the circuit does not oscil- 
late with the rotor plates of the 
regeneration condenser all the 
way in the maximum capacity 
of the condenser it is not large 
enough. 

It is suggested, to reduce the 
number of controls on the panel, 
that all tubes be controlled by 
Ainperites and the three -plate 
condenser used as the volume 
control of the set instead of the 
RF rheostat. 

NOW YOU CAN 

UNDERSTAND RADIO! 
k now all about it- -build and 
r.paIr rt- orranin th vac- 
uum tube operate a tran.- 
mutter - be u rullio expert! 
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HARRY F HART 
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F. H. DOANE 
Moil, than 100.000 radio fans rely on 

this I. (' S. Radio Handbook to take the 
mystery out of radin. A wonderful %aloe 
at SI. Hundreds of Illustrations and 
diagrams explain everything no you can 
jet the most out of whatever receiver 
you build or buy. 

It contains: Electrical eras and sir - 
cuit. ntewans, batteries, g..rlw 
and asters, lectr.a (vacuum l tub, 
most sewing bosh ups, radin and 
audio Irqunry mpl.hiion. broad 
cast nd commercial trosittrr nd 
reteivets, r . smog. melt, super - warn 
tie... codes, license rules. Many *tier 
Nature.. 
A practical book. written lo expert 

cn.ed radio engineers In language that 
you can undcrntand. Something useful 
can seers tease of its Slt pages. A honk 
that will MI ve ynt, many time.. its ,mall 
test. 

Just mall the coupon with a dollar b111 
and your name and addre'. and we will 
send you thla Mt -page T. f S Radio 
Ilanlbook by alums ¡node Nutt the other 
good booios listed betnw and the low 
prices. 
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Radio 
Receiver 

Selectivity means more 
with the Valleytone 

..-sagwjar.a1M, 

Valley B- Eliminator 
rh '.Iley G- tam,tnatot upphr a .ontaat H 

voltge direct Iron. th. Anna. lighting Unutt It 

ot le t the 11 than wet 14 hatrte and 

le. In the long r un than dry calla. too. Muck 
more ttIrtnry than lher 

Valley Battery Charger 
The V.II.y Battery charger charge. 6 volt A bat - 

terlee. 24. 6a. 22 or 96 volt B batteries. nd 1 

volt batterie . Built In handsome black cane 

with grained and engraved Hkeltt panel nd 
clear glas top. 

Finer tuning becomes a reality selectivity means more with the 

Valleytone Radio Receiver. 
For instance; the Valleytone has regularly received and separated 

clearly and distinctly radio programs broadcasted sintultencousiy hom 

stations on wave lengths from four to five meters apart. 

Such selectivity is attained m the Valleytone because of the Toroidal 

coils. The Valleytone circuit brings in stations sharply, clearly. and fret 

from distortion. 

The Potential Balance. which is used for the first time and exclusively 

In this set. gives a balanced tone to the Valleytone. Reception is clear 

and mellow Reproduction is faithful. 
With the Valleytone you can enjoy radio t never before. Ynu ran 

grt a statical if it is on the air and transmitting strongly enough to reach 

you. You can choose your stations by the clock and hear them with the 

Valleytone. 
The Valleytone is a five -tube set. It is manufactured by an old 

established company with the experience and the resources to assure you 

always the utmost in radio value. 

The Valleytone is mounted in a solid walnut cabinet. finished in two 

tunes with inlaid gold stripes. It may also be procured in beautiful console 

models. Special Valley tables with built -in loud speaker may be obtained 

for the cabinet model. 

Before you buy radio. see the Valleytone. Hear it. Let an author- 

ized Valley dealer give you a demonstration. 

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY. Rodio 1)ivision, 
ST. LOUIS. U. S. A. 

BraneA.s in principal Cities 

VIleytoe. Vail., Valley 
R.cing $.t. Battery Chargers 8-Eliminators 

Valley Electric 
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THE RAPID KINDERGARTEN SERIES -The above Issues contain right lessons on the funda- 
mentals of radio. These lessons are written in aimplc language and are designed to acquaint the 
beginner in radio with the leading phases of radin reception. 

BROADCASTING STATIONS -Tee following Stations were described and illustrated in the issues 
listed above: WRAP, WIIAR, WJAX, WJAZ, WCBD. Wl.N, WIS. WI.A6. I+;FNF, WEAF. WTAM. 
KSAC, WEEI, WTAT. 

The form helm" III for your convenience in ordering. 
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